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Statement

The company wa« never s» well organized, never
BO large and never sang so w ell or so .wee ly ks today Tne nnsical iait of the programme wil be
seieete.1 from e ver 300 ehoice pieces, and will include all the old gems of the Hutchinson Family
classic music,
songs, at d the best g.ms of modern
embracing patheilc, descriptive, humorous, etc. It
in
their
inimitable
will be rendered
style, by

Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplns (New lork Standard
Ainonnt paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over

Mr. John W. Hut chins n, Baritone.
Mrs. i* asnis B. Hut< BINSoa, Contralto.
Mr. Henry J. Hutchinson, Basso,
Mis. Lillie Phillip- Hutchinson, Soprano,

j

!

Mr. Isaac Littlefiei t>, Tci or.
Mies FLOBE'ceH. lues, 1st Contralto.
Hutebli sons will also be assisted i
at this concert by ,he peerlcssDramatic Header anil
Fiani-t

CT^Tlio

Miss ienniebelie Neal,
of Bouton, the voungegi, most talented and popular
of Am©-lean lady reuiers. who ill give a variety of
choice dramatic, bun o ousand pathetic recitations,
•elected from \ repertoire of over 100 standard

pieces.

Admission 25 cts; Reserved seats 35 cts.; Children
undei 10 years of age 15ct>-. Reserved s ats f r
•ale »t stockbri’gee Music Store. '1 ickets may be
obtained «.t Lorirg, Short & Harmon’s, aud Carter
Br<«.* Jewelry St« re.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Cuncert begins at 8.T.T.0
<*4t
dec3

I

T.

25,000,000

T.Merry

LEWIS

McLELLAN,
GORHAM.

Net Surplus

SONG OF THE BELL! I OFFICE:
Illustrated in Tableaux.
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benefit of

To Pen Drift Insurance.

CHILDUElt’S WAUD
AT

Maine General Hospital.
Saturday Evening. Dec. 3d,

ROLLINS & ADAMS

7.43 •'clock.
BeBervcd seats 05 cents. Now
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matter of insurance
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any oilier Agency in Portland.
are

Ticket*. 60 cents.
on sale at box office.

doing

as

1881.

can
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Tickets (admitting one) 50 ct«., for sale by Ores
ser, McLelian a Co., Farrington Hros.,C. E Banks,
L. J. Pert ins, of members -mi at tliecoor. Reserved
seata 75 cts. For sale at F. U Bartlett & Co’s Monday morning. Bov, 28tb, at 9 a. m. For programme
novktmtd
see
Skirmisher.’’

$1,097,449.50
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July 1, 1880.
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Decker Bros’ Pianos,

FIFTH ASSEMBLY.
Mechanics’ Hall,

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

8.

Also

a

choice

stock of first^olaa,

March, 8.30.
d“

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

SAMEL TflllRSTOA,

ASSEMBLY
Every Thursday Evn’g,

3 Free Street

Block,

PORTLAND.
dtf

sep29

Gentleman with Ladies, 76 c.
of -ix assemblies, $3.00.
German” every Monday Even-

STUBBS
Wc hare just received

ENGRAVINGS
Embracing

FOB
all the

HOI.

BROS.,
a

Free

HOLIDAYS.

And we have every kind of Frame yon may wish
for inc'udl' g tine gold ones for cabinet*; also panel
pictures eb ny easels, br-ckets. towel and music
racks and books shelves, which we aro selling very
low.

I« TEMPLE STm
Portland, Me.
nov29-»odlw
lystore open every evening.

Drawing

Wednesday, Nov. 23rd,
We shall commence a Special
Sale of Ladies’, Gents,’ and Children’s
Linen Hankerchiefs. These Goods comprise
the last season’s Stock of a large New York Importer,
which we have just closed out at much under
price. All wiU do well to secure some
of these Bargains before the
Holiday rush begins.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

i
»

noT22-ocdtd

<llw

School.

ol the State.
T‘-roe closes will be formed, one in U.7Icchnnicnl ”oneiu «• Architectural’' andonein •♦Free
Hand” Drawing.
Pupils will be required to supply themselves with
all th* necessary implements and stationery.
cations will be re eived until the day of
opening by tho Sec retar' of the Committee.
JOHN W. D. CAKTPR,
Mechanics’ Hall, 621 Congress Street.

Appl

nov29

YEAR.

This school will be opened on
moNDAV jeveniuto, dec. 5, issi,
at 7y2, at Mechanics’ Hall, and wiil continue four
months five of tuitioa to mechanics from any part

subjects at the

Exceeding Low Price of $1 Each.

ASSOCIATION.

SEVENTH

large stock of

THE
new

n
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■

UE STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD
being the above Trade Mark printed in

COMPANY,

green.
TORSADE BY ADD DRUGGISTS.
Or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of $‘J.OO.
FULL TREATISE SENT FREE.

HOLMAN PAD

CO.,N. If

744 Bro ndwny,
(P. 0. Box 2112)
Consultation Free.
Dr. Holman attends daily.
rooms
for
the
Suitable
reception of lady patents.

We shall offer this week
special attractions in Felt
Skirts. All prices from 50
cents to $4.00.
We have one of the best
lines of Dress Flannels to
be found in Portland. All
the desirable shades.
Please inspect our stock
of Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear. A full line and

Notice.
heretofore existing between

partnership
H. Irish and Samuel S Powtslard,
TIIEGeorge
and stile of George FI. Irish
undor the firm

is hereby riven that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
the trust of Administratrix of the
herself
upon
estate of

Notice

name

hereby dissolved, having this day disposout ire imoreitinthest* cn of giods, store
fixtures, notes and accounts due to the said firm,
ontinue the groemy
to John W. smith, who will
business with said Irish, under firm name and style
of George H. Irish A Co., as before.
GE'JKGE U. IRIjH,
SAMUELS. POWE'LAND.
deel dlw
Portland, Nor. SOth, 1881.
& Oo., is
ed of my

■

LORENZO LEIGHTON, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tbe law direct'.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reuired to exhibit the Bame; and all persons inebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARGARET A. LEIGHTON, Administratrix.

3

Portland, Sept. 26tb, 1881.
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regular attacnl of the Press Is furnished
Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,

Every
with

a

Editor,

All

will confer

railway,

a

steamboat and hotel managers

by demanding credentials
claiming to represent our journal.

favor upon

of erery person

The

us

Tariff

Convert tion.

The national tariff convention which assembled in New York on Tuesday had a
most important work to perform. Its professed aim was to effect ‘the greatest good
lo the greatest number;” to examine the
claims and conditions of all our great inter
eats, manufactures, agriculture, commerce
and labor of every description. Almost
from the beginning of our existence as a
nation we have been trying to adjust the
tariff question satisfactorily. The rapid expansion of territory, the increase of population, the growth of various industries,
the claims of new and valuable interests

changeable
system
and capricious. Certainly the call for the
agitation of the subject is imperative now.

have

made

tvuab

UC

the

JCgaJUCU

——

ao

takes. From the composition of the convention, so far as the list of members has
been made public, we judge that produce^
and consumer, capitalist and laborer—all the
leading factors in a nation’s prosperity—were
represented in the New York body. Agitation
by practical men, now, is what is needed to
effect a reformed policy. We have suffered
by our negligence, especially in a commercial

sense._
The French, after completing the Suez
Canal and commencing those at Panama
and Corinth, have now taken the initiative
in another great cutting across the Isthmus
of Kraw, on the Malayan Peninsula, which
stretches southward from Pakchar, on the
frontier between the Malayan States and Siam, southwards 500 miles to Singapore, and
is at its narrowest breadth at the former
place. The dista'ice across from the Indian
Ocean to the Chinese Sea is only fifty miles,
and it will shorten the journey both from
England at d India to China by at least 000
miles. The London Times says of it: “It
is certain to be accomplished sooner or later
and it is essentially a scheme that should
be carried out under English influence and
control. A Kraw canal affords one way of
improving the internal means of communication of India and its dependencies, while
it simplifies the navigation of one of the

principal

of ocean routes.”

The Bourbons of North Carolina are siton nettles, while they wish Mahone had
never been born.
Out of him comes their
trouble, though it antedates his revolt.
There has been much grumbling, sometimes
very profanely expressed, against Bourbon
management in the “old North State,” but

ting

it has never

taken

shaue.

It

was

words

without blows which hurt nobody. Now,
however, encouraged by Mahone’s success,
the kickers propose to do something. And
it is not unlikely that an organized revolt
will speedily take shape.
an eigui
Having just returned iroin
months’ tour abroad. Sunset Cox tells a reporter of the New York World that he is
“very much behind on political questions,”
which appears clearly enough further on
when he says “a tariff for revenue only is
the ground I take.” Mr. Cox hasn’t heard

of Senator Voorhees's recantation, nor is he
aware that all the wise men of the Democratic party are considering the propriety of
discarding that plank as unprofitable timber.
__

Pendleton, presidentially aspiring, want,
ed to make

prices.

We shall offer this week
decided bargains in Blankets.
Onr prices on Ladies’ Furnishing
Goods are the lowest in the city.
is the test.
Don’t forget that we have the
best $1,50 Rubber Circular in the

Comparison

agents for Harper’s

Bazar

Patterns.

F. A. ROSS & CO.
Cor.

Sts.
Congress & Brown
pov22 eodtf

NOTICE^
JUST

EXTRA.

RECEIVED.

A new lot of the latest styles in Millinery good- for the winter season, comprising all the leading shapes in hats
and bonnets for ladies, misses, and children, in fur, beaver, plush,felts and imitations.
A large lot of loBg ostrich plumes and
tips in all shades,
Ladies will do well to call and examine our good-, as we have as good an assortment and prices as low or lower than
C..11 be found elsewhere in the city.

"L A. WATERHOUSE,
641 Congress St., Portland, Me.

nov26
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PORTER KNITTING YAR>, Red, (3
shades,) Blue, (3 shades,) Iron (fray.
Silver Bray, Brown and Black. Price 20

cts.

a

skein.

HORATIO

STAPLEf.

The Heart of the White Mountain*. By
Samuel Adams Drake. Illustrated by W. Hamilton Gibson. (New York: Harpers; Portland:
Loriug, Short & Harmon.) A superb holiday
volume, artistic aud worthy in every way. The
is not merely a slender excuse for lavish
but is a charming and admirably written remembrance of various routes in
the White Mountain region, full of strong and
text

pres errs ccir-

friends with the Democrats of

Ohio who are, for some reason,
universally opposed to him, and so gave $100

Northern

Globe lately started
in Cleveland. The Globe lived but a few
days, and the Senator’s gift, coming to light
in court, made all the old Democratic editors
of Ohio indignant.

to the new Democratic

The Hartford Courant decides that it is
time for those who believe that the only
safe currency for a country like the United
States is a currency in harmony with the
world’s standard, of gold, to be organizing
their forces for a new contest with the sophistries of a double standard and the delusions of the paper lunatics.
John S. Neil, of Idaho, while at
had a long interview with the
President. Governor Neil is anxious that
Congress shall take some definite action on
the Mormon question, and will return to
Washington soon to (Jo what he can in this
direction.
Gov.

Washington,

pictorial display,

picturesque descriptions of Bcenery, local lag*
ends, and racy and well-told anecdotes. Author and artist have done their best toward
making this volume complete, and to recall for
winter days the summer splendors of the ancient hills to which men dock for rest, delight
and the sovereign touch of old Mother Barth
that renews her children’s strength.
The Jeffersous. By William Winter. (BosJ. It. Osgood & Co.) These annals of
the Jefferson family read like a royal record, a
line of kings of the theatre whose mimic court
dates back to the early half of the eighteenth
century, and of which the glory touched its

ton:

in the pathetic, dreamy figure of Rip
As Mr. Winter observes, no one
dramatic personation has so impressed itself
upon the age as the Rip van Winkle of Jo-

height
van

Winkle.

seph Jefferson. He was fortunate in his playwright; Mr. Boucicauit raised the careless
ne’er-do-weel of Irving’s sketch to a character
for extreme pathos,
which
unique Iovableuess, strange and enduring fascination,
itself. It has all
tbe human
stands by
hold that Lear takes upon the spectator'3
heart; lacking the kingly grief of crown
ernpery lost, it lays bare the
of sorrow, loneliness ot a man forgotten
for dead. Little need be said of Joseph Jeffer-

Judge Cox will have
the Revised Statutes of the District of Columbia to direct that his body, after hanging

until he is

dead,

shall be

delivered to

a

surgeon for dissection.
few weeks ago had
new orders
obliged him to hire an additional force of
8,000, which places him at the head of the
population of a small city—more than 30,000 men.
Cannon King Krupp

in his

employ 23,000

a

men, but

_

It will be found, the Omaha Bee thinks,
that even when reform is sought to be effected by breaking away from party ranks,
anew “machine” must bo organized to
make effective the ideas advanced by the
Reformers.
A comparison of the increase of population with the work of the railroad builders
will show, the San Francisco Chronicle
notes, that the latter are not ahead of the
demand for transportation facilities.

son’s art, it is present with ns; and his son
Thomas has yet his spurs to win. Jefferson
the First, Thomas of that ilk, bad the fortune
to be a contemporary of Garrick, and

__

The increase in demand for five-cent
coins, popularly called nickels, that has
No less
come about of late, is astonishing.
than $1,000,000 worth of them has gone into circulation within two years.
Of Mr. Blaine’s political intentions and
prospects the Missouri Republican, Dem.,
declares that it can safely be said that ho is
a stronger man with the masses to-day than
he has ever been before in his life.

telling of a man
Quebec, a leg at
Liverpool, two fingers at Glasgow, and the
rest of his body is stirring around in New
The New York papers

are

who has an arm buried at

York.

played

to

especially the original and fairly delicious
design of the cover, where on oue side the
and

round moon rises behind bare branches
haunted by snowbirds, white on the other side
fruit-blossoms hang in rosy-gold air.

Harper’s Young People. (New York: Harper
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The numbers for the current year of this deservedly favorite magazino for yonthfnl readers (and pray fortune none of ui ever grow
over-old and wise to enjoy such books) make a
volume of great size. It is salted to all tastes'
and includes among its contributors many
names well-known to literature
Stories, poems, directions for various kinds of work for
girls and boys, biographical sketches, tales of
travel, songs, puzzles, riddles and the famous
with innumerable illnstraamong the attractions of Young People. Whether as a weekly visitor or in its collected form, this magazine is one of the Christworth does not pass
mas gifts of which the

•

wiggles,” together

tions,

the brilliant gifts of comedy and pathos of the
grandfather penetrated by the tender quality
father’s nature. Other scions of the
have flourished on the stage, and
enough of their praise is told to prove that this
family was born to the player’s purple. Mr.
of the

away with the

From the Fresch of Bois442 pp., (JO cen.s. New Fork: G
P. Putnam's Sons; t ortland: Loring, Short & Har-

Winter writes, as always, with finish, delicate
and large dramatic experience; and
in this volume affords a delightful addition to
the American Actor Series.

(Jenevieve Ward: A Biography by Mrs. Zadel Barnes Gustafson. (Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.; Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.) One of the most brilliant figures upon
the modein stage is Miss Genevieve Ward, a
tragic actress of great power and beanty of im-

exceedingly

an

ro-

mantic one; and her career is inspiring in its
energetic struggle with difficulties, its rich accomplishment and its self-respecting, direct
and artistic course.

She is the actress of

liv-

ing fibre—of which Sarah Bernhardt suggests
the skeleton; where the French tragedienne
gives an unhealthy, phosphorescent reudsring
of character, that recalls the legends of « dead
body, filled with an evil ghost, Miss Ward appears as a living woman. Apart from her theatrical talent Miss Ward is an admirable linguist, was for some years an eminent singer
under the name of Madame Guerrahella, mod-

mon.

Ward. Paper, 287 pp., CO
New Fork: O. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: f.oring, Short & Harmon.

John Harlow's
cents.

The Cruise of the t«ho»l. By W. L. Alden.
Cloth, Illustrated, 210 pp. New Fork: Harper
& Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short li Harmon.
Paul the missionary. By the Rev. William
M. Taylor. Cloth, 670 pp., $1.60. New Fork:
Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Hara Lady. By Henry J»me«,
Jr. Cloth, 620 pp. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin A
Ce. Portland: Loring, Snort A Harmon.

The Portrait of

The Prniatala. McClellan's Campaign of
186$. By Alexander S. Webb. Cloth, 219 pp.f
$1.00. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
The Army under Pope. By John Cod man
Ropes. Cloth, 229 pp., $1.00. New kork: Charles
Scribner's Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

A World of Wonders, or. Marvels in Animate
and Inanimate Nature. Cloth, illustrated, 496
pp. New York: I>. Appleton A Co. Portltnd:

Hoyt, Fogg

accomplishments, beauty and dramatic talent
of Miss Ward give ample material for biography, and Mrs. Gustafson has availed herself of
it with enthusiasm. Her style is rather weak,
a nd she dees not arrange her work to the best
advantage. It would have been well, too, if
there were better knowledge of foreign words
somewhere on tbe part of proof-reader or biographer. But tbe incidents and honors consequent open Miss Ward’s career make so interesting and valuable a contribution to dramatic
literature that tbe biogiaphy almost writes it-

views

umauvauiageH

01

advantages

the

upon

riuriua.

it

is

wnuou

and with an evident determination
to write with impartial justice, though the an.
thor has evidently a great liking for the Land
of Flowors. His first visit there was in 18S0>

pleasantly

when ho

accompanied

Grant, in the

General
correspondent of

the Chicago
His remarks upon the climate and its
desirability for invalids are very sensible; and
his notes upon the agricultural and stock-raising capabilities of the State do not appeac

capacity of

are

exceedingly

Saints aud Siuners (Noirs et Rouges). From
the
French of Victor Cherbuliez. (New
York: D. Appleton; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg &
Donham). This latest novel by the author of
the exquisitely witty Samuel Brohl will disap.
point his admirers on this side of the water.
The story is entirely French and fails to cod.
nect with American society. It contains some
clever touches and situations, but is rather
dreary comedy.
How is Your Man? (Boston: Lee & Shepj
ard; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon
is a little pamphlet conveying a vehement
protest against the Graveyard Insurance sysin Pennsylvania. It is to be hoped for the
sake of humanity that the abuses of life insurance are exaggerated by the writer of the pam*
phlet. At least it is well that the perils of life-

tem

insurance should be matter of thought and
comment since its advantages are everywhere
volubly pressed upon notice.

By Josephine

Pol-

Illustrated by Walter Satterlee (New
York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon). This is an easilylard.

written and amusing ballad gently satirizing
the modern art-craze. The numerous illustra.
tions are spirited'n drawing and quite effec.

tire, but the coloring is in some instances too
crude and positive. The volume, as a whole>
is a gay and

graceful one

for

a

holiday gift.

Juvenile Books.

land:

Bailey & Noyes). A particularly attractive story for young people whose favorite
pet is a dog—for it relates the story of a pleas
ant family as recorded by their dog Jock.
It
is lifelike and full of interest; and its beautifully decorated covers—on which Jock sits
up very straight in the pardonable pride of

authorship

to read his memoirs to

an

admiring

made up of a kitten, a rabbit, a
mouse, a toad and a beetle— will attract buyers
of Christmas books. They may be assured
that the story does not break the promises of
audience

by the outward

appearance of

the volume.
Carols and Midsummer Songs.
This da’nty giftbook will prove one of the foremost favorites
of this year's volumes. The songs are by chosChristmas

(Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.)

poets of childhood. Mrs. Piatt contributes
an
exquisite ballad of children “du temps
jade's”, which she calls Waiting for a Winter’s
Tale; the lovely preludes, of singularly clear
and tuneful quality, are Bigued M. E. W.;
a Christmas Carol, which repeats subtly the
swing of bells, is by Juliet C. March; Paul
Hayne tells a patbetio story in verse of a little
Silken Shoe; Mrs. Celia Thaxter reoalls a
memory of two tiny people of the Black Foren

The illustrations, by American artiste, are
varied and beautiful. Mr. Champney man.
ages light and shadow excellently in the
est.

group of Sileut Children; The Day in Winter
is an expressive little landscape; the flight oj
snow birds is admirably treated, at once natural and decorative. A vignette of a little

Comparative Moral
Morselll. Yol. xxxvi
Series. Clotb. 388 pp.
A Co.; Portland: Hoyt,

Day and All the Vcar.

Christmas

“Chris-

Register" Stories. Cloth, 303 pp $1. Boston; George II. Ellis. Portland: Dresser A Mctian

Lellan.
A

Pentateuch. For Popalar
P. Stebbins, D. D. Cloth,
233 pp, $1.25., Boston: George H. Elds. Portland: Dreiser A McLellan.
Utudy of

the

Reading. By

hnfus

Washington irving. By Charles Dudley WarAmerican

ner.

304 pp.

of Letters Series. Cloth*
Houghton, Mifflin A Co.; Port-

Meu

Boston:

land: Loring, Short A Harm

>n.

Quiacey. By David Masson. English Men
Letters Scries. Clotb, 198 pp. 75 cents. New

Do

of
York:

Harper A Brothers.
Short A Harmon.

Portland;

Loring,

Field*. Biographical Notes and Personal Sketches. With Unpublished Fragments
and Tributes from Men and Women of Letters*
Cloth, 276 pp. lost on: lKugbton, Miffliu A Co.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

Janet T.

A

C'hri«tovrr 11.

B ackmorc.

Harper

A

Dartmoor

Paper, 84 pp., 20

Tale.
cents.

By R.

D.

New York:

Brothers; Portland; Loring. Short A

Harmon.
A Modern Ballad,
Decoralive Sisfera.
by Josephine Pollard. With Illustration* by Walter Satterlse. Boards 88 pp $1.60. New York:
A. D. F. Randolph A Co.; Portland: Loring, Short

The

luuinuu.

&hake»pearr for the Young Folk*. Edited
by Robert R. Raymond. Cloth, Illustrated, 224
pp.,$2.75. New York: Fords, Howard & Hulburt; Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Harpers’ Popular Cyclopaedia of United
States History, irom the Aboriginal Period to
1876. By Btnson J. Lotting. Cloth, illustrated,
two volumes, 1606 pp.
New York: Harper
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
How is Your Han? or tbe Sharks of Sharkrille
Realities of the Graveyard Insurance System.

Paper, illustrated,

130

pp., 3

>

cents.

Boston:

Lee A Shepherd: Portland: Loring, Short A Har
men.

Ralegh, His Exploits and Voyages. By
George M. Towle. “Henoes of History” Series.
Cloth, illustrated, 273 pp., $1.25. Boston: Lee
A Shepherd; Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Doctor Breen’s Practice. A Novel. By W. D.
Howells. Cloth, 272 pp., $2.50. Bo ton: J. R.
Osgood A Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

By Harriet Prescott Spofford. Cloth, 172
$1.25. Boston: Heugliton. Mifflin A Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Poems.
pp.,

Ceneviere Ward. A Biographical Skoteh. By
Zadel Barnes Gustafson. Cloth, 261 pp., $1.00.
Boston: J. R. Osgood A Co.; Portland: Loriag,
Short A Harmon.
By Thomas Hardy. Paper, 71
New York: Harper Brothers;
Portlind: Loring, Short A Harmon.

A Laodicean.
pp.,

20 cents.

[Boston Advertiser ]

Criminal Impulses—A Precedent.
The case of Guiteaa is doubtless one of the
most peculiar in the annals of criminal jurisprudence, bat it is not wholly exceptional in
some of its aspects. Many \ ears ago in Maine
man of previous respectability received, as
be claimed, an order from the Lord to go some
twenty miles up the Sandy river and kill a
person whom ha would find chopping wood on
the banks of the river. He performed the
a

At the
mission and was arrested for the act.
trial in Augusta he pleaded guilty and said
that he deserved and expected to be hung, although he bad only obeyed the voice of Heaven.

The court, after consideration, let the plea
be entered on tbe records, but did not pass senThe case was
tence of death on the prisoner.
continued for judgment, and the prisoner was
remanded to jail. For something like twenty
years tbe case came up at every session of the
coart for sentence, and was always continued
for judgment, tbe prisoner all the time protesting against this coarse and insisting ou his
___1

Dog-Star. By Margaret Vandegrift (Philadelphia: Porter & Coates; PortUnder the

of

The Duties of Women. By Frances PowerCobbe, Paper, 193 pp., 26 cents. Boston:
George H. Ellis; Portland: Dres3er A McLellan.
ham.

Times.

over-sanguine, although they
encouraging to immigrants.

the Action

Suicide: An Essay on
Statistics. By Henry
International Scieatiflc
New York: D. Appleton
Fogg A Donharn.

u

anu

of

Vegetable Mould
Worm*. With Observations on their Habits. By Charles Darwin.
Cloth, illustrated, 326 pp. Naw York: D. appleton ACo. Portland: Hoyt, F >gg A Donharn,

through

self.
Florida for Tourists, Invalids and Settlers.
By Geo. M. Barbour (New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Douham)This is a volume of practical, authentic and

A Donharn.

Formation

The

els very well in clay and paints in a slyle quite
superior to Mdlle. Bernhardt’s—whose dismally affected sketch of Death and the Maiden
seems to illustrate the Danbury News man’s
story of the woman who wished she was dead
because her new bonnet was unbecoming. The

well-considered

Trrn.

gobey. Paper,

sympathy

Her story is

holiday time.

Books Received.
Tke Geldcn

honse

personation.

are

mnn

pieaseu auuicuccB in niugiauu. iuo Becuuu
Jefferson gbone on tbe boards of tbe old Chestnut street theatre of Philadelphia. The third
Jefferson, a dreamy, lovable man was not
greatly renowned as an actor, bat dearly honored by his family and friends—and in the
playing of the Jefferson of oar time we find

pleasure given
Horace Maynard, of Tennessee, being
asked recently whether he intended to retire
permanently from politics, replied, “There
is no such thing as permanency in human
affairs.”

The illustsitions to Mary E. Wilkin’s charm*
ing Midsummer Song and to Mrs. Preston’s
Dorris Spinning are very pretty. The form,
print and paper of the volume deserve praise,

and throne and

core

The Decorative Sisters.

guilty of murder,
the authority, under

If Guiteau is found

•
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Dk. H<>I,VIAN’S PAD is tho OKIGINAI,
and onlv genuine curative
PA D, the only remedy that has aD honestiy-acin
quireti right to use tbe tiile word “PAD,”
connection with a treatment for chronic diseases of
the STD MACH. I,IVt.R, SPLUS and
HALARUI. BLOOD POISONING.
HOLM AN’S PAi>ha8 such complete eo ntrol over
the most persistent CHRONIC DISEASES
of the STOMACH and LIVER. including,NDICES I ION, all forms of DYSPEPSIA,
BILIOUS and SICK H E AD ACI1 E. NE Kand SLEEP.
PROSTRATION
VOUS
DESSNESS, as to AMPLY instify the eminent
Professor Loomin’ high encomium; “IT IS NEARTHAN ANYER A UNIVKRSAD PANACEA
THING IN MEDICINE !”
BEWARE OE BOGUS AND IMITATION PADS. EACH GENUINE HODMAN PAH bears the PBIVA'IE BEVEN-

city.
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by Absorption through
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Single
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GLOUCESTER FIRE INS. CO., of Gloucester, Mass

TOTAL ASSETS,

JOHNSON,

Manufacturing Chemists. New York.
HU It U

REiKFORD,
GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,

day sessions
Package tickets—Evening

Tickets for

Bean's Cape Porous Plaster!

$117,4^4.67
regards Policy holders, 311,739.11

TOTAL ASSETS

$585,334.30

over

$200,000.00.

Cash Capital

CASH CAPITAL, $250,000.

relieve

Sixth.
Because the manufacturers have received the

STATEMENT JULY 1, 1881.

1881.

1,

that

only medals ever given for porous plasters.

1872.

Organized

only plasters

5000 physicians and druggists have
testified that they are superior to all
other plasters or medicines for externul use,

BOSTON.

C. A.

Sessions—Afternoon 2 to 6. Evening 7.30 to 10.
Satur lay, “juvenile day,” 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p.
m., 7.30 to 10.30 p m

A

Because

Fire Ips. Co, PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO.,

ORGANIZED 1889.

the

are

voluntarily

TOTAL ASSETS, $871,797.35

OF

recognized by the profession.

Fourth.
Because they will positively cure diseases which
other remedies will not even relieve.
Fifth.

$500,000.00

Capital

OF MANCHESTER, N. H.

Statement

Because they
pain at once.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and Other Claims,....$269,895.26
Net Surplus at regards Policy-holders,..601,902.09

.$411,998.75

so

Third.

statement JANUARY 1, 1881.

invested in United States Bonds.

and

1804-

pTOur Yeast i. 'Xten»»ively counterfeited
Notice carefulh our ^abel, which is prim*fl on 3 el
low paper. and bears signature of Gaff, Flcischmann

*

Huai! kr Cbnndler.
nov6

Second.
Because they are a genuine pharmaceutical prep-

aration,

FRESH EVERY DAY.

(Corner of Pearl and Silver Streets.)
Skati g surface 150ft. long, 40 ft. wide. Waiting rooms, Coat rooms—heated by steam
Notice There wil be two sessions Gaily throughout the season. Saturday, Juvenile Day, three seB-

Thursday Evening, December

active vegetable combination which acta with increased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and
counter irritant effects.

PHILADELPHIA.

OF

.,

STORERBROS’ BUI1 DING,MIDDLE ST

received.

First.
Because they possess all the merit of the
strengthening porous plaster, and contain in addition thereto the newly discovered powerful and

TOTAL ASSETS.$875,8*0.94

Statement

no?22

yeast

Skating

Admissions Evening
skates 10 cts.
session. 5 for $1; day session 7 f r $1.
Min-ic evenings.
r»-*Lotd of new Winslow Skates just

Remedies*.

ORGANIZED 1838.

-w.j.•*«•*.ia

15 cts.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and ether Claims,. ...$211,396.12
Net Sumius as recards Policy-holders,.664,434.82

OF NEW YORK.

Compressed

Music by Chandler’s Band.

session 25

Reasons Why they are Preferred to AU
Other Porous Plasters or External

All inrested in United States Bonds.

Gaff, Fleisclnrar.il & o.’s

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6th, 1881.

New Portland Boiler
Rink.

$200,000.00.

■

Capcine

Porous Plasters.

0

HALL,

CITY

FAMILIES

■■

Twelfth Annua! D[ilt id Ball

•

CASH CAPITAL,

TOTAL ASSETS OYER TWO MILLION

PORTLAND GADETS.

Benson's

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

$400,000.00

oct6iltt

1870,

BT

1867.

ORGANIZED

eodAwly

POSITIVELY CURED

Westchester Fire Ins. Cenip’y, UJIIOS INSURANCE COMPANY

PORTLAND,
51 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

$1,153,361.38

OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses ai.doii-er Claims.$251,514.51
Net Surplus as r* garde Policy holders 839,935.05

ACJENTS,

nov5

regards Policy-holders,..840,986.69

necessarily
guaranty of good faith.

indispensable,

application of protection that does not protect. The question asked by the venerable
Peter Cooper in his opening speech is most
pertinent: “Are we willing to know the
truth?” Mr. Cooper said that his experience had compelled him to believe that the
protection of American labor demands from
the American people their most profound
consideration and determined action, and be
paid special attention to our trade with foreign countries, and also reviewed the
improved policy of our country in this respect during his business career, pointing

Back
Ache

BUFFALO GEM1N II. CO.

Statement Jan., 1st, 1881.

TOTAL ASSETS,

as

tion bnt

Uul»

$308,377.69

..

cases

I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatiBm,

28

$300,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS,

NEWARK, N. J.

TOTAL ASSETS

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
LOC AL

at

4,062,234

STATE AWT., ACIICRN.

SClIILLIsK^

for the

$18,346,212

company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to its liabilities than any other large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $128.50 for every $100 of
liabilities.
The Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of liabilities
The Mutual LUe of New York has $114.80 for
every $100 of liabilities.
The Northwestern Mutual has about $ l of surplus
to the Mutual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $ 1.
4. It maintai s the established rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against contingencics.
5. It ha« paid to its policy holders, and has assets
it l»a«
on hand. $3 9«*I 868 49 •« or* ihan
receir* «l for p» euiiuin* ince in organizanever
other
a
made
any
company
by
tion, showing
at the same age. (note the power of compound interest in the West.)
0. I is pacing daily nearlv $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for ten >ears given to the public printed
detailed statements of i:s dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

assisted by

$3,622,846,42.

Re«erve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses snd Other Claims

$1,849,943.61

CASH CAPITAL,

1. It gives you insurance at actual cost.
2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other

I

.$1,203,510.12
regardsjPolicy-holders, 2,318,830.30

CASH CAPITAL,

all

Our present tariff is confessedly full of inconsistencies and contradictions. It Is an

Mr. Burdltt writes:
to pIy* relief In caeee of rheumatiBm.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:
From actual use, I know yourl'AiN Killer
Is the beet medicroe I can get
All. druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors'
bills. 3Sc., 50c. and 81.00 a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SOM, Proprietors,

STATEMENT JANUARY 1* 1881.

Subscribed Capital,. $5,000,000
Capital paid up in Ca»bj.$1,000,000

Seven of the Many Reasons Why You
Should Have a Policy in this Company.

!

Saco, Me., writes:

Have used Pain Killeb for thirty years,
and have found it a never failing remedy for
rheumatism and himcnpjw

ORGANIZED 1853.

ORGANIZED 1858.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

WEDNESDAY EVE’G. DEC. 7.

Walworth,

and have received great benefit.
Barton Seaman says:

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1881.

July 1»

We do not road anonymous letters and oommnnlThe name and address of tlie writer are In

oations.

I experienced immediate relief from pain In
the side by the use of your Fain Killeb.

E, Yorksays:

GIRARD FIRE INS. COMPANY,

188X1.

ORGANIZED

OF

(CHARTERED 1*37).

Portland,

G. H.

Providence, R. I.

(LIMITED)
LONDON.

TOTAL ASSETS,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

City Hall,

The doctors
my case in
despair. I tried your Pain Killer, and It gave
me immediate relief.
I have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual
occupation.

$660,000.00.

■

TOTAL ASSETS,

$7,207,551

The Fire Insurance Association

Mutual

concerts at the

CharUrj.j owell writes from the Sailors'
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses end other Cla ms,.

Hants' Insurance Company,

Tribe* of John nnel Jesse.”
Haring returned f ion the r great Pacific Coa*t trip
will give on© of their world-reno*ned characteristic

SOUND*

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1881.

July 1, 1881.

Association.

«

About a year since my wife
subject
to severe suffering from rheumatism. Our
reaorUvas to the Pain Killeb, which speedily

ORGANIZED 1797.

1831.

ORGANIZED

as regards Policyholders, .$1,989,430.79

THE

HUTCHINSON FAMILY

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,says;
became

OF NORWICH, ENG.

OF LONDON.

Net Surplus

Young Men’s Christian

40th Arnnal Tour. Over 12 000 Concerts in Europe and America. The famous old-time and
only original

In

GUARDIAN INSURANCE GO., Noiwicli Union Fire Ins. Society

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses md other Claims.... $60,519.89

INSURANCE

M ENTS.

extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:

LEADING ENGLISH & AMERICAN COMPANIES

$1.50 and $2.00

Tickets for the Series, with Reserved Seats

Benzine

more harm than good.
Pain Killer has been In constant use
for forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts of the world is, It never
fails, it not only effects a permanent cure,
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, It Is safe
In the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain
Killer would All volumes. The following

ever

gathered
fljTE

vRb/FA

of the

cheap

SATURDAY MORSIYU, DECEMBER 3.

ment that may do

be placed in this agency
any agency in PortlandJlfeS

presenting to the pub'ic the annual Statements
Companies represented at this Agency. They are

T0TAL ASSETS,

STODDARD ha*

any MR

as

a

that must te kept
away from lire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is it an untried experi-

ana violent spasms of tho stomach.
at Westminster Hospital gave up

Jan. 2, 6, 1882.

Dec. 16, 23, 30, 1881.

Pain Killer.
This remedy Is not
or Petroleum
product

and Paid at this Office.

POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE;
SOLID AJND SUCCESSFUL.

PROMPT,

CITY

There is nothing more painful than these
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use of Perry Davis’

PORTLAND, ME.

■

I take pleasure In again

GITING REMINISCENCES OF HOURS ABROAD,

AT

Pain in the Back and Side.

can

low rates

as

-

Promptly Settled

Losses

HIS

ANNOUNCES

Neuralgia, Sprains,

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

A PERFECT OVATION IN BROOKLYN!

^

RUeiimatism

spirit floating above a bell—a moon-fairy it
may be—is fall of movement and lightness.

Recent Publications.

TITTH PBES8.

aMEDICAL,

INSURANCE l

THE STODDARD LECTURES.

PHICE 3 LENTS.

IKfflmiHSSI

PORTLAND. SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3, 1881

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862-TOL. 19.
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died in jail and was buried.
If the wretch at Washington were convicted
there are doubtless many people who, while
approving of the verdict, would hopo that
some way might be found by which judgment
and execution could be stayed, for the present,
at least. It is too early to discuss the subject
in that aspect until the whole evidence is put
in and is examined by calm judicial minds
which every respectable court is supposed to
have. But precedents like the one above recited are not out of season now, and may tend
to afford some aid in a case so remarkable.

True Politeness.
“Evil is wrought by want of thonght, as well
as want of heart,” wrote Thomas Hood. Well,
lsfe is a thing to be lived carefully day by day,
realizing that it comes but once. There will
never be too much thought for others, or too
little living in self. The coartesy of General
Stonewall Jackson, who never entered
room of his wife without
key to a polished and

knocking,

the

the
beautiful character.
tender
is
True politeness
thonghtfulness of
others. What wonder that the Saviour was
called by Thomas Dekher, who lived in 1641,
“The first true gentleman that ever breathed.”
was

In the Hopkins case, Judge Finn said that
he would appoint Moses Hopkins administrator, and, estimating the unsettled residue of
the estate at 86,300,000, would require a bond
Of 813,000,000.
Gen. Barnes—That will need 826,000,000 in
securities behind it?
The Judge—Yes.
Gen. Barnes—All right; I’ll bring it up in
the morning. I haven’t got the change with
me or I'd fix it np now.—San Francises

Chronicle.

GUITEAU'S TRIAL.

SirOBDtY MORNING, DEI EMBFB 3.
The York County Attorneyship.
Saco, Dec. 2, 1881.
The recent nomination of John S. Derby for
C* unty Attorney of this county, raises at an
earlier day than it was anticipated, the question
Executive Council with
as to the duty of the
rciard to that and other nominations which
be made by the Governor.
The Lewiston Journal has recently publish"
ed au article which has been quoted approvingly by leading Republican newspapers in the
State, taking the position that as the vacancies
to bo filled are in offices which are elective and

The Cross Examination of the Prisoner Ended.

CULPRIT

THE

HARD

PRESSED

BY

on

JUDGE PORTER.

are vet to

appointive in character, and the present
power to appoint to them is merely incidental
not

in the Constitution, and tempo"
rary, not one of the general functions of the
Governor, consideration should be given by
him to the wishes of the people as they were
indicated by the choice of the present incumbents. It would st em that no suggestion could
be fairer under all the existing circumstances,
and if adopted by him as the rule for his action
the Council will ho bound to confirm the nomination of Judge Derby, the people at their last
election of a County Attorney having made
choice of a Fusionist, and Judge Derby being a
Fusionist and having the needful qualifications
for the position.
While this course would manifestly he fair towards both Judge Derby and the people of
York County if bis case were to be considered
independently of all others, the Council should
not lose sight of the fact that many other vacancies are to be supplied,—some in every
county in the State,—and that in many instances the present iucumbeuts are
Republicans.
Now if the Council having a diyxisition to be
magnanimous, is inclined to confirm the Governor's nomination of a County Attorney in
York County because at tiie lost election of
that official tl.o choico fell upon a Fusionist,
should it not. before allowing its magnanimity
too full a gush, demand a reasonable assurance
that its desire for fair play is appreciated by
the Governor, and hat in response thereto he
will feel himself “in equal honor bound” to
nominate Republican officials where the present incumbents are of that political faith?
Most Republicans think so in
York County.

t>

the change

-—-—

--

'J-l

STATE NEWS.

Washington, Dec. 2.—Guiteau arrived at
the court house about 9 o’clock aud was taken
breakfast.
to his room, where he ate a hearty
While passing from his van to the court house
Guiteau remarked upon the small number of
people iu waiting to see him and wondered if
interest in the great trial had begun to wane.
He seemed to be feeling well and in good
spirits, and so expressed himself to his atHis remarkable self-esteem and
tendants.
egotism never for an instant fail* him, and liis
perfect confidence in a verdict favorable to
himself is apparently unshaken.
At 10.05, after the usual appeal from Marshal
Henry for order in the court room, court was
in the
opened and the prisoner wasatplaced
his papers a
witness box. Guiteau glanced,
Por“I
then
desire,
Judge
and
moment
said,
ter, to state to you and the honorable court,
answer
to
quesI decline
any
that
tions that are mere repetitions of what we
over.”
been
have already
Judge Porter immediately resumed the
cross examination .with the question, “Was
one of your
purposes iu removing the President to create a demand for your book?
A._Yes sir, with the modification that it
was to preach the gospel.”
The witness regarded his book as the colwords the gospel
other
lateral gospel—in
brought down to the present time. The witand gesticulating
ness soon became excited
wildly insisted upon his inspiration and that
the Lord had selected him to do the work. He
The Lord never selected fools to
was no fool.
do his work. He had inspired him to remove
left him to use his own judgaud
Garfield
ment in selecting him, continuing excitedly,
‘And the Lord has taken care of me. I’ve
neither been shot nor hung.”
Judge Porter—And you did not expect to
be?”
A.—I decline to discuss the matter with you.
I did not have any thought on the subject. I
left it all to the Deity.
The witness repeatedly refused to answer
questions or as he termed it to “discuss matters
ho a|>pu»>vu
wiuo
ai uuc
inquiry.
the court for protection against the manner of
Judge Porter (in a
the cross-examination.
to
very polite manner) “I have not attempted
force a reply from you, Mr. Guiteau. If you
will allow the jury to uuderetaud that you refuse to answer, it will suit my purpose just as
well.'*
The witues3 at once turned to Judge Porter
and in equally polite tone inquired "Well,
what was your question, Judge?
The witness was then asked if his entering the
Oneida community was an inspiration, or if his
leaving it was au inspiration. lie decliued to
discuss the subject. Guiteau was questioned
to
upon his alleged inspiration -in attempting
start a theocratic dally paper and was confronted by Judge Porter with two letters by him
(Guiteau) about the time of his leaving the
Guiteau readily identiOneida community.
fied one of them but he hesitated over the othof
er which was a manuscript of several pages
foolscap, evidently suspecting some trap into
be
led.
be
which
might
Guiteau—“I will read it over and perhaps I
it.”
can tell by the sentiments whether I wrote
Judge Porter—‘‘Let me read it to the jury.”
Guiteau—‘‘I wouldn’t trust you to read it.”
Scovillerequested to be allowed to see the
its genpaper and after inspecting it admitted
uineness, as did Guiteau. It was placed in evidence but not read. Guiteau after hastily look‘‘That’s
ing it over, chuckled gleefully and said,
a pretty good thing
Judge, I want that to go
Have
the
to
it
read
got
1
yon
want
jnry.
in.
If you
any more of ray documents, Judge?
have 1 waut you to put them in.”
Judge Porter then produced Guiteau’s book,
“Truth,” which witness had claimed was the
result of direct inspiration from the Deity, and
compared it paragraph by paragraph with the
“Berean.” the Oneida community hook writThe similarity of
ten by John H. Noyes.
ideas and identity of expression were apparent
all through and the wituess struggled desperately to explain away his palpable plagiarism.
Col. Corkhill read a document which had a
It
short time before been placed in evidence.
set forth at great length Gnitean’s purpose and
at
that
which
the
theocratic
views upon
paper
time he desired to establish, and claimed inwas
spiration from tho Deity that he (Guiteau)
working for Jesus Christ & Co., the strongest
firm in the world.
“Those were my sentiments,” said Gmteau,
"and that was inspiration. It was the same
inspiration that led mo twelve years after to go
abont from house to house as St. Paul did, to
preach the gospel and save sonls. It was the
s me inspiration, but society was not prepared
for my ideas. That was all the trouble.”
Guiteau was warned by the court not to interrupt the reeding and remained perfectly
quiet until the conclusion. Another letter addressed by Guiteau to the community was then
read, in which the writer confessed his love
for and subjection to John H. Noyes and the
Several other letters
Oneida community.
written by Guiteau about the time he left the
community were then placed in evidence,
identified by Guiteau and read by Corkhill.
One of them, addressed to the communitv,
sets forth the writer’s repentance for acts of insubordination, and contained a confession that
he acted under the influence of his own selfwilled, convicted and fanatical disposition.
Guiteau insisted, in spite of warnings, in matting his explanations as the reading progressed.
“I was elbowing my way out of the community then,” said the witness. “You want to imagine yourselves in hell, ladies and gentleThen you can
men, and trying to get out.
understand my position at that time,”
In another letter Guiteau asked to be allowed
to return to the community, confessed he was
satisfied his undertaking to publish a daily theocratic newspaper was a develish delusion,
Guiteau broke in:
that had tormented him.
“’Twbs no devilish delusion.it was a good idea,
but not feasible that time.” He further said
in answer to Judge Porter he never had a devilish delusion—in the sense in which Porter believes it. Witness believed in a personal existWhen the imence of a Deity and devils.
pulse to remove the President seized him he
wrestled and prayed to find if it came from the
Dord or devil, and had it not been for the polical situation he would not have shot the President but would have believed the purpose was
prompted by the devil. Witness was then asked “Are vou insane at all?” and replied ”1 am
not an expert, let these experts and the jury
decide that.” Being pressed he declined to
answer and was then'snbjected to rapid questions, and soon began to exhibit irritablity and
anger, and his replies when given at all were
in short, jerky sentences. He was asked if he
laid in wait for the President in an alley by
night, and after the short wrangle said, “Now
you aro on that I’ll give you a little news. I’ll
tell you what occurred that evening July 1st.”
Whitness then detailed his movements up to
the time he saw the President and Blaime
emerge from the latter’s house and walk down
15th street. Said Guiteau, “They walked along
their fellowship was
so lovingly arm in arm,
delightful, and it confirmed m« in the belief
himself
that Garfield had sold
body and soul to
Blaine, and that Blaine was using him to ruin
the Stalwart wing of the Republican|narty.”
Guiteau here became furiously excited and
denouncing
plunged into a wild barangne
Blaine and striking the desk with violence be
shouted “Yes sir in my opinion Blaine is morally responsible for the death of Garfield.”
After recess the cross-examination of Guiteau
Witness did not intend to rewas resumed.
move the President on the night be visited the
Christian church. He went to see where the
President sat. He intended to remove him
whenever he could find a favorable oportunity.
If he had r emoved him then he would have
shot him through the head
He visited the jail about the first of June,
wanted to see it because be expected he would
he taken there for removing the President.
He had his pistol with him in the alley on the
He took it out and exnight of July 1st.
amined it and would probably have shot Garfield that night if he had been alone. Blaine
It was a hot night. He wa°
was with him.
not feeling well so he did not try to shoot the
President.
Judge Porter—Did you thing it would make
you hotter to pull that trigger?
Guiteau angrily and mimicking Porter’s
manner of streaking replied. “Now don’t yon
put on so much style on that trigger business
In answer to Porter’s questions Guiteau
then after earnest remonstancer against “going over the whole story again,” narrated the
p trticulars of the shooting
.Tndrre Porter asked ‘You shot him in the
back.”
A.—I did not fire at any particular place.
Q—Did yon not fire for the hollow of his
back?
A —My intention was to shoot him in the
back.
Q.—Did you think if hetgot two balls in his
back it would remove him?
A.—I thought so.
Q.—And you intended to put them there?
A.—I did.
Q.—(In solemn manner) and from that hour
to this you never felt regret or remorse?
A.—I regret giving pain or trouble to any
one, but I have no doubt as to the necessity or
divinitv of the act.
Q.—You never hinted to any remorse?
A,—My mind is a perfect blank on that sub-

unaer

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

A little four-year old daughter of Charles
Cleaves of Prentiss died last Monfay from the
effects of a terrible scalding received the Saturday previous. The mother had been washing,
and having occasion to go out of the room,
left a tub of boiling-hot water standing on the
The little girl, who was thus left aloue,
ffcor
while at play fell backwards into the water
and was so severely scalded that she died on
the Monday following, as above stated,
SOMERSET COUNTYY.

The Skowhegan Reporter says that Mrs.
James Lancaster, living iu the south part of
Skowhegan, died last week after a lingering
sickness. Her case in many respects was a
She had paralysis of the
remarkable one.
whole of the right side, destroying totally the
hearing, and mostly the power of speech and
vision of one ©ye. She took no nourishment
to the amour t of a cupful of milk in all, except
cold water, for 42 days; a most incredible
story, hut true. Site bad on the left side a
caucerous breast
IN GENERAL.

The Good Templar organizations seem to be
on the increase iit Maiue. There are now over
M. J Dow of Brooks
1100 lodges in the State.
has instituted 28 lodges since the October sesof MattaHamilton
sion in 1880, and J H.
wamkeag, nearly as many, while everal othThe
ers have been organized by other parties.
interest in the old lodges in most parts of the
of
in
the
cause
work
and
active
State is good
temperance will be done the coming winter.
MISTEOBOLOGICA L.
©rilCATIOHS
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War Dep't, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 3 1 1 .M

}
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For New England,
Slightly warmer and fair weather, easterly
winds and lower pressure.

[special

bulletin

]

The pressure of the barometer in the United
States every where is above mean for the
month. Occasional light rain is reported from
the Ohio valley and light snow from the Lake
region. The temperature lias fallen slightly in
the Atlantic coast States and risen in Minnesota and Dakota.
Northeasterly winds are reported in the Atlantic and Gulf States and
from the lower Lake region.

BY TELEGRAPH.
RAILROAD

MATTERS.

Tbe Maine Central Considering a Proposition to Lease tbe Knox & Lincoln.
Rockland, Dec. 2.—By invitation President
Jackson, Superintendent Tucker, Director

Young and the road master and bridge master
of the Maine Central met President Berry. Superintendent Coombs, the directors aud other
gentlemen interested in the Kuox & Lincoln
to-day and made an examination of the road.
Committees appointed by the cities and towns
interested In the Knox & Lincoln, more especially the committees representing Bath and
Rockland, have had several conferences of late
concerning the interests of the road, aud the
sale has been discussed.
President Jackson met a committee of the
directors of the Knox & Lincoln at Wise asset
last Saturday, and at this conference he intimated that the Maine Central might bo wil-

question of lease

or

lease the road for ninety-nine years at a
fair rate, but nothing definite could then be
said, as his directors bad not been called to
consider the subject, aud as a large sum would

ling

to

have to be expended on tbe Knox & Lincoln
in case of such a lease, examination and estimates would be necessary before a final consideration of the question. The invitation to the
Maine Centra) officials was given as a result of
this couference. The company left Bath by
special train at S a. m., stopping at various
points, and arrived here for dinner, returning
this afternoon.

The road was found in excel-

lent condition and the party were gratified at
the result of their examination. Should the
Maine Central effect a lease of tbe Knox &
Lincoln a new ferry boat at Bath, capable of
transporting six cars, a more rapid transit of
aud a fast day express from Boston are
among the improved facilities talked of.

freight

MAINE
Aroostook River Railroad.
Fort Fairfield, Dec. 2.—The first train ov.
came
er the Aroostook River Railroad
into
An immense
Presque Isle this a'ternoon.
crowd with the band welcomed its coming.

MARINE NEWS.
Seven Men Drowned in Trinity Bay.
St Johns N. F., Dec. 2.—Schooner Hope
was cipstzsu Tuesday in Trinity Bay aud seven
men drowned.
One man saved.

NEW YORK.
Foreign Criminal Refused Permission
to (Land.
Kf.w York. Dec. 2 —The steamship St. Ger
main arrived this morning, having Carl Benjamin Dunkell, who wassliipped to the United
Stat-8 hy tlie authorities of the commune of
A

Botheriuger, Switzerland. Collector Robertnotified the captain he would be refused
permission to allow Dunkell to land, and in
case he did land him
clearance papers would
be refufe.l the v.ssel. Dunkell, therefore, was
not al'ovred to laud. The collector slated that
he acted under the act passed March 3 1875,
which provided against the landing) of any
aliens guilty of offences other than political
son

ones.
_

The Chicago Whiskey Cases.
Washington, Dec. 2 —Secretary Folger has
rejejted all offers of compromise heretofore received in the case known as ihe ‘‘Chicago
whiskey cases,” which arose from violations of
the internal revenue aud have been pending
before the department for a long time. The
5.mourn involved is very large.
This action
dots not finally dismiss the case but it is still
held in anticipation of further propositions.

THE CABINET.
Mr. Frelinghuysen and Mr. Filley to be
Nominated for Secretary of State and
Postmaster General.
Washington, Dec. 2.—It is rumored tlie
President next week will nominate ex-Senator
Freliughuj'Een for Secretary of State, Obancey
I. Filley for Postmaster General, and also that
the other cabinet officers will remain in their
positions until after the holidays.
Murders on the Mexican Border.
Rio G hands City, Texas, Dec. 1.—A special
stales that the body of a Mexican was found
three miles south of this town who had been
murdered. The murder is said to have been
committed bv Mexicans. It is also said by the
Mexican officials from Comargo, Mexico, that
the entire family was murdered several nights
ago near that city, the supposed purpose being
robbery faud revenge. Sheriff J. IS. Martin
and L mis Henry, IUturning from serving citations. were waylaid and foully murdered six
miles below the town to-day. The sheriff had
been collecting taxes aud was robbed of all lie
had.

_

ject,

remorse about rendering his wife a widow and children father]■ ss than about breaking the leg of that puppy

Q.—Do you feel

dog?

A.—I have no

any more

conception

of it as murder or

kiling.
Q —And you feel no remorse?
A.—(In low and almost inaudible tone) Of
course I feel remorse asfaf as my personal feel,

concerned. I feel remorse as much as
and regret the necessity of the act,
any
but (raising his voice)
Mr. Pc rter—The cross-examination is closed
“But” continued the prisoner excitedly, “my
duty to the Lord andAmerican people overcame
my "personal feeling. If the Lord bad notinspired that act it would not have been done.

logs are

man,

BE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

Scoville then proceeded with the re-direct
examination of the prisoner as follows:
Q.—Is your feeling at present or has it been
at any time since July 2, last any different from
what it

respect?

was

at

excited, but since that time 1 have not
bad the slightest doubt as to the necessity for
the act and the divinity of it, not the slightest
doubt that the whole thing was i ispired by the
Deity and He would take care of it.
Q.—Did it present itself to your mind in the
ordinary view of humanity as to whether it
would cause personal suffering or not?
A—No; I never had any conception of it in
that way at all. My mind was a perfect blank
were

the time of the

shooting in

this

I have been
A.—No different whatever.
just as clear as to the divinity of the act and
necessity of it lor the good of the people since
the first of June as a man can be on anythingQ.—Did you have before the shooting any
feeling such as we would call humane
feeling on account of the suffering which
might be caused by your act?
A.—From the middlo of May to about June
fir6t all my natural feelings were against the aot
That was the period when my natural feelings

it.

Q.—Dc you recollect the interview I had
with you in jail two days after the shooting.
A.—Yes, Corkhill and his stenographer,
Bailey, were present, and I want to say here
what X have not said before, I told Scoville
and Corkhill that I did not think tho President would recover because the Lord did not
wish him to recover.
This closed the examination of the prisoner
who was then conducted, (looking completely
worn
out,) from tho stand to his regular
seat besides his counsel.
DR. ALEXANDER NEAL,
Ohio, who
physician and surgeon of Columbus,at
the time
met Guiteau at Columbus, thought
he was a lunatio.

Adjourned.

__

Stock Pools'-Large Purchases of United
States Bonds—Railroad Rumors.
New York, Dec. 2.—Wall street reports
state that a strong bull pool, combining English and American interests,has been formed in
Reading for the purpose of carrying tho stock
It was reported yesterday that an allito par.
ance had beeu formed between Lackawana and
the New \rork, Chicago and St. Liouis Comto have been
pany. A strong bull pool is said
formed in Western Union.
The stringency in money yesterday is said to
The Treasury dishave been manipulated.
bnrsement of $2,398,500 undoubtedly bad some
effect. The payment .of $2,812,500 of interest
began yesterday.
due on the 4 1-2 per cents
Well informed bankers think that the Treasury will soon anticipate payment on a portion
of the bonds last called.
Canal navigation closes next Wednesday.
The Hartford and New Haven Railroad Comno decision
pany is understood to have reached
in regard to the proposed lease of the road to
the New York and New England Company.
A bull pool is said to have been formed m
New York Central.
A light foreign demand and good home demand for bonds is reported. Dealings in Government boDds yesterday were very large. Savbanks, insurance companies and trnst

ings

ui

ary chapel.
The Situation in Ireland.
London, Dec. 2 —Constable Sullivan was
found guilty of murder by a coroner’s jilry, in
causing tbe death of a woman, in the recent
riots at Belmullet.
Limerick, Dec. 2.—A conflict occurred bethe latter
tween civilians aud soldiers to-day,
being attacked. The streets were cleared at
the point of the bayonet.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Condition of Affairs in Peru.

THE ARREST AND CONFINEMENT OF
CALDERON CONFIRMED.

WALL STREET.

ccippauiew uuugiu
licnB, on the

of worship, M. Quilly, a schismatic
priest who was for Borne time Pere Uyacintbe’s
vicar.
Body Snatching in Scotland.
Aberdeen, Dec. 2.—The body of the Earl
of Crawford and Balcarres, who died in December, 1880, has been Btclen from the mortu-

V a-

apparent determination of Secresixes
tary Folgor to call in all of the continued
before disturbing any other class of bonds by
call or purchase.
A traffic agreement has been made between
the Baltimore and Ohio and the Buffalo, Pittsburg and Western Roads. A link will be built
between Newcastle and Chicago Junction.

THE ARMY.
Annual Report of the Secretary of War.
Washington, Deo. 2.—The annnal report of
the Secretary of War is chiefly devoted to the
coBsiderationof the important recommendations
contained in the reports of his subordinates.
the
Gen. Sherman's recommendation that
army he increased to 30.0C0 men, receives SecThe
endorsement.
earnest
retary Lincoln's
attention of Congress is called to the need of
legislation to prevent intrusions upon Indian
lauds, especially from Kansas into Indian territory. Secretary Lincoln invites special attention to that part of the report of the chief
of engineers wbioh refers to the improvement
He does not recomof our sea coast defences.
mend raising the standard of requirements for
admission to West Point, but believes in the
extension of the course to' five years.
The Irish National Convention.
Chicago, Dec. 2.—The morning session ot
the Irish convention adopted resolutions substantially reciting the grievances of the people
of Ireland and expressing a determination to
aid in the support of the Land League. Words
of sympathy and encouragement also adopted,
and at noon the convention discussed a proposition to send #250,000 to Ireland. A message of
sympathy was received from the Ladies’ Land
League of Montreal.
The resolutions declare that Kngiish rule in
Ireland is without either legal or moral sanction, and demands the establishment in Ireland
of a national government based upon the will
of the Irish people; pledge the people of Irish
birth and Irish descent in this country to stand
by the people at home in their momentous
struggle to the full extent of their power and
resources; thoroughly endorse the policy of the
Irish leaders at home in the present crisis and
express entire confidence in their patriotism
and statesmanship, and tender to them and to
the Irish people at large expression of symstruggle
pathy and assurance that in everysustained
against British rule they will be fully
endorse
in
kindred
their
heartily
America;
by
the “no rent” manifesto of the Irish National
League; and recommend that a special levy
for a sum yet undecided upon from organizations represented and all other organizations
friendly to the Irish cause and from friends of
such organizations be forwarded as an instalment before the first day of February, 1882, to
the central treasurer of the Irish National
Land League.
An executive committee was appointea to
carry out the pledges made in the resolutions.
§38,(XX) was subscribed on the spot. Patrick
Collins of Boston is a member of the commitThe convention closed with cheers for
tee.
Parnell, Davitt, Dillon and others.
Chairman Betts was made chairman of a
committee to solicit Secretary Blaine to take
liberate American citizens from
action to
British prisons.__

Comptroller Knox and the Pacific Bank.
Washington, Dec. 2.—That portion of the
report of Comptroller Knox on I iIe “duties of

directors and examiners of banks”is published.
It gives the history of his correspondence with
the Pacific Bank of Boston in regard to loaning its credit, the substance of which has already beeD published, and he asserts in addition that the directors had full cognizance of
the irregular and illegal method of business
pursued, and recommending at the close
that the “law should be so amended as to make
it a criminal offence for an officer of a bauk
clandestinely to make loans either by certificates or otherwise.”
A Bank President Sent to Jail.
Jersey City, Dec. 2.—Johu Hilliard, President of the Mechanics’ aDd Laborers Baak of
Jersey City which suspended iu 1878, was sentenced to-day to eighteen months in State prisj
on for conspiracy to defraud. James Donnellen,
secretary, and Dr. O’Callahan, director were
fined §500 each.
Biot among Laborers.
hundred
2.—One
Swedes and Irish railroad laborers visited
Kane, Pa last evening to see a foreman regar’ing wages. Thev got drunk and inaugurated a ierrific riot, employing clubs and stones.
A Swede was killed aud three others fatally
wounded.

Bradford, Pa, tDec.

Failures for the Week.
New York, Dec. 2.—Dud, Wiman & Co. rean
port tbe failures for the week at 119, being
increase of 10 upon last week. Of these 13
were in tbe Eastern States.

FOREIGN.

Panama, Nov. 22.—Calderon, the Provision-

al President of Peru, is now with his Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Galvez, a prisoner in Chilian hands. He was arrested on the (ith iust. as
he was returning from mass, and allowed a
few minutes in which to prepare for a visit to
Chili, the length of which he nor no one else
He was then taken to the palace,
can tell.
where he had a private interview with Admiral Lynch, sent on a special train to Callao aud
there placed on board the ironclad Almirante
Cochran. He was courteously treated aud was
told he might take his family with him (he was
recently married) aud any friends he desired
Ike first favor he deto accompany him.
clined, but tbe second ho accepted aud selected several who share liis exile. The reasons
alleged for this arbitrary act are not yet made
public, but Admiral Lynch is uudjpstoud to
have acted under orders from Sarinagft. No
one in Lima supposes it is done out of defiance
to the United States ou account of the attitude
assumed towards tbe Chilians by Gen. Hurlbut. There are surmises that it was because
Calderon disregarded Lynch’s order prohibiting the exercise of any other authority within
the Chilian lines than that of tbe Chilian commander or Government. Others say that the
of Mr. Sauta Maria believes
new government
Pierula to he the strongest man in the country,
Calderon to inane way lor
banished
ami has
him. Tho removal of Calderon makes room,
however, for Montero, who has announced his
acceptance of the Vice Presidency of the Provisional Government, provided he is assured of
the supoort of the United States, in which
case he will assume the Presidency in Calderon’s absence. Gen. Hurlbut, who interceded
in behalf of Mr. Garcia Calderon, is said to
have seut a messenger—Dr. Mountjoy, Uuited
States Consul at Lambayeque—to Moutero at
Cajamarca to assure him of support aud recognition if he comes to Lima to suocoed the exiled president. People in Lima do not understand why Gen. Hurlbut should take such an
interest in the politics of Peru and interfere in
the matter of the dominance of parties or inThe diplomatic corps one and all
dividuals
condemn his action, aud although exceedingly
in
the matter, are understood to be
reticent
unanimous in asserting that Mr. Hurlbut's action lias complicated affairs to such au extent
that no one is competent to understand the situation.
The Lima correspondent ot the Star aud
Herald, under date of Nov. 10th, says:—“All
sorts of wild rumors are afloat as to the recent
trip of the Alaska south. She is said to have
broken the blockade at Malleudo aud to have
landed a brother of Garcia Calderon, together
with §8,000.CC3 in notes recently smuggled
into Callao Bay from Panama, and there held
awaiting au opportunity for transhipment. Of
course this report is absolutely false, but I give
it as indicative of the ideas current among the
Peruvians, who believe the Uuited States are
taking the preparatory steps for armed intervention. The steamer Serena, which arrived
yesterday from the south, met the Alaska at
anchor in Arica, aud from her learned nothing
of this exciting report, which caused much agitation during the past few days.
The Chilians are fitting out au expedition of
15,000 men to repel an anticipated attack by
the Bolivians upon tho southern province of
Pern.”
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Sylvester F. Wilson of Philadelphia, convicted of railway ticket scalping Was fined
§500 aud costs yesterday aud sentenced to a

year’s imprisonment.
It is reported that Mr. West, British minister to this country, has be-in instructed to call
the attention of our government to the “assassination press,” certain Irish organs in the
United States.
The excitement over the Caldwell, Kansas,
Matters will probbank failure has subsided.
ably be satisfactorily adjusted.
So far as can be learned no decisive action
with regard to the Speakership was taken by
the Pennsylvania delegation at its meeting
yesterday afternoon.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Klail) Wholewile Hlarkci.
PORTLAND, Dec. 1.
The market here for Breadstuffs is quiet but
prices are fully sustained and tending upward. At
the West a very decided improvement has taken
place in the past twenty-four hours. Thursday, December Wheat opened in Chicago at 1 25ys, and
closed to-day at 1 28; January do opened at 1 26
and closed at 1 29; Corn and Oats sympathized with
Wheat and the markets show a substantial advance.
Provisions are 8 ea y and Arm. Hams in this market
In Produce we notice a
are easier at liy2@12c.
scarcity of Sweet Potatoes, which are quoted higher
at 6 25@5 50. Cape Cranberries are Arm and SI
higher. Beans are Armer and we quote medium at
Butter is 1 2c higher and there
a slight advance.
is an increased demand for medium stock. Evaporated Apples are Armer. Stove Coal is active at 7 00.
Poultry is in good supply, and the large lot received
to-day by Thompson & Hall was selling very rapidly,
a large portion of it being Geese, which sold at lt@
12c & ft.
The following are lo-day's quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Poriiaml

Grain.

Floar.

S iporttne.6 75@G 26 H. M. Corn,
77
Extra Spring..6 6v@C» 75
car lots
65
XX Spring....7 25@7 76 Oats,
backed Bran23 % @24 00
Patent
Spring
Mida..
26 00
Wheats.8 50@9 25
Michigan Win.Cotton" Seed,car lot 33 60
ter best.7 75@8 00,
bag lots 36 ©0
80
Common
Com,bag•* lots..
77
Michigan. ...7 00@7 26!Meal,
66
St. Louis Win:Oats,

26 00
7 50@7 75'Bran,
28 (X)
Winter good..7 75 a8 00 i Mids,
I 30
Winter best... 8 25@8 50 Rye,
Provinion>*.
Pruii'icc.
Sweet potato os6 25@5 50 Mess Beef.. 11 00@11 60
Ex Mess ..12 25@12- 60
16@ 18
Turkeys..
Plate.13 50@13 76
Chickens.
14@lo
Ex Plate..l4 00@14 25
Fowl.
7
Pork
26@2
Eggs...
Back9.- ..22 00@22 26
.'mons.^ bbl. 3 0o@3 25
Clear..
.21 00<u21 25
Crnberries, 1* bbl
Maine
8 50@ 9 00
Mess.19 5< >@20 uO
ter

fair

...

..

10gl2ya

CapeOod.lOuO@lI00 Hams.liy2@12

bound Hogs.... 8u 9
*ugar.
L*ar«t.
Granulated.10
Extra C..
9% Tub, # ft....l2%@12%
..

Musc’tl Raisms2 80@8
London Lay©r?3 10@3

I Tieroes, ft.^. 12
30. Pail. 13
Reams.
151

@12%
@13%

3 60
9%@ 10% !Pea.
Turkish Prunes.8 %@9c Mediums.3 40@3 60
.2
Yellow Eyes.
Oranges
26@2 38
Palermos ^bx-6 t>O@0 00!
Bauer.
no
0
on^o
Messina,$>box
Creamery.. ..3<>@32
a 32
Valencia|pca8fc6 5C@7 60 Gilt EdgeVermont30
"
3 00:Choice
Jamaica p’lOO..
22(o*25
Ltif.ons.
Good. 19 a'21
Valencia"

...

•»les3.na.0 00@0 00’Store... ...16@17
>a:«rrr.ns.4 50@6 00
C'heeMe.
Malaga.3 00@3 601 Maine.12-<4 @14%
Nut8
j Vermont-12%@»4y2
Peanuts—
I V F;»ctory.l2%@14y2
Wilmington.l 60@2 OOjSkims. 7%@ 8%
4pplei.
Virginia....1 75@2 00
Tennessee. ..1 45@1 751 Per bbl.. .2 76@3 00
25@) 50
i»@10c
Co-.king.1
Castana^ft.
Walnuts "
12%@16c Evtporated.15dl7
12
Filbert*
@15c I Dried Western....0%@7
Pecan
12%@15c| do Eastern.... 6%@7
Patataes.

lio

MiMHata

London, Due. 2 —The St. Petersburg coron
respondent of the Telegraph pays heoflearns
General
good authority that in consequence
Ignatieff’s assurance in regard to the complete
discoun t < • of tl • Nihilists the Emperor h I
determined in remove shortly from Gatchina

Nicolai Sankowski’s atSt Petersburg.
has
tempt upon the life of Gen. Tchnerevine
consternagreatest
however, caused the
the
court
of
return
the
and
tion at Gatchina,
It is rumored
is now indefinitely postponed.
that the Czar is so incensed with Gen. Ignahim
from
his post.
tieff that he has dismissed
Movement for Land Reform in

Early Rose, ^9 bush:—

Houlton... 85@90

Main© Central.

Scotland.

The greatest demonstration ever held in
Scotland in connection with land agitation
Two thoutook place yesterday at Aberdeen.
sand delegates, representing 40,003 farmers,
Several Scotch member-, of
were present.
were
Resolutions
attended.
Parliament
of
passed, demanding a general reduction the
rents, corapensaiion for improvements,
aboiitiou of the laws of hypothetic and entail
and other legislation in too interest of tenant
farmers. It was uiged that the legislative
changes required must apply to existing
leases. A farmers’ alliance tor Scotland was
formed.
The Alternative in Ireland.
The Times, discussing the gravity of affairs
in Ireland, says: If tenants will neither pay
law must
rent uor go to tbe land court, tbe
take its course, and its authority must be upexecutive.
the
of
held by the whole force
English Opinion of American Tariff Re
form.
The Times, discussing the tariff convention
held in New York, says: The tariff may be
revised, but it is not likely that sweeping
changes will be introduced while the present
extraordinary prosperity in America is maintained. It is unwise for those English manufacturers who have been hoping to see markets
them
long closed to them reopened to deceive
selves with the expectation of any speedy
in
America.
trade
free
movement toward
Some day the Americans will recognize tbe
and
futility of battling against economic laws,which
will perceive a waste of national energy
the
free*
at
but
present
protection involves,
traders are lukewarm, while tb© protectionists
are active, ea&er and united.
The French Ministry.
A Paris despatch to the News says M. Paul
Bert has chosen for his assistant in the depart-

80@K6

Grand Trunk.
ProliAcs, Eastern....
Grand Trunk.
Jacksons
The above prices art for car lots of Potatoes;
lots about 5c higher
#

to

Important

c

umdise.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Oommeai

By water convoyanoe—1000 bush
W. Trn« A Go.

to

Ntock Market*

following quotations ot stocks were rccoivei
yesterday by Woodbury A Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and ExThe

change streets:

Closina.

Opening.

8%
7Vs
24%

Boston Land..... 8%
Wator Power. 7%
Flint A Pere Marquotte?common2*J 25
(J. S. & t lev. 7s.104
Hartford A Erie 7s. 78
Boston & Maine.149
C. S. & Clev.. 28Vs
Eastern. 37
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 98
62%
L. R. A Ft.{Smith.

104

78%
149

28%
37

97%
63

%
%
Catalpa.
15
Summit Branch.... 15%
79%
Denver & Rio Grande. 78%
79%
Northern Pacific preferred. 80%
'*
39%
ICommon.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Dec. 2.J
Edgemoggin Mining Co.64c
Deer Isio Mining Company. 62c
Eastern K. R.. 4%s.... ..107

@80
@80

@80
@75

small

Fmh Reef Jlurket.

New York Niock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Dec.
2—Evening. Money loaned
down from 6 per anuum and 1-64 per dfem to 4 per
offered
at 6; prime iuerantile paannum, closing
per 6 a7. Exchange steady at 480% for long and
short.
for
Governments
strong and %@%
484%
higher, except for ext 6s, which are unchanged.
in
bonds irregre
Railroad
State bonds
light {uest.
ular and unsettled.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 344.700 share*.
The following are to day’sj closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 68, ex .100
United States 6’s ext.102%
United States new, 4% s, reg. 113%
United States new', 4%*» coup.113%
Unite States new, 4’s, reg.116%
Uni ted) States new, 4’s, coup.117%
Pacific 6’8 of 96.127
The

lollowing

are

the closing

Best.15

Medium.. .11
Light.!.... 8

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Vermont.
in tbis city, Dec. 1, by Rev. S. F. Pearson, Robert
Esdon of Greenboro, Vt., and Miss Lellice J. Porter
of Wbeelock, Vt.

In tbis city, Dec. 2, Hugh Carney, aged 41 years
6 months.
In this city, Deo. 2, Mrs. Catherine Welch, aged
80 years.
[Funeral from her late residence 1 33 Clark street,
Monday, at 6.16 o’clock A. M.l
lu Brunswick, Nov. 29, John W. Parshley, aged

65 years.
In Bridgton, Nov. 27, Eliza F., wife of William
Bailey, aged nearly 70 years.
In Bridgton, Nov. 28. Harriet H., wife of Goe. B.
Wentwoath, aged 30 years.
Tn Bowdoin, Nov. 27, Mrs. Lydia Williams, aged
70 years.

CLOAKS,

ULSTERS,

Our
for ladies and Children.
stock, owing to increased sales,
has not been sullicieiitlv complete
to adverti-e till now.
To-day our
line Is complete and we invite in-

Every garment warfitting and iu quality.

spection.

ranted in
HAI1JNU DAY* OF *TK ATI SHIP*.
FOR

FROM

Dec 3
Chester....New York..Liverpool
Galatia.New York. .London.Dec 3
Devouia.New York..Glasgow.Dec 3
Arizona..New York..! tverpool....Deo 0
7
Coptic.New York. .Liverpool....Dec
Dec 8
Celtic.New York..Liverpool

City

PLUSHES.

DOLMANS,

DEATH*

of

Have just secured a large
lot of Fine Pluslies at a
very low price, and shall
offer a full line of shades
at a lower price than has
ever been named on Plushes before in this city. Don’t
buy Phi*lies until yon have
examined this lot.

—

RINES BROS.
241 middle St.

—

8
8
9
10
10
16
14
16
10
13
16
17
17
22
Parisian.Bouton._Liverpool....Dec
I*6® 23
Toronto. .Portland_Liverpool
Dec 30
Moravian.Portland—Liverpool

Polynesian.Boston.Liverpool....Dec

Lessing.New York..Hamburg—Dec
Dec
Montreal__Po tland... .Liverpool
Dec
City of New York..New York..Liverpool
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.uec
Dec
Sardinian.Portland —Liverpool
St I^iurent.New York..Havre.Dec
Dec
Gellert.New York..Hamburg
Suevia.New York..Hainburg... .Dec
Dec
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool
City of Montreal...New York Liverpool.. ..Dec
York..Glasgow.Dec
Ethiopia.New
Oder.New York..Bremen_Dec

deo3

COLORED
SILKS

tndlw

—

quotations

Chicago A Alton....133%
Chicago & Alton preferred. 140
0. B. Quincy... .138%
45%
Erie.
Erie preferred. 93%
133%
Illinois Central.
12*%
l^ake Shore.
Michigan Central. 92%
New Jersey Central
95Vs
Northwestern......129Vs
Northwestern preferred.142%
NeW York Central.188%
Rock Island.
134
Milwaukee A St. Paul...107 Vs
....

St. Paul preferred .120
Union Pacific stock.
118%
Western Union Tel. Co.
&6%
Ntocks.

('alilornitt

Timing
(Bv Telegraph.)
Francisco. Dec. 2 —The following are
closing u notations of Mining stocks to-day:
Beat A Belcher
Bodie...
Con. Virginia.
>4ould|A Curry.
3a.'.

Hate &

@18
@14
@10

(Drills.• 8@

Norcroes.

Mexican.
Ophir....
...

the

9%
4%
1%
6%
2%
10%

7
Sierra Nevada. 11%
Union i Con.
14%
16
Eureka
Northern IMle. 11
3
Savage
Fellow Jacket.
4%

Market.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

Our quotations
and jobbing lois

are

wholesale

command

an

Dec. 2.

prices for fare lots
advance on our fig

Qeorges Codfish—We $5%@$6p qtl

for

large

$4% for medium:Bank >4% @$3 for large and

and

94@$4% for medium; dry cured Bank at $4%(2$5
for large and $3% for medium. Shore Codfish,
pickled cured, $;» for large and $4 for medium.
Bay trawl $4% a$6 for large; N. S. Shore $5%.

Newfoundland $5%.
We quote Cusk at $4, Haddock $3: Hake at 92y»
@92% p qtl.; Pollock at$2%@$3; English do at
$3% @93%.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3@5c p lb for

Hake and Cusk to 6%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10%c p ib. Smoked Salmon 18c; Scaled
Bloat4 Herring 21c p box; No 1 at 16c; tucks 18c.
ers 7«'c p hundred.
Mackerel—We quote $18 for ls,$9ya for 2s, S6%
for 38.
Herring—we quote new round Shore 94%fa $4%
at S3; small $2%;
p bbl. Bay Fundy large
choice Labrador $6Va;prime Nova Scotia split $6%

fibbed

Market Fish—We quote fresh Cod $3% P cwt:
Hadd ck $3; Ctrak atul Pollock 1%; Hake $1%;
fresh tongues l()o p lb.
hresh Halibut—To day’s sales at 14@10c p lb
for white and gray.
Trout $14 p bbl; Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
$5. Haddock at $3%, Halibut Heads $3%, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4%, Tongues
96, Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3@
83%; Halifax Salmon $20 for No Is; $18 for 2s;
California do at $16.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 p gal, crude do at 50c;
Biacktish Oil 50c; Cod do 35@36c; Shore do at 35c;
Porgie do 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 p ton; Fish do $8 to $10; Liver
do $9%; Livers 30@3Jc p bucket.

thicaso I.ivi Miock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
2.—hogs—Receipts 4,600 h^ad:
shipments 3,10o;unchang *d;common to good nJxed
at 6 66fa)6 10; heavy packing and shipping at 6 15
4>; light 5 50@6 00; skips and culls g assers at
Chicago. Dec.

f676@5 20.

Cattle Receipts 6000 head.shipments 250 * head;
weak and slow, exports 6 * @6 6'i; gotKi to choice
shipping at 6 20@5 6U; common to fair at 2 7o@
4 60.
4heep- receipts 2400head; shipments 1300 nead
slow and 20@25 lower on rough stock; common to
fair mixe I 2 UO@3 4 ; good to choice 3 6U@4 00;
fine selected 4 00@5 15.

fBv Telegraph,
Nkw York. Dec. 2 Evening.—PI our market
more active and shade stronger, without, however,
any decided change iu price*, with more doing for
export aud somewhat better local trade demand
Receipts of Flour 13,527 bbls, exports 4888 obis:
sues 21,700 bbls; No 2 at 3 20®4 76;
Superfii.e
Western and State 4 25@5 26;common to good ext.
Western and State 6 oO@6 75; good to choice Westen* extra at 5 80,@9 00; common to choice Whit#
Wheal Western extra 7 25® 8 25;fancy do at 8 30
q9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 35®,8 25.
common to choice extra St. Louis at 6 26®9 00,
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 16@7 25; choice to
doable extra at. 8 60@9 00, "Including 6800 bbl*
City Mill extra at 7 00®7 15 W I; 130u bbls No 2
at 3 20@4 75; 950 Superfine 4 26@6 25; 1200 bbls

low extra 5 Olka'5 50;4400 bbls Winter Wheat extra
at 5 25®9 00; 1>H00 bbls Minnesota extra 5 10®
9 00; Southern flour steady. Wheat-receipts 70,570 msb: exports 157,747 bush; %@1 higher, feverish and unsettled, dosing weak and declining
with little more doing for export aud brisk business
in options; sales 3,558,000 bush, including 292,0»:0 bush on the spot: ungraded Spring 1 10@l 1G;
No 2 do 1 36; No 3 Spring 1 24; ungraded Red 1 27
@1 41% ; No 3 do at 1 37@1 37 V*; No 2 do 1 41%
@1 42%; No 1 do 1 45; ungraded White at 1 31
@1 40%; No 2 do 1 37; No 1 do, 24,' 00 bush at
I 39% ®l 40%. Rye steady 98c@L 01.
Corn
and somewhat excited, closing with
l@2c
ies* strength and moderate export and active speculative trade, receipts 39,604 bush; exports 137,939 bush, sales 1,907,000 bush,including 267,0<X)
on spot; ungraded at 65@66%c: No 3 at G7@88c;
No 2 at 69® 69%0 for new; 7U%@71c old; No 2
White at 73c No 2 for December at68%@70%c,
closing 7'ks: do January at 70% a72%c,feiosing at
71%c; February 7z%@73%c. closing at 73%c;
May at 74%@75c. had %@lc higher and fairly;
active; receipts 10,000 bush; sales 405,000 bush;
No 3 at 49@49%c: White do at oOe: No 2 do 48%
@49% new; 60%@50%c nevre; do White 51%@
o2c; No I at49%c;do White 63%c; Mixed Western at 47%®52c; do White at 60@54%c: Mixed
State at 51®52%;Wbite do 52@65c, including 85,000 bush No 2 tor December 48%@50%c; 4o,000
do January 50%@50%c; 130,000 do February at
61@51%c. Xavar noniinallv unchanged; refined
easier; Vi hite £x 0 at 8%@8%; Yellow do at 7%
@«%c; Confectioners A at 9%; crushed 10; powdered at 9%®10c: granulated 9%; <. ubes at 10c.
.VIoIummck—Foreign uomiii.il; grocery grades firm.
Petroleum dull;uni ed at 82%; refined at 7%c.
Tallow easier; sales 60,000 tbs. 7%®7%. Pork
scarcely so strong, sales \ 26 bbis old mess on spot
17 50; new do at 18 25@18 50; do December at
17 26@17 60 do January and F b. »8 15. Lard is
less active Taud unsettled, opening about 6c lower,
became strong aud recovered, closing weak and
declining, sales 95»» tes prime steam on spot 11 45
@1100; 160 city steam 1137%; refined for Con
out quoted atll 67%.
Bauer firm for choice
sta'e 180.42; Western 12@42. t'hcvre firm; State
9@ll%c poor to choice.

higher

Freight* «o l-uverpoot firm.
CniCAGO.Dec. 2.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat active, firm, higher aud strong; No 2 Chicago
Spring 1 2“%@l 27%for casb;l 27% for December;! 29% for January: t 3<>% for February, No 3
do at 1 16%; rejected at 88 »92c. on active, firm
aud higher at Glc for cash and December; 61%c for
January; 62%@62%C February, rejected 69%@
60c. uats t'airlv active and shade higher at 45%o
for asli and December; 44%a44%c for January.
Rye and Barley steady and uiuAlauged. Pork steady
and in fair demand, new at 17 25 cash and December; 17 47% a 17 60 January. 17 67%@17 7*> for
February. Lard in fair demand at 1117% cash;
II 17 %@11 20 Decembi r; 11 40 for January and

ulk Meats steady and unchanged bouid-rs at G 60; short ri' at 9 05; «,,rt clear 9 30.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
easier at 1 28 for December; 1 29 January: l v9%
February. Corn easier and Vs a % lower Oats are
easier and declined %c.
Pork declined 2%@oc
Lard i- easier but not lower.
K c*ij>u> 11,000 ebb- fi >ur, 27,0< 0 bush wkiumi
134 OOO Sust corn 76,0 0 >iwb oats, 1,900 bust
nrut

mA ft Kl.% talttSi.

In this city, Nov. 23, by Rev. W. If. Fenu, Geo. W
aud Miss Carrie Augusta Roberts, both of Bos-

Low
ton.
In

ence

land.

this city, Deo. 1, by Itev. A. H. Wrigbt, ClarO. Buck and Aliss Ida G. Stevens, both of Port-

—FOR—

—

MINIATURE ALMANAC.DECEMBER 3.
9.16
6.07

Cents,

13

Sun rises.7.19 I High water, (A M)..
4 22 I Moon sets....
Sun set

3STEWS.

MARINE
PORT OF

PORTLAND.
FRIDAY, Dec. 2.

Arrived.

Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Sob Atlantic, Arey, Boston—nails to Smith, Tibbetts & Co.
Sch Duroc.

Hardy, Freeport

for

BABCOCK’S, Black and Colored
2 6
Exchange Street.
SILK VELVETS,
Directly opposite the Press Office.

Nov24endtf

l/imrru*

Steamship Circassian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool via

Halifax—H &

Allan.

A

Steamship Lady Frances, (Br) Higgon, Cow Bay—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig Geo Burnham, Staples, Matanzas—Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Sch Willie Martin, Willard. Newark and Glen
Cove—N M Woodman, and K S Hamleu St Co.
>ch M B Mahoney, Perkins, Bangor, to load for
New York—Orlando Nickerson.
Sch C L Morgan, Sparrow, Orlaud—master.
SAILED—Ship Reuce; barque Anna; brig Nellie
Ware; «chs Nellie F Sawyer, Maggie Ellen. Mary
Jane. Eva May, Ida L Howard, City of Augusta,
A R Weeks. H S Bridges, and nearly 100 coasters
which put in for a harbor.
Also sld, 7 PM, ss Circassian.
The new ship Arabia, built bv Houghton Bros, at
Bath, i* to be launched to-day. She will register
about 2.000 tons, is owned by the builders and others of Bath, and is to be oommanded by Capt Cbas
Macloon of Deering, formerly of ship Prussia.

Ship Abner I Benyon. of Tbomaston. 2043 tons,
at Sau Francisco, has been chartered to load
grain for Havre or Antwerp at 67s, or to Cork for

Sch Edward E Webster, of Gloucester, Capt Saul
high line this season of the New England
mackerel fleet, having landod 4500 bhls, and stocked $ 24,270; gross stock $26,570. The crew shared
about $850 each. This is the largest stock ever
made in the mackerel fishery. The schr Alice, of
Portland. < a^t Joyce, has landed nearly a 1,000
bbls more fish than the Wooster, but being later on
Jacobs, i*

not realize tiist catch

ground, did

the

Kid

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Francisco 1st inst, ship Lucille, Talbot,

Yokohama.

Ar at Hong Kong Nov. 30, ship Golden State,
Delano New York.
A dispatch from St John, NF, 2d inst, states that
a hurricane is raging along the coast.

Ladies’
Largest purchases

we

rant.

RINES BROS.,
241 Middle Street.
enalw

dec3

BLACK

DOJIESTBC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Sid 26th, schs Agnes I Grace,
Fountain, Pensacola; Lizzie Hever, Harringtou, do.
Ar 26th, barque Joseph Baker. Ryder, Philadel-

phia.

Old 26th, sch Waldemar, Parker. Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Ar 30tb, barque Hancock, Richardson. Galveston, to load for Aspinwall.
Ar 2Sth, barque Freeda A Willey, Willey, from
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—A r

28th, sch Joseph Fat well,
Wingfield, Point-a-Pitre; Fannie A Milliken, RobW
H
New
erts,
Sargent. Lord. do.
York;
BRUNSWICK—Cld 30th, sch Lester A Lewis,
York.
Pendleton, New
Sid 28th, brig Hattie, for Boston; sch Satilla, for

CLOTH

DOLMANS.
our

dies’ Garments
five

York for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 29th, barque Adeline C Adams, .Jordan. Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sch S M Tyler, Hart, fm
Hoboken for Pawtucket.
Sid 1st, sib Prudence, Fickett, New York.
Ar 30th, scbs Maggie
VINK YARD-HAVEN
Todd. Norwood, fm Port Johnson for Boston; W L
Bradley. Chase. Wiscasset for Norfolk.
Sid, sch Millie Trim.
In port, schs Geo W Glover. Caroline Knight, Sea
Breeze, Alice T Boardu.au. and Maggie Todd.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, schs Ida Hudsou, Peterson, New
York; Laura & Marion, Clifford, Rockland.

Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 18, ship Danl Barnes, Stover, New York.
Ar Oct 27, ship McNear, Taylor, Cardiff.
Ar at Nanaimo Nov 23, ship J A Thompson, Rogers.

Hong Kong,

Ar

at

Rosario Oct

ingway, Portlaud.

23, barque Megunticook. Hem-

I4tb. scb Lizzie Major, Foster, Wilmington, NC, (for Gonaives to load lor Boston.)
At Port au Prince Nov 12th, brig Nellie Husted,
Robertson, for Miragoane.
Ar at Long Cay Nov 27. scb Victor Puig, Harris,
Charesiou. (and sailed for Baracoa.)
cm at syaney, CIS, Nov 27, barque Estuer, Benjamin, Havana.
at Port

Ar

au

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cure Your

from $18 to $45. Also
other lot of the
Dolmans

an-

popular

which

for

have had such

Corns'

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic,
it removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each

bottle.
HP ^ CURE IS QUARAKTBED.^JBk
For Male by all OrnggiatM.
Price «5 ceufa.

be convinced like thousand*
now testify to its value.
AlmIi for Mchlotterbeck’n Corn and Wars
Mol vent uud lake no other*
nov23
sndtf

Try it and you will
who have used it and

Paints

2 2

about to paint send for sample card
of colors of

makes them better value
than ever before offered in
this city. Don’t spend your
money until you have examined our stock and learned our prices.

STUDLEY,
253 Kililln Street
novl 9

Just

$10, $11, $12 and $14.

at

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT
492 & 494
dsntf

nov28

ASTRAL

PRATT’S
a

OIL.

clearer,;softer, steadier light than gas.

Hr .urdhnly.u gel OF YOUR
EB, PRATT’S GENUINE.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

IMPORTATION

FRENCH

GKO*

AND

sneodt25ja

OPERA

FINANCIAL.

MUNICIPAL
-AKD

Bonds

Railway

CLOCKS

CO., Agents,

21 MARKET SQUARE.

oct3

FINE

BEST.

AN

SAFEST
Furnishes

Received

OF

CONGRESS STREET

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Glasses.
Call and examine be-

purchase.

fore you

STO O KS
bought

or

carried

on

margin.

Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

HANSON,

SAMUEL
oct8

194

Middle

Street.

eodtt

509 Congress St.

eodtf

nov19

Acme

All

CliicKgo, III.

INVESTMENTS!

W- have choice Municipal and school
We
BOWD«ofWcHlerii Ml tien far naif.
alno pnrcfaai>era of (he manic.
Make Collection* promptly on reasonable letm*.

are

Transact

a

rccular banking; bu«ineM.

noYlo

Club, I JS I ^°r Cadies
i
—AND
\fT-r ;

Imperial club,

"BtysvXwc*.

Gentlemen.

j

Clamp ;

tm
JL

Mkate

! 'W'fM

-AND-

Hirap«,

Hrrl Flair.

—AND—
_

Wood

Top

h

221 MIDDLE, forner TEMPLE STREET,

eouom

AnnACM

TO

T

Woodbury & Moultou
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Buy and sell Hist-class State, City,
Towu and liailroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges
oodtf

nov3

Dll

YfATTTU

UATFI

BAILEY.
eod3w

MAMMOTH

Damask

Linen

HORATIO STAPLES’
Christmas Cards.
fall to see our line assortment of Cards
before buying; also our line of
Don’t

Dayton

-FOK

SWAN &

BALE

BY-

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

novly

GOODS,

1u*t received.

Pictures and all the
leading styles for frames we now have ready.
Come early.
which

Portland City,
Os
Maine Central R. R. 1st Wort.,
7s
Maine Cei-tral R. R. Consol,
7s
And. & Kennebec R. It. 1st Mort.,
Os
Eastern Car Trust,
Os
Jackson Landing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
8s
Guaranteed by Michigau Central R. R.
5»
& Michigan R R.,
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
Os
No. Pacific R. R. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

Towels,

Size 23 by 43 inches, Weight 7 1-2
ounces, plump. Place

FANCY ART
we

have

STUBBS

BROS.,

PORTLAND, ME.
ST.,
nov29__eodlw

16 TEMPLE

DISSOLUTION.
The copartnership existing between the subscribers, under the firm name of Waldron & True was
dissolved, Nov. 1, 1881, by nuitnal coi-sent. Either
partner will use the uame< f the tlrmin settlement.
FRANCIS A. WALDRON.
SAMUEL A. TRUE.
Portland, Nov. 21.1881.
The business will be continued by the senior
ner.
Francis A. Waldron, with F. B. Waldron,
under the tirm name of F. A. WALDRON & SON.
BorSl d2w

part-

eodtt

Liquid Asbestos Paints, Western Bonds
—

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

ill .Market Square. Portland,

Agents fur (lie sain of Genuine Asbestos
Rouf Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc,
004

DRESSGOODS

demand

a

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Johns'

stock.

our

Remember the mark-down
we have just made on all
our fine

we

BY USING

arc

examined

Prince

SPOKEN.
Oct 20, lat 7 N, Ion 28 W, ship Gee Stetson, Hig
gins, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
St pt 10, lat 8 S, Ion 20 W, barque Hobt Porter,
Nichols, from Can lift' for Singapore.

If you

of any kind until you have

twenty-

styles in Fine
Dolmans, prices

Black

Odist, ship Independence. Johnson, Valparaiso.
Ar 2d scb Reaper, Smith, Portlaud.
Cl 1 2d. barques Syra, Pettingill, for Aspinwall;
Miranda. • orbett, Portlaud.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 1st. schs Catalina, Johnson,
and Black Wanior, Strong. Boothbav for NYork;
M L
Brave. Bennett. Sullivan for Philadelphia
Rogers, Hanna, Cranberry Isle:* for Boston; James
Lawrence, Barrett, Gardiner for do; J P Wallace,
Ryan, Daroariscotta for do.
ELLSWORTH—Cld ist, scb Agricola, Whitmore,
Portland.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Garments

new

raore.

Carney, Merry, Marbella; brig Starlight, Atwood,
Bangor.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch David Faust, Smith,
Bangor.*
Cld 1st. brigs Leonora, Blood, Matanzas: Merriwa, Downes. Portland; Harry Stewart, Pendleton,
Boston; sch Electric Light. Ca«e, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA-Cld 30th, schs Nicola, Roades,
Portland; W D Cargill. Low. Rockport.
Cld 1st, brig Mattie B Knssell, Atherton. Portland
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 30th, steamer Williamsport, Willetts, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st. schs Cygnns, Cole, Sbulee,
NS; L M Warren. Robbins, Bangor for Philadelphia; 4 J York, Littlejohn, Bluehill for Washington; Chas Thompson, Odell, Calais; Freddie Eaton,
Motz; D Sawyer, Keen, and Catharine, Thompson,
Calais; island City, Mitchell, Eastport; M H StockJ easer,
man. Reed, and Adriana, from Gardiner;
Wallace, do; Nettie W’alker, mgalls, Machias; J S
Glover. Maxwell, Portland; Zeila, Hallowell. Whiting; s E Nightingale. Hillyard. hastport; J Whitebouse, Farnum, and Lucy Hammond, Robinson,
Boston: Ella Hodgdon, Nickerson, and W S Jordan,
Crowell, do; Saarbruck, Clark: T W Allen, Carter;
Eva Adell. Ellis. an<J A H Hodgman, Frye. Boston;
Mary Lymburner, Bowker, New Bedford; Silver
Heeis, Bulger. Newpoit; O M Marrett, Lord, do.
Passed the Gate 1st, sch Gen Howard, from New

to

Children’s

immense stock of La-

Portsmouth.
SAVANNAH—Sid 1st, sch Lena R Storer, BickBoston.
ALEXANDRIA—Passed down 29th, sch John
Bird, from Georgetown for-.
Sid 30tb, sch M A Achorn, Achorn, Charleston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 1st. barque F L

just added

We have

or

ever made

in Cloves have been within a
few weeks.
Prices were low or we should not
hare bought so many. We offer
to day :
50 doz-$2 Kids at only $1.12, in
3 button and 6 hook.
50 doz. $1.50 Neamless Oloves nt
75 cts. Full stock of Foster and
other good gloves that we war-

yiE.HOBANDA.
Barqne Antioch. Capt Weeks, shifted ballast and
sprung aleak during a hurricane at Mansanillo.Mex,
Oct 26. The captain was obliged to put to sea on
10th at Cbalama
• earn ends, and went asbore Nov
Bay, 80 miles North of Mansanillo. All hands saved. The captain arrived at sau Francisco Nov 29.
The An ioch registered 646 tons, was built at Blue-

hill in 1859 and hai ed from Boston.
Sch Martha Nichols, of Jonesport, Capt Eaton,
from Calais for Boston, with lumber, went ashore
near Windmill Point, Nov 24 and knocked off part
off keel l' St rudder, start® a bad leak mu tided
with water. She was hauled off 26th by steamer
Cbas HoughU*n and towed back to Calais, where sie
will discharge for repairs.
Scb only Son, from Nova Scotia, with a cargo of
apples, went ashore at Low Duck Island, near Lubcu. Nov —, and remains, full of water.
Sch Trial, of Truro, NS. with potatoes for Boston,
went ashore Nov—, near Head Harbor. Campobello,
and bilged, she wa9 hauled off and beached.
Sch catawamteak. from Rockland for New York,
which put into Edgartown some weeks ago with
fire
cargo lime on tire, was opened 30th and the
found all out. The cargo is badly damaged, ani the
vessel will return home.
A steam pump has been placed on board schs Jas
W Brown, ashore at Lyunhaven Bay, Va, and an
effort will be made to float her.
Sch Lena R Siorer, Biokinore, from Pensacola for
Boston, which put into Tybee leaky, will ship extra
men and proceed

buy

Gloves.

FROM
Ar at San

Plush
finish, something
new, and a good imitation
of a fine Plush, at onefourtli the price.
Don’t

prices.

(£fF*See loca’ columns for list of vessels built
the prescat sear.

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we shall
sell cheap.

—AT—

Lynn.

<

February,

SKATES GROUND

—

orders at 69s.

ores.

9
8

Denims.12 % @16 % | Silosiaa.10@20
Ducks-Brown 9
512
I Cotton Flannels. 7 516
Fancy 12%@16% !Twine & Warps 18@28%
Batting—Beet.11% @13
Good. 8%@16 %

—

now

Glouceftter Fink

i■

Jeans_ 7
Satteens. 8@ 9%
Cambrics. 6(t§ 5%

I Corset

—

of stocks:

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Ship euts-12 000 bbls flour,126 000 bosh wheat,
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed ! 21,00 busb ooru, 19 000 bush uats, 22.060 busb
rve 41.000 hash barley
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
2
Flour firm and higher; double
st L
|
Sides.6 @8
'Ifinds. 7
@9% extra 6 uiMjDec.
70; fami y 5 8 ®6 Ot*;choico to lancy
Fores.6
@7 illattl s. 6 fa) 6% 6 36.0/7 G0@5
00 Wheat active andmglier.N>> 2 Ked Fail
Rounds.
6
Backs.6Vi@8
@7
at 1 32% cash; 1 32% December, 1 36% January;
9
Rumps.8 @12 j Loins
@16
1 39% for February No 3 do at 1 28%; No 4 do
Rump Loins. 8 @14
Corn higher 64%c fo cash; 64c
at 117% asked
for December, 66%c for January; 65%c February;
Market.
Grain
66%c for oarch Oats higher at 46%e canh aud
Portland Dec. 2.
for December; 47c for .January; 47% c for FebruaThe following quotation of Grain were received
ry. Pork firmer 17 60 bid January; sales 17 67%
Feb. Lam firm 11 16.
from
A.
W. Jordan,
by telegraph
Chicago to-day by
Receipts 4,000 bbls Hour 21,000 bush whe*t,
167 Commercial street.:
72 0 »‘> bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 3,000 bash
10 <X-0 bush barley.
ye
.-Corn->
Chicago-Wheat-Oats—•
lime. Dec.
Shipments-14,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bash wheat,
Dec. Jan.
Jan.
.Jan.
May.
busb corn, 19,000 busb oat*, 1,000 bush
119,000
9.87. .126% 12(5% 593.4
663/4
Bariev. l.iHObush rye.
9.45.. 1263/4 127% 593/8 60% 66%
10.80 .126% 12734 69»/s 60V4
(5534
Detroit, Dec. 2.—Wheat firmer No 1 White at
4414
11.31. .12634
328% 601/8 61
44»/8
60%
1 34% cash; 1 36% for January;1 88% February;
12.81..127% 12834 603/8 61% 66%
44%
No 2 White 1 31.
1.02.. 127%
128% 61
61% 67
44%
New York, Dec. 2.-—Cotton steadv; Middling upCall ...128
129
60% 61% 66%
44%
lands 12%c.
December Oats, 9.37 a m 45c; 1.02 p m at 46%;
New Orleans, Dec. 2.-Cotton firmer; Middling
call 45 %c.
uplands ll%c.
Dry GoedM Whole*i»(e Market.
Mobile, Dec. 2.—Cotton is steady: Middling upThe following quotations are wholesale prices and
lands at ll%c.
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Savannah, Dec. 2. -Cotton steady; Middling uplands U%c.
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
Memphis. Dec, 2.—Cotton firm: Middling up
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
lauds at llyaw
Heavy 36 in. 7%@ 8% Fine 7-4.14@17
Med. 36 in. 6%@ 7% 'Fine 8-1.18522
fcur«peaa markets.
Light 36 in. 5 @6 1 Fine 9-4.22526
Bv Telegraph.)
Fine 40 in. 7%@ 9
Fine 10-4... .27%{§32%
London, Dec. 2.—Cousols at 99 7-16.
BLEACHED COTTONS.
London, Dec. 2.—American securities-United
Statos bonds, 4s, 121%: 4%, 116%; ext 6s,106%.
Best 36 in. .11%@13
|FIne6-4.16 @20
Med. 36 in.. 8
Fine
7-4.19
(gll
@23
Liverpool, Dec. 2-12.80P. M.—Cotton market
jight 36 in.. 6 @ 7% Fine 8-4.21 @26
steady; Uplands at 6 ll-16d; Orleans at 6 13-16d;
Fine 42 in.. 10
Fine 9-4.26
@14
sales 12,' 00 bales; speculation and export 2,000;
@30
Fine 6-4....11
@17 |Fine 10-4 ..27%@32% futures firm.
TICKINGS, ETC.

Tickings,

In thi5* city, Dec. 1. by Rev. S. F. Pearson. Ora N.
Drew and Miss Clara M. Stanton, both of Danville,

0

•

fr'rnii

Iowa Free Trade League.
Des Moines, Dec. 2 —Gentlemen of both
political parties from various parts of the State
met here yesterday and organized the Iowa
State free trade league with O. Mosher as
There was
President
great unanimity of
sentiment and a purpose manifest to make a
vigorous prosecution of the contest for free
trade.
___

For Portland,
ta connecting

Portland. Dec. 1.
cars 31 miscellaneous mercnandise
cars
mlscellaneoiis meiroads 107

—

...

Shut Down by a Strike.
Joliet, 111., Dec. 2.—Laborers in the steel
works struck yesterday in consequence of a notice by Superintendent Smith that the wages
of all common laborers would be reduced to
12£ cents per hour. The entire works were
compelled to shut down and 2500 men are thus
thrown out of employment.

Kccvspm of Maine Central.

ment

Mdtf

furnished regarding
Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarolug litigatlou and sales. Alto buyer, and selInformation

Municipal

ler, of

same.

JOHN
3 Iti oi.il

aoglS

F. ZEKLEY & CO.,
Si.,iDroH Huildiug,) New Voik.
m,w&s3m

from 25 cts. and

upward.

HORATIO STAPLES

-

TITO
RWlltllAY

13

PRESS.

MOItMMi, DECEREER

3.

May be obtained at the Periodica) Depots of N. G.
F<w*enden, Marquis, Brunei & Oo., Andrews, Armstr .g, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Hob rt Cos ello,
A Maine Depot, and
Bosion
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of tbe
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
■

Biddeford,
•*

F. M. Burnham.

•

Jellersou’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.

Brunswick,

B. G. Dennison.

Gmr.terUnd Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damartscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frycbtirg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Oo.
Gorham, J. Irish.
R slip well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Ertee.
Lisbon, G. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millet*.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockiand, O. C. Andrews.
Babattue, E. H. Johnson.
Saciaraj.pa, at the Poet Office.
Baco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinai haven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watenrille, J. M. Wall.
Wfecaraet. Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford's Corner. H. Moody.
Yarmouth. C. E. Coombs.

CITY AMD VICINITY.
--

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Stoddard Lectures.
Hall—Hutchinson
Family.
City
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Hines Bros.—2.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Choice Canaries—W. C. Sawyer A Co.
Merry -5.
Coe-6.
Mrs. Winslow's Foothing Syrup.
NEW ADVERTISE VfENTS.
You Should nsure—Union Mutual.
Why
To Let—J-hn 'am*.
Ml-s Ladd Dress Maker.

POLITE

SOCIETY

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's Second Leeture
at Congress Hall.
There was a large audience at Congress Hall
last evening to listen to Mrs. Julia Ward
The essay was
Howe’s essay on polite society.
charming in the beauty of its style; simple but
not common-place; keen in its analysis of the
follies, shams, and sins of polite society; hut
broad, kindly and humane in its temper; re"
formatory in its aim but with nothing of hortation in its method.
The lecturer prefaced the essay by saying
that though she asked the quest iou she would
For it is easy
not pledge herself to answer it.
So we
to ask not always so easy to answer.
propound this question with diffidence.
She said in substance—What is polito society
if not polite? Polite society aims to give the
tone of manners and to be the very embodiment of taste. Not to lay down arbitrary rules
that may last for a period, but to be a steady
and permanent institution. Let us not satirize
short comings
our polite society, but study its
What is politeness?
that *0 may cure them.
Would
A skin deep courtesy—a mere gloss?
you like to live with a man who puts it on as a
when
he
walks
abroad.
Give
me the
garment
man who always wears his manners.
Unlike
clothes manners are best mended when they are
on.
The affectation of deference hots not impose upon tor the voice tells the story of insincerity or sincerity. Flattery is not polite,
though I have seen people who were druuk and
reeling from the poison of this drug of flattery.
Iu good society I believe that it is less and less
fashionable to flavbr conversation with flattery.
Would I could say detraction was becoming
less fashionable! The love of recognition and
distinction in a growing generation makes its
members envious of the already won place and
distinction of their elders. Let the elders say
to the youog “Do not try to undervalue each
other.” “There is,praise enough for everybody.” “Earn your own praise, .do not try to
I have seen
cut it out of the work of others
in polite society great and horrible malignsty—
words that were stabs, epithets that were poison.

witnessed the Bellos of the
Kitchen in the “days of old” and were anxious to ascertain whether they would exert the
present hand

powers of fascination as before.
The performances began with the comedy
of “Cousin Joe” expanded and altered to suit
the wants of the company, and so arranged as
o afford Miss Victoria and Mr. Fred Vokes an
same

opportunity to exhibit their varied accomplishbetter
ments.
Victoria is, if anything, a
actress than she used to be, and that is saying
a great deal. She sparkled from the beginning
She was as natural
to the end of the play.
and full of fun as she could be, while her singing, dancing and by-play were all remarkably
good. Fred was very amusing as the bumpkin
He has grown rather stouter but is
cousin.
still as agile as ever.
The “Belles of the Kitchen” introduced
Miss Bessie Sansono, who takes the place
Miss
made vacant by the withdrawal of
Miss Sausone is very pretty,
Rosin a Vokes.
she
and
of
brimful
chic,
yet
arch,
exceedingly
Those who had once seen the
is not Rosina.
latter’s eyes, watched her scamper through
the kitchen, and listened to her infectious
laugh, could never forget her. This is no disparagement of Miss Sausone, and she made a
capital Barbara. Victoria and Fred sang the
cavatina and duet from Trovatore—the Prison
song so-called—with fine effect, receiving an
encore. The former’s voice is worthy, both in
The
quality and culture, of the operatic stage.was
of
burlesque scene from Romeo and Juliet
course exceedingly comical, and the daucing
Sauby Mr. Fawdon Vokes, Jessie and Miss sum
To
sone exceedingly light and graceful.
up all that the “family” do is the best of the
kind. Other burlesquers get up a reputation,
but none others are so thoroughly accomplished and so completely saturated with the spirit
the
of true, honest, cleanly burlesque as
Vokes.
last
The plays were handsomely costumed
night, and a small but efficient orchestra was
well led by Signor Operti, who was here with
the “Royal Middy.”

_

Fine day yesterday. Mercury 313 at sunrise,
47° at noon, 43° at sunset; wind west.
Vice President Cole of the Mechanics’ Association has resigned. The association has de-

cided
the

to

give

a course

of lectures and concerts

coming winter.

George WilEon, whohss lately been employed at the Falmouth hotel in this c’ty has been
arrested in Bockland. He stole coats from two
houses and robbed the money draw in a restaurant. Wilson was held in the sum of $900.
The Martha Washington fair at the church
The enterof the Messiah closed last night.
tainment last evening was well attended.
Blues
Mechanic
The fifth dance in the
coarse took place last evening at Army and

Navy

boy living on Salem

street, about two

Sawyer, Treasurer.
Tne regular monthly business meeting of the
Diet Mission will be held in the Fraternity
rooms Saturday afternoon at three o’clock.
A drunken man was slightly injured Thursday night by being struck by a freight train at
the head of Brown's wharf. The railroad people were not at all iu fault.
The N. L. Woodbury estate, corner of Congress aud Walker streets lias been
by Lewis O Brion, flour merchant.
paid is reported to be $12,000.

purchased
The price

Captain John Moran, of the Boston Reform
Club, will give the opening address on Temperance, at Preble Chapel to morrow eveuiDg.
The revival in Chestnut street church still
continues. At the general class Thursday eve_
ning, Dr. McKewn read the names of forty,
nawcoino

rcPAntlv talron

nn

nrnhat.inn

wil1

The Ladies temperance praying band
holad gospel temperance meeting at the Gospei
Mission this evening at 7 1-2 o’clock. Good
Alj
speaking and singing may be expected.

invited.
A span of liors66, attached to a light wagon
ran away on Congress St. Friday .throwing cut
the driver who escaped with slight bruises. Mr
Charles J. Pennell caught the animals before
are

they had proceeded far.
The Vokes Family are
tel.

at

the Falmouth

Ho

The Ladies' Temperance Praying band wil'
hold their usual temperance meeting at the
Gospei Mission to-night at 7.30, All are invit.
ed.
We are

glad learn that large and increas.
ing oongregations gather at the West Congregational church under the ministn tions of Kev
Dr. Holbrook. There are people enough at
the west end to make a large church and socito

assemble
ety if they could all be induced to
there for public worship. Dr. H. preaches at
3 p. m. and 7 iu the evening every Sabbath.
The subject of Eev. t F. E. Clark’s sermon
at Williaton church next Sunday will be “What
believe about tbo bible, and how Ingersoll
defames it.
Three drunks recorded at the station last

we

nigbt.

The

pro-

Opening.Choir
Reading or Scriptures.Dr. Hill
Prayer.Rev. Dr. Febn
..Choir
Hymn
..

Andress.Mr. Paiue

Hymn

Benediction.
A collection will be taken in aid of the as_

years old was out at play early yesterday mornHe
ing and accidently fell into a sink drain.
time to be
was fonnd by an elder brother in
rescued from bis perilous position.
The Busy Bees of CbeBtnut street church
have elected the following officers: Misses Lillian Carter, President; Alice Lord, Vico President; Mattie Loveilt, Secretary and Eda L-

tkw.n

abled children and aged persons.
gramme will be as follows:

sociation.

Hail.

A little

their cases could be investigated by the board
was
of
streat
registration
begging
few
in
a
almost entirely
broken
up
work of
months.
Besides
tho
registration,the associated charities interested itself
in procuring labor for the needy, and soon had
a
labor-exchange in operation, so that the
charitable societies were soon relieved of a
great burden, and were able to devote their
funds more especially t > the sick and dis-

The Stoddard Lectures.
Not to have been to Europe is a misfortnne
that will soon confer an unenviable distinction.
But, thanks to Mr. Stoddard, the interesting
cities, the majestic rivers and mountains, and

audience a fine view of the skaters. The la.
dies and gentlemen’s dressing rooms have been
neatly furnished, and are looking very nice.
There have been a large number of skates added
to the skate room, and everything is being
done to make it pleasant for everybody.
There is to bo an exhibition given at the
rink very soon by the best skaters in this city.
Tbe prize skates in Carter Bros.’ window
have cansed a great deal of excitement among
tbe skaters. They are to be skated for
Christmas time and are to be given to the bes

abou^

general skater, lady

or

gentleman.

There will be three sessions at tbe rink to*
Tbe afternoon will bo devoted to children and competent assistance will be rendered to them in order to make them masters

day.

of tbe art. Music will be in attendance during
the evening.
___

Lectures.
At tbe regular meeting of the Law Students
Club, held last evening, Charles P. Mattocks,
Esq lectured on the “Law of Bankruptcy.
“Italy and Italian Ideals” will be the sub-

of the Old
World, are year by year being unfolded in his
fascinating way, so that ere long the most
hopeless stay-at-home may vie with the yearly
tourist in his knowledge of Europe and the
Orient. Mr. Stoddard has jnst finished the delivery of his new series of European evening
journevs at Boston Music Hall, in Brooklyn, in

ject

Philadelphia. Providence,

Worcester and elsewhere. Hia audiences have been enormous,
exceeding even the immense crowds who

deford Thursday evening.

thronged to hear him last year. The exnres-sions of complete satisfaction and genuine de
light have been everywhere profuse and gen
erai, and there is no question but that in its in*
foresting route, the fine quality of the lectures,
aud the beautiful illustrations, in many cases
finer than anylbing Mr. Stoddard has ever
shown, the series of this year is his very best.
Mr. Stoddard now proposes to introduce those

Obituary.
Mrs Catherine Welch, a highly respectable
and estimable lady, 80 years of age, died last
evening at her late residence 133 Clark street.
Deceased was a lady of many excellent characteristics. She bore her suffeiiug with Christian patience and fortitude, calmly awaiting
the inevitable. Although she lias departed
the fragrant memory of her blameless life will
lie au edifying consolation to her family and
friends. Deceased leaves a family of four sons
and two daughters, all residing in Portland.

the romantic

nooks

and

corners

superb entertaiumems in Portland, where, we
have no donbt, he will find himself warmly
received. The coarse is to be given at City
Hall on the evenings of Dec. lfith, 23d, 30th
Jan. 2d and 6th, the topics being “A summer
in Scotland—the land of Scott and Burns,
"Down the Dauuhe
through Austria and
Hungary,” “Florence and Pisa—a memory of
hoars ’neath Italian skies,” “Sicily and the
Neapolitan shore—driftwood from the Vesuvian Bay.” and “From Mars Hill to Mt. Olivet
—rambles throngh cities of the|past.” Each
lecture will, as usual, be profusely illustrated.
The opening sale of tickets in on Saturday,
Dec. 10th, at 9

a.

m.

at

Stockbridge’s.

Second Parish Church.
In the afternoon Rev. Mr. Dickinson will
p-each on Mr. Frothingham’s admissions in
At the monthly misfavor of Christianity.
sionary meeting in the evening, Miss Carter
of Boston is expected to speak. The first half,
hour of the meeting will he occupied as a service of song, conducted by Prof. Maynard, the
blind vocalist.
gospel meeting iaBt

Tbe'social

evening

was

interesting.
Mechanic Falls.

Daring the heavy wind which was blowing
Thursday evening the heavy sign on the second story of O. B. & C. H. Dwinal’s store in
Mechanic Falls fell, striking Miss Helen Bonney, breaking her leg and otherwise injuring
her. She was attended by Dr. Gaubort,

of Rev. Mr. Dalton’s fifth Saturday lecture this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Rev. \Vm. R. Alger, of Portland, will give
his lecture on “Facts of intemperance and
their claims on the public action” at Kenueburk next Monday evening.
Mr. W. H. Pennell, of Portland, delivered
bis lecture on- “Diamonds and Gems” at Bid-

Tiift

Governor and Council.
rr.vnpntive ttnnur.it was (ii’cunicd largely

with routine business Thursday. The report
of Bank Examiner Richards was accepted and
ordered to be printed. A petition has been
presented for tbe pardon of Mrs. Kate Crouker. of Chelsea, now in Kennebec jail for ruin
selling, which was referred to the appropriate
committee, and a hearing ordered for Dec.

14tb.

Clark, P. Merriman, Harpswell. 560.00

Bkne. Dida E.

Portland Cadets.
Tbe tickets for the Cadets’ ball are selling
so rapidly that a very large and brilliant party
Tbe
is assured for Tuesday evening Doxt.
drill will be worthy of tbe champions, and the
drill by the little soldiers will delight everyCbaDdler will fnrnish choice music.

body.

and Webster Moore of
Ambrose Colley
Moose river set a trap lor a rabbit last Friday
aDd went to get their game Saturday morning,
baton arriving at tbe trap, they saw, instead
a

and Ohio.
Tbe society is now oat of debt, and has
funds in its treasury, and there is every reason to believe that its career in the falure will,
if properly managed, be of great benfiet to tbo
agricultural and manufacturing interests of
this State.
Your committee are of the opinion that it is
for tbe interests of the Society, as an investment of its funds, to purchase the Lewiston
Trotting Park grounds, provided a perfect
title to the same can be obtained, for the sum
of live thousand collars.
In Iowa the State agricultural society has
fouud it for its interests, although rotating between tbe several large cities of the State, in
holding its annual fairs, to hold fair grounds
located in the city of Madison.
Your committee would respectfully recommeud tbe passage of the accompanying order:
“Tbe president of the Maine State Agricultural Society is hereby instructed to purchase
for the society, the Lewiston Trotting Park
grounds and all the appurtenances belonging
thereto, provided a perfect title to tbe same
five thousand
can be obtained for the sum of
dollars, and he is authorized to draw his warrant upon the treasury of this society for the
payment of said sum.”
J. H. Manley, Augusta,
George It. Lancaster, Bangor,
George W. Ricker, Rockland,
George 0. Wing, Auburn,
J. B. Ham, Lewiston.
The society voted unanimously to accept tbe
The above order was also
passed, changing the clause, “provided a perfect title to the same can be obtained for the
sum of five thousand dollars,” to read "provided a perfect and unconditional title to the
same can be obtained for the sum of five thouabove report.

sand dollars.”
By this action, the society does not bind itself to locate the fair permanently in Lewiston.
It simply deems the purchase of the Lewiston

rabbit

a

large loupofirvier.

and

to

up

$18.00,

HORSE
Blankets

Trii'XlX^TI

GLOVES
OILED BUCK.

KID,

$*.00.

"MW

75(5.

CALF MI I S.
GOAT,
CLOTH,
GOc.
76c.
$1.00
Ladies’ and Children’s Gloves and Mittens
from 60c. up to $1.75.

that in pursuance

of this arrangement, grave charges affecting
his" character and integrity were presented
against him by Mr. Mortland at a meeting of
The committee aptbe Kiiox County Bar.
pointed Jo investigate these charges, have
information
an
filed
against Mr. Perrigo.
List of Patents.
list of patents granted to resiRedents of Maine, dated Nov. 29,1881.
ported for the Press by C. E. Foster,

Weekly

Patent Solicitor, 509
D. C.:

7th street, Washington

250,172—Sewall, Bradford, Farmington,
filling machine.

can

>

TRUNKS

i* rench Seal $1.00.
Nutria $ .00.
Bo^’s

*

aps 25c.

starting
The Auburn shoe manufacturers
spring orders. The prospects ahead are
now about 115 buyers
There
are
quite good.
in the Boston boot and 8hoe market, and trade
The demand now
has started up quite lively.
embraces all the seasonable lines, and manufacturers generally will soon all be employed.
Prices continue on a low basis, and there is
considerable complaint about the narrow margin of profit. The larger houses are crowding
A better qualthe smaller firms very closely.
ity of work than ever before is now called for.
are

on

ABOuSTOOK COUNTY.
at

from the old country have
New Sweden.

emigrants

found all along the southThe land in some
Brooklin.
ern shore of
places has a depth of five of six feet of clamshells. Arrow heads, stone axes, bones of
animals, clay beads, and skulls of human beings have been unearthed by the plow. A few
of
years ago, tbe skull of an Indian was found
Tbe teeth were all double and
immeuse size.
dwarfed
been
have
would
Webster
of
the bead
beside it.

privilege

We are closing out our soft and stiff hats at
about cost. Our $2.00 La l>e-I)as now
$1.60, our $2.50 soft and stiff hats now
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds. Laddies’ Seal and Otter sets.

COE,
THE
HATTER

COUNTY.

Two sad drowning accidents occurred at
A young
Jonesport tbe first of the week.
man named Allen was moving a boat on Sunwas
as
there
better
to
a
place,
mooriug
day
danger of its being damaged where it lay, the
wind beginning to blow strong, and while doing so the ,boat capsized and sunk,and he was
drowned before assistance could be rendered.
On Monday a resident of Beal’s Island had

the occupant drowned.
Allen was recovered. g»

The

Neglect
Some say,

and

cold, and

a

“j on’i

severe

me

suffering is the result.

medicine ami

it will

soon

may bring about tbe desired reult in some: but very few have sufficient physical
trength to throw off a severe cold, without the aid
of tome good balsam, and we should certainly recommend something of the kind. One of the best
ever introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
of Wild Cherry and Tar, a preparation long known
for the speedy and certain re'ief of coughs, colds,
The pecusore throat, hoarseness, bronchitis, &c.
liar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasaut and soothing ingredients makes it easy to
take, speedy to relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.
Physicians prescribe wild cherry and tar as remewear

dies f

away.”

»r

That

pulmonary

you give Dr.
Tar a trial you

197 middle Street.
oodtf

dec3

INSURE

YOU SHOULD

WHY

-IN THE-

SURECURiyjOB DRUNKENNESS^

Fon3fflc5!»r8^rite

sal boro’, Me

»»-

_

aogaOtadttm

7 A II c
II L U R E.

WITH

FORTUNE

t
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ruju;

H
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WIllCH

Will

kureli enrich him.
a day pass until you have ordered a Test Package, «nrt if you desire to secure an exclusive privilege, we assure you that delay may deprive you of it, f r the applications come in to us by rcores every
mail—many by telegraph. “First come Ansi, served” is our raw.
If you do not care to send money in advance for the test package, we will send it C. O. D.; but this will put
you to the expeu^e or charge s for return of m *ney. Our correspondence is very large; we have all we
can do to attend to the shipping ot orders and giving attention to our work:ng agents.
Tberef >re we
If you think of any artic’e that you are
can not give attention to letters which do not ord- r Ozone.
doubtful about Ozone preserving, return her we guarantee that it wilt preserve it, no matter what it is.
We desire to call your attain ion to a class of references which no enterprise
O prt'PrYf 'T?
XVXjJ. JTiXa/ Jji.1 V
or firm based on any thing but the soundest business success and highest
coin mere-al

We

UNION MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

IT

HOME

A

IS

1NC0NTFST1BLE

THE

All

secure.

MOST

VALUABLE ARTICLE IN THE

test package will surely lead y.>u to secure
way is absolutely clear to mak« from $2,000 $10,00 a year.
Give your full address in every letter, and send your letter .o

$2 you invest in

a

PRENTISS PRESERVING

policies

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during Its
nlini ance and is sc simple and clear that even a
child can un erstaud it.
ITS MATNE LAW EXTENSION is the most iust
ami periect plan for protecting the interest of the

c

AGENCY,

A few at

$G and $7; largo fine robe?, extra tine
to $20.

BLANKETS.
$1.10, $1.25 to $2.00. For stable use. Square
Blanket $1.25 to $7. A wholesale stock to select from.

FOR
We

Evenings

can

suit yon.

large aborted stock of

Shoes.

M, B and F.

FOUR
Fine Hats

a

Seal Sets, all prices. Real Seal
All kinus 1 ur Trimmings.

^

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

wear, in all the

styles.

School Boots at bottom prices.

specially.

LADIES’

Boots, $1.00
dtf

ocl3

^BOOTS
WYER GREECE & CO
Are Daily receiving Fall ami Winter Styles in Fine Boots and Shoes.
We will mention some of oni

Specialties:

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Lined Goat
Ladies’ Chamois
Ladies’
Boo’s, warm and nice.
High Cat, Scallop Top, Cupacoa Kid
Button. Common Goods always on
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly

done.

Store open^very

Sets, very

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS
octO

Gold Hat.
eodtf

William Senter &

BROWN,
DEALER.
eodtf

Hon with through trains of Me. Central U. R., and
at QrandTrunk
Transfor, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. K
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins & Adams’, No. 22 Eachange Street.
* Does not etopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tioket Agent.

GEO. P. WES.

T. Snpt.

dec3dtf

Rumford Falls & Bucfcfleld
To Let.
on

and

>Lewiston.

i,eaye Portland for Canti n, at 1.30
ba
Leave Lewiston at 1.37 p m.
with Byron, Mexico, Dlaneld,
connection,
Stage
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
..

OTIS HAYFOKD, Supt,
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 5th, 1881.

Superior Court in vacation.
Dec. 1st. A. D. 1881.
Beniamin S. True of Portland, in said Countv of
1
versus
Plaiutiff
Samuel Elliott, MasCumber nd,
ter of the English Brig “Ida C,” Defendant, a» d

and Plearant

d2w7s

J
j
LADD. Dress Maker, No. 495 1-3
Congress Siren.
Particular attention given to fitting and designing
work for home finish. Special plates for bridal
and mourning orderi.
deo3 dlw*

MISS

BASKETS.
OHire, Scrap, Work, Wood, Lunch,
School, Hamper, Clothes, and
Dog Raskcts, mid a latgc
variety ol' Willow Work
stands nt

house
the corner of High
THE
streets, lately occupied by I)r. Green.
JOHN RAND.
decS

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL,
-BY-

Kendall & Whitney,
POKTIiAND.

dec3 eod 4w

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry

and Nautical Store, removed to

Exchange street,
their

old Btand

sep5dm3

ElMOMES.
—r

usitmAM

m

Ottomans,

first-class Fancy Work DeOur goods are the very
best and

a

reasona-

ble.

FLANNELS

in all colors and many

Horatio
HEAD

qualities.

Staples,

QUARTERS
FOE-

CHRISTMAS CARDS
A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported

comprising

Also,

Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the croud.
Birth

FRANK 1L CLARK,
Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.
_dt{

LADIES^

SS.

Attest:
PERCIVAL B' >NNET, J. S. C.
Abstract of the Writ and Declaration and older
of Court tliereou.
Attest:
B. C. STONE, Deputy Clerk.
d&law3w

THE GOLD BOOT.

<y*Hf

Ilemoval.

Cards.

ingly.

At 421 CONGRESS STREET.

ST.,

OPP. PREBLE KIOLME.

Thanksgiving,

STATE OF illAIIVE,
CUJI PEBLA>'I>,

Evening

always

appearand

Oil Goat Button, for street wear, AA, A, B, C andD

»n

Leather

Misses’
School

prices

tifty

CHILDREN AND HISSES

_Leave Canton for Portland
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

E.T. MERRILL

Startlingly lx>w Prices in Children’s Goods!
Children’s Soring Heel Extension Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

to

Wil iain Leavitt and Tukesbury L. Sweat of said
Portland, partners iu business under the firm of
Chase, 1 eavitt & Company, alleged Trustees.
Action ot ass uni sit on account annexed to recover the si in of One huudr^d and twenty-two do lars
and fifty cents ($ 122.50) alleged to be due from the
defendant to the plaintiff according to the declara
tiou Ui the w rit.
The wilt is dated the twenty-sixth day of November. A. D. 1881, and made returnable at the January Term, A, D. 1*<82, of said Superior Court.
Ad dumuum, Two hu ndred and
dollars.
J. A E. M. Rand Attorneys fbr Plalnt ff.
Upon the foregoing, the Court order that the
Plaint iff cause the above named Samuel Elliott to
be notified of the pend ney of this suit, by publishing three weeks successively in the P< rtl*nd Daily
Press a newspaper printed iu Portland. In the
<
ounty of »’uniberlana. an abstract of the Writ and
Declaration and this «» der of Court thereon, the
last publication to be thirty days at least, before the
te-m of said Court, to be holden at Portland aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of February, A. D. 1884.
that he may then and therein said Court
►how cause if any he has why judgment should not
be rendered against him and execution issue accord-

[

Wide Joints perfectly fitted.

SHOE

The most easy flitting and Durable Stock in the
Market. Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

nov9

YOUR

dec3

Donga Boots!!.

partment.

GLOVES

Sign of the

GENTLEMEN’S

THE

Those

Gloves.

Narrow Overshoes for your long slim boots.

SIGN or

THEN

terns, Embroidery
Chenille, Etching 8ilks
and all articles pertaining

of all kinds to tit any band and at all
81500 worth to select from. Large stock Fur

specialty.

dec3

a

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Bools. E. T. IBEHKILL
Is making it specialty of
them.

Font Rests, Rugs,
etc., Z phyrs,
Crew Is,
Applique Pat-

prices.—

IIAT

237 Middle St.,

BOYD’S

Moot*

E. T. MERRILL.

Screens,

Winter Boots In all the leading styles.

narrow

Fine
On
Holbrook’s
Boots in every style,
sold only by

Patterns in 81i..
per Cases, Tow-1 Racks

MERRY™

specialty, widths, SS, AA, AS,

LADIES’

Gentlemen'*

EYES

dery

Goods Sent C. O, D., with privilege to examine.

LADIES’

1* atllng

YOUR

All ClCpBIlt

GENTLEMEN’S

Fine N. Y.. Boots for Lad tea*

REST

No. 51

FUR CAPS.
Men’s $1, 91.50 to S5j Real Seal Caps 93 to 915.
nun jjh,
Roys’ Fur Caps 81 to 96
LAOIEV FURS.
Imt.
low.

W. Al LKN

and General MerchanRegular
dise everj Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
oct3dtf
m.
solicited.
Consignments
sale of Furniture

directly opposite

300 of them to select from.

lining, $12

Ferris, Manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.

a

C

BAILEY,

oounty, and then your

$9 $|0$|2$I5

J. F.

Cloth Top Button

lb Exchange ht.

Nnlenroom
F. O.

DRESS

BUFFALOES.

Fine Boots and

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and I'oininlsgiou Merchants

JAPANESE WOLF

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest.'
President.
DC IVI r r,
JOB*
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH. Secretary,
NICHOLAS DfGKi -OT. AB.isiant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

A

decl d3t

WORLD.

CO., Limited,

stylish.

Top buggy.
11
Beach Wagon.
Six new harnesses In Gi t, Rubber and Nickel
trimmings.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

ROBES

devised.
policy-holder
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend addithe polito
tho
sum
amount
insured,
tions thceto,
cy becomes payable atones as a matured endow-

Open

or

cltairI3ts£wl3t4»

ever

Store

township

AT A BIG
BARGAIN
WINTER

issued after Nov. 16, 1881 are incontestlble after
three years from the date of tho policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.

MAINE STATE

a

S. E. CORNER RACE AND NINTH STS., CINCINNATI, 0.

oeoa

C031PAII.

POLICIES!

merit could

refer, by permission, as to our integrity and to the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the following
g ntlemen: Edward C Boyce, Member Board of Public W -rks; E. O. Eabelby, City Comptrol’er;
Amor Smith Jr., Collect >r Internal Keveuue; Wulain A Worthington, Attorneys; Martin H. Harrell
and B F. Hopkins, Countv Cora uigsion»*r8; W. S. OppWler, County Auditor: all of Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio. These *ente ueu ar« each familiar with the merits of our Preservative, and know
from actual observation that we have without question

The

C£UU CiUlVOi

affections, and if

Graves’ Bateim of Wild Cherry and
will get relief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 50
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co.,
30
Portland.

A

Don’t let

body of young

cheapest in the world. Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup costs you ouly 25 cents,
and if it does not cure, your Cough you can
get your money backTho best

a

secure

A test package of Ozone, containing a sufficeut quantity to preserve one thousand dozen eggs, or other
ar-icles in proportion, will be sent to any app’icant on rece pt of $2.
This package will enable the
applicant t par sue any line of tests and exi eriments bo desires, and thus satisfy himself as to the
as
a
Preservative.
After
of
<*zone
thus
merits
satisfied
extraordinary
having
himself, and had time to
look the field over to determine what he wishes to do in the future—whether to sell the article to
or
other
line
of
to
his
own
which
is
or
to
confine
it
best
suited to him and to his
use,
any
others,
policy
township or county—we will enter into an arrangement with him that will make a fortune for him and
or
We
will
exclusive
c
to
us
the
first responsible aptownship
mnty privi ears
give
give
good profits.
plicant who orders a test package and desires to control the business in his locality. The nntn whs

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

TO

U fl Ul
II U If

are

Mr. John Mulliken, an old and prominent
citizen of Augusta, died Thursday at the age
of 89 years.
The Gospel Banner says the Sprague property in Augusta was bid off at auction sale
some time since by S. Haines, Esq., of Greenville. N. H., an agent for other and entirely
responsible parties, Wright, Bliss & Fabyan.
A letter from one who knows, sajs they are
still ready to take possession of the property at
any moment a good deed can be secured for
the same. At present hopes are brightening
The mills hive
that this will be the result.
If the properly
been closed since tbe sale.
passes into tbe hands of tbe above company,
tbe mills will be put into first rate condition, and ruu in full force.

Awaits any man who secures control
of OZONE in any Township or County

package

f

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Indian relics

IlkIC
ll C

V

▲. G. Bowen, Marion, Ohio, cleared $2,000 in two months. $2 for a test package was his first investment
Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, ubio, made $6,000 on eggs purchased in July and sold Novemember 1st. $2 for a test pickaxe wa- their first investment.
F. K. Raymond Morristowu, Belmont Comity, Ohio, is clearing $2,000 a month in handling and sel lng
Ozone. $2 for a test package wa* h s first investment.
D. F. Webber, Charlotte, r aN»n County, Mich has cleared $1,000 a month since August. $2 for a test
was hie first investment
J. B. Gaylord, 80 LaSalle Street, Chicago, is preserv'ng eggs, fruit, etc., for the commission men of ChicaHe is preserving 6,004* dozen
ng lMic per d- zeu for eggs, and other articles in proportion.
charg
go,
egg> a day, and on his business is making $3,0u0 a month clear. $2 for a test package was his first investment.
The Cincinnati Feed Crmpiny, 498 West Seventh Street, is making $5,000 a month In handling brewers,
n alt, preserving and shipping it as feed to all part* of the country.
Malt unpreserved sours in twentyfour hours. Preserved by 4 »Z* >NK it k* eps f*ertoctly sweet for mouths.
of publishing.
There are scores ef others. Write
These are instances whig^i we have asked the
to any of the above parties and get the evidence direct.
Now, to p ove tie absolute truth of everything we have said in thn paper, we propose to place in
your huud* the menu** of proving for youraelf that we have not claimed halt enough.
To nnv person who doubts any of these statements, and who is interested sufficie tly to make the trip,
we will pay all traveling and hotel expenses for a visit to this city, if we fail to prove any statement
that we have made.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Eleven

asking

W

Caps.

Seal $4.00,
Otter $4.00.

ad-

to sour, decay, or poil, ami then reme» ber that we guarantee that Ozone will preser/e it in exthe conditl »n you want it for any length of time. If you will remember t is. it will save
quofti ms aa to whether Ozo 'e will pieaerve tliis or that article-it will preserve anj thing and
everything you cau think of.
There is not a township ip the United States in which a live man can not make any amount of money, from
We desire to get a live man interested in each county *n the
$1.0' 0 to $10,000 a year, that he pleases.
United states, in whose hands we can place this Preservative, and through him seeure the business which
to
every county ought produce.

l"
ACAftTI
IS I

these goods.

Leather covered $4.50.
Also solid sole leather and Bureau Trunks.

Fur

time, without

actly

BAGS
We make a specialty of
Paper covered $1 00.
Zinc covered $3.00.

one

liable

AND

ment.

STATE NEWS.

arrived

JCjITL

BEING
TBEA FED
AFTER
RV
THIS
WILL NO I HECOUK RANCID
EROGE88

pensive »pp*r*tu- or machinery riquirtd.
A room filled with different articles, such as eggs, meat, fish, etc., can he treated at
ditional trouble or expense.

um«,

maae,

X

lIMlfc

Dead human bodies, treated before decompnsition sets in. can he held in a natural condition for weeks,
without puncturing the skin or mutilating the bvdy in any way. Hence the great value of Ozone to
undertakers.
The>e i no change in the slightest particular in the appearance of any article thus preserved, and no trace
of any foreign or unatural odor or taste.
There is no exThe process is so si pie that a child can opperate it as well and as successfully as a man.

articles expressing the opinion that Perrigo
OF PORTLAND, MAINE.
unfit to
be
Police Judge at the time
was
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabGovernor for
of
his nomination by the
lished over thirty years.
that position, alleging damages to the amount
I•' HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
since its organization, paying every honest
PA^IC
Warren C. Perrigo, his brother,
of 510,000.
less without dil ute or delay.
and also a member of the Kuox County Bar,
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
has brought a suit against O. G. Hall of Rockan established character for ibera 1 y
by many
land, for false imprisonment, with damages years of fair dealu g with its policy-holders.
placed at 55,000, and also an action for slander
of
the
HAS
THE
ENDORSEMENT
IT
highest in
against D. N. Mortland, Esq., alleging dam-_ suranc^ authorities and the most prominent busithe'
of
The
amount.
to
the
same
over
the
and
al
men
all
ness
ground
country, and
ages
profees’Ot
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideraformer case was in the fact of Perrigo’s arrest,
>u
te
and respect.
two or three months ago, on a special writ, isIT IS A PURELY"MUTUAL COMPANY, having
sued upon the affidavit of Mr. Hall (the attorders to take the lion’s share of the proto
deno
sto<-kho
about
was
that
the
in
case)
Perrigo
ney
Mutual companies never fail.
part and reside beyond the limits of the State, fit?.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
etc., and upon his arrest was committed to
and is therefore sure of a fair aver"
jail. The other case arises from the fact that CIE* in force, and
cannot be seriously affected by
age mortality,
aooui uie same
was

Perrigo, and

!■■■■■■

U "X

75c.

Libel Suits.

C.

all Perishable
from
their
Odor and Flavor.

••

We have over twenty kinds, ranging from
$1.10 up to $8.00.

3d, 1881,

Blaek horse belonging to tho estate of the late Dr.
W. W. Greene.

This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any of the old and exploded processes, but is simply And purely
OZON E as produced and applied by an entirely new process. Ozone is the antiseptic principle of
fr -tu d*cay.
every substan- e. and posseste- the power t*» preserve aniaal and vegetable structures
Tht-tt* in n«>thinig on the face or (be mrih liable lo decay o» »poil whir h OZONE, the
new Fre-ervaiive, will uut preaeave for all lime in a perfectly fresh ami palatable
condition
The value of OZONE as a natural preserver has been known to our abler chemists for years, but until now
no means r,t producing it in a practical, mexpens ve. and s'mple mant tr have bcea disc >vered.
Microscopic observations prove that decay Is due to septic matter, or minute germs that deve ope and feed
upon animal and vegetnble ►t’uctures. OZONE, applied bv the Prentiss method, seizes and destroy*
these gr*rms at once, and thus pre^e v> s. At our office.- in Cincinnati c-*n be se n almost every article
f a can be thought of preserved by this process and eveiv visitor is welcome >o come in, taste, smell,
We will also pretake aw»y wi h him, and test in every way the merits of OZ »NK as a preservative.
r sent piepaid to us, and return it to the sender, for
serve tree ef charge, any article that is brought
hi
to keep and test.
pi Ci can be t’cat^d at a cost of less than one dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordinary
XjIXXX© room rix months or more, thoroughly preserved, the volk held in it* normal condition, and the
lhe adeggs as tres*i and perfect as ou the day they were treated, and wi 1 sell a* Mr «tlv “chohe.”
vantage in preserve g e» g- i* readtlv seen: there are seas ns *ben they can be bought for 8 or 10 cents
a dozen, and hyh riding them can be sold for an advance of fiom one hundred to ibree hundred per
cenr..
One man with tbi- method can preserve f*,UOO dozen a day.
may tw permitted to ripen in their native ciinnte. and can be transported to any part of
Ti|*fTTr|i^
X XX Llln tt»e world. The juice expre*se<i from fruit- c *n be he d for an indefinite period without
fermentation—hence the great value of this process for producing a temperance beverage. Milk and
Cider e>.n be held perfectly sweet any le gth of time.
can be kept for an indefinite peri* d in their na'ural condition, retaining the<r
A DT
X!iVsXIi X iXXjXjX-i^ odor ami tUvor, treated in the r original packa.es, at a small expense.
All
gr iin. flour, meal, etc., are he d in their normal condition.
as
this
Kuch
mutton
fbh,
beef,
veal, pork, poultry, g'une.
"E113 IT W 11 Hf LV4 f| £<
etc., preserved by
XXXXi^XX UXXjil. I >5 method can he shipped to Europe, subjected to atmospheric changes, and
return to this country in a Mate of peifect preservati -n.

Plush lin.d, BUFFALO, $5.t>0, $7.00 unlined. $10.00 to $20.00 lined with plush.
These are this year’s robes.

CASTOR,

Dec.

Saturday,

AT lOVa O’CLOCK A. M.

“OZONE—Purified air, active state of oxygen.”—Webhteb.

WOLF, $8.50, $9.00

HORSE and CARRIAGE MARL
Three good work lior?es.
Ouo new Phaeton, light and
2nd hand Phaeton.

A New Process for
Animal and
and

for five thousand dollars a good investment, and reserves the right to use this park
for the fair or not, as it pleases.

a movement
to disbar W.

sters, and the General Public

-O ZONE !OUR
Preserving
Articles,
PRICES
Fermentation
Vegetable,
Putrefaction, retaining
ON
ROBES.

park

George A. Perrigo of Rockland has sued the
Free Press of that city for libel on account of

I

THE Kim rOKTUNE-MAKER:

What others are ottering call at our place
and satisfy yourself that we keep the largest stock and sell the lowest.

Mi..
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Shipbuilding.
Tbe following is a list of tbe shipping built
in this district the past year:
Builder.
Rig. Name.
City._Tonnage
Portland. <353.51
0
Ethel, Ohio*. Merrill,
••
Scb. J A. Hairy,
ita'la
228.53
Scb. A. J York, Geo. Russell,
154.83
Str. S. E- Spring, Merrill Bros.,
547.61
Bkne. Aisable, Geo. Russell,

of

-..-:.+—

Grocers> Packers, Huck-

IMDflDTANTto

The following is the full report of the committee on location of the State Fair;
The undersigned, a committee appointed at
the annual meeting of the society, held in
Lewiston on the 8th day of September, A. D.
1881, to ascertain upon what terms tbe grounds
now occupied by the Maine State Agricultural
Society in Lewiston can be purchased; also to
ascertain upon what terms suitable grounds for
permanently holding the fairs of this society
can be obtained by purchase or otherwise, in
Portland, Augusta and Bangor, and report the
facts and their recommendations to a special
meeting of the society to be holdeu in Lewiston, Tuesday evening, Nov. 1st, beg leave to
report that on the evening above mentioned
they did report to the society the several proposals made to the con m ttee, and were instructed to give the matter further consideration and report finally to an adjourned meeting of the society to be holden at Lewiston on
Thursday evening, Dec. 1st. In accordance
with the instructions, the committee now submit their final report;
From a careful investigation of the history
of the society, from tbe expressions contained
in the press of the State, and from interviews
held with men interested in the welfare of tbe
society iu various sections of the State, and
after corresponding with the officers of like societies in nearly every State of the Union,
your committee are of the opinion that it
would be unwise for the society to establish a
pe.manent location for the holding of its annual feirs.
The Maine State Agricultural Society has
since its creation held nineteen fairs. Tbe
first fair was held iu Gardiner in 1855, the
second in Portland in 1856, the third in Bangor
in 1857, the fourth in Augusta in 1858, the fifth
in Augusta iu 1859, the sixth in Portland in
1860, the seventh iu Portland iu 1868, eighth in
Portland iu 1869, ninth iu Augu-ta iu 1870,
tenth in Bangor iu 1872, eleventh iu Hangor in
1873, twelfth in Lewiston in 1874, thirteenth in
Portland in 1875, fourteenth in Portland in
1876, fifteenth iu Portland in 1877, sixteenth in
Portland in 1878, seventeenth iu Portland in
1879, eighteenth in Lewiston in 1880, and the
nineteenth in Lewiston in 1881. It will thus
be seen that the fair has been held iu Gardiner
once, in Bangor throe times, iu Augusta three
times, in Lewiston three times and in Portland
nine times. The records show that the fair,
wherever held, paid its own way provided it
was held during good weather, with the siugle
exception of the fair in Augusta in 1870,when,
owing to tbe accident cause by tbe falling of
tbe grand stand, it incurred a heavy debt. It
has, however, met with more success whenever
it has been held in Lewiston than when held
iu other sections of the State. In the three
years that it has been held in Lewiston the net
profits have been over $16,000.
The only 8tates in which the State agricultural societies are permanently located, so far

AUCTION SALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Full Report of tbe Committee.

THE YOKES FAMILY.

Laafc night the celebrated Vokes Family
made their first appearance in Portland, and
Portland Theatre held one of the largest, and
assuredly one of the most fashionable audiences
even seen within its walls. Many of those

not ignore
Polite society in Judea could
Christ. Christ went to a fashionable Darty.
The rich man’s welcomeof him was half hearted. He did not even put him on a level with
State of Maine.
his fashionable guests. But a woman of the
Por 1 <n and Worcester Line.
town
who was at the feast washed the feet of
Store Open Evenings -Hro*n.
SONG OF THE BELL.
I the Master with her tears and kissed them.
Rum ford Fa Is and Buokfield Railaoad.
It needs but to meution Maine General Host
What did this rich man get for his half-heartBaskets Kendall A Whitney.
eduess? Christ said to him—Simon this wompital to our citizens to ensure a ready response
an knows the value of God’s truth better than
Boys’ School Caps, Somethiug New. Merry.
! to any projected entertainment for its aid. The
yon and her act is what will mako your feast
Children’s Ward is especially important, and
r -membered.
Entire New Silk Hats $3.50. Merry.
asiuo
Does intercourse with polite society make us
we an must wii-n to S3e it compieteu.
anu
iue
uiuciii
ui
ncumi
ouuio
puiibri
from tbe usefuluess of the object the enterGet oue of Merry, Halter's $2.00 Hats.
fashion unscathed. The great world makes
tainment to be given at the Portland Theatre
boast of some unaimmed jewels—but these are
Cover up your hands at Merry, Hatter's.
this evening will be very enjoyable. Schiller’s
blit rare. For one true soul there are twenty
who at the first lift of fortune forget their
Song of the Bell” is considered the most ori$1,500 worth of Gloves. Merry, Hatter.
There is
Iriends and desert their relatives.
It de
and beautiful of all his poems.
ginal
hideous
in
the
of
concealment
poor
something
Gentlemen’s Black Silk, Lisle Thread and
scribes the casting of the bell and the entire
relations.
Use your power to bring them
Cotton Hosiery at
'While between
within the sphere of your refining influences.
process of its manufacture.
dect2-3i
Owen, Moore & Co.’s.
Repudiate them and the mean world itself these technical references to its progress towill laugh at you.
It is clever enough to find
wards completion, Jthe poet breaks forth into
oat such a secret and will be sure to expose
Oil Buck Gloves, 75 cents. Coe, the hatter.
beautiful words, pictures of some of the variyou.
A Short Road to Health.
Exclusion is the basis of polite society. The
ous scenes of life, with which the sounds of the
right of possession is heightened by denying
To all who are suffering from boils, ulcers
bell are connected.
to somebody else.
The
desirable
possession
NOTES.
'Scrofula, carbuncles, or other obstiuate dis
in this exclusion is the right of choice.
thing
The Cecilian Quartette will sing at Yarmouth
eases of the blood and skin, a course of BurSociety does decree that those who have a cerDecember 14th.
tain ancestry, a certain education and above
dock Blood Bitters will be found to be a
The Hutchinson Family, assisted by Miss
all a certain income shall go together. The
short road to health. Price $100; trial size, 10
Florence Holmes, Mr. Littlefield and Miss
result is that those outside of this charmed
nov28dlw
cents.
Jenuiebelle Neal, the elocutionist, will appear
circle try to push their way in and those who
at City Hall for the benefit of the Y. M. C. A.
are in try to keep them out.
Neither of them
Choice lot of German Canaries just received,
on Dec. 7tb.
are polite.
Those who are now in were out
The “Strategists” will appear at Portland
splendid singers, at
ouce.
Theatre week after next.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s. 5, 7 & 9 Preble St.
The law of good breeding should not be
A Boston party will put a show into Portformal. Externals may be used to conceal deeodtw
dec3
land Theatre a week from to-day.
pravity.
The Gold Medal Bouquet
Is that learning polite which a man uses
His hearers are put
merely to impress you?
is the name given to that exquisite perfume of
G. A. R.
on their mettle, they know something
if net
J. & E. Atkinson’s, which was awarded the
all be knows. They may ki ow how to behave
first prize at the International Exhibition at
themselves agreeably without fantastic airs of
Annual Election of Officers.
dec3S&W
Paris.
learning. Pedantry, like all selfishness, is
barren. The office of superiority is bospitalCoe heats them all on Fur Trimmings.
itv. If you have the key to tbe mansions of
At the annual meeting of Bosworth Post,
learning use it 10 let others in.
No. 2, G. A. R., last evening at their headMen’s and Boys’ Gloves from 25 cts. to $1
who
inherit
common
consent
those
money
By
put themselves above those who earn it. A quarters, the following officers were elected for
The largest assortment in ibe State.
per pair.
woman who earns her own living is apologized
the ensuing year:
&
Moore
Co.
dec2-3t
Owen,
for. It is tbe idle and useless life that needs
Post Commander—Geo. H. Abbott.
not tbe useful and laborious.
apology,
Senior Vice Commander—Wm. H. Green.
Men’s Winter Caps, 30 cents. Coe.
The lecturer, in speaking of the manners of
Junior Viee Commander—J. S. Douglass.
the young of t-'-day, expressed the opinion that
Adamson’s botanic balsam has gained a repQuartermaster—W. S. Duuu.
in polite society there bad heen deterioration—
A. Nickerson.
Chaplain—A.
utation which places it in the front ranks of
a lack of dignity on the part of young women,
Surgeon—John Williamson.
a cheap and easy
deportment on the part of
It has been in the market
curative agents.
Officer of the Day—Wiusor B. Smith.
young men.
Officer of the Guard—C. N. Lang.
bnt about nine years. It is row recommended
Let us organize society by real tastes and
Clerk ol the Corpi ration—E. C. Milliken.
by the best physicians because it cares Coughs sympathies. Let there be no crowding out or
Delegates to Department Convention—Whitin. Society has been obliged to incorporate
and Colds every time. Price 35 cents.
H. P. Ingalls, C. N. Lang, J.
man 8. Sawyer,
into its teachings the semblance of ChristianiS. Douglass, George H. Poor, E. H. Hanson,
Nov28M,W,S&w
ty. The letter of “quid pro quo” must not be
Geo H Libby, C. C. Donglass.
too palpably present.
If the outward adoption
Boys Winter Caps, 25c, Coe, the Hatter.
Alternates—W. H. Sargent, A. M. Sawyer,
of Christianity nas done so much, what might
E. C. Alilliken, Jis. M. Salford, A. A. NickForty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse. we not expect from its heartfelt adoption. No
Wm. Waddell, John Williamson, W. S.
erson,
nature is so rude but it may be led in the diDunn.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
rection of this politeness. No one of ns is so
the prescription of one of the best female phySailing of the Circassian.
polite but that we may become more so.
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
The Circassian, Capt. Smith, the first of the
Charities.
Associated
has been used for forty years with never failing
Allan line to sail from this port this season for
Robert Treat Paine, president of the Assofor their chilsuccess by miliums of mothers
Halifax and Liverpool, left her dock about G
ciated
of
the
Charities
Boston,
philanthropist
dren. It relieves the child from pain, cures
She took about nine
o’clock last evening.
of the most philanthropical city of this coundysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
cabin and Bixty passengers from Portland,
try, will address the citizens of Portland upon
and wind colic. By giviug health to the child
which number will be largely increased at
his favorite topic, Charity, at State St. Church
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
Halifax. Among the cabin passengers were
ou Suday evening at 7 o’clock.
a bottle.
dec3S,M&W&wly49
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Brown and the Misses
Mr Paine needs no endorsement as bis
Mr. and Mrs. Brown and
Brown of this city.
Horse Blankets and Lap Robes cheap. Coe.
are well
known to all. He
name and works
received their friends yesterday on
daughters
and bis associates have done more towards
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell this morning
board ship in the upper deck stateroom of
street, begging and tramp
abating the
at 10J o’clock at Mart on Plum street a lot of
Capt. Smith, kindly placed at their disposal
nuisance and in elevating tbe needy, so as to
The room was beautifully decorated with the
horses, workers and drivers, one of the horses
become self dependent and independent citibelong to the estate of the late Dr. W. W.
choicest flowers, whoso perfume filled the air. I
zens than everything else combined.
Tl.a carom of the Circassian
was
valued at
At same time will be sold new and
Greene.
Mr. Paine will explain bow the work has
second-hand carriages, harnesses &c.
about 8290,000, and included 37,300 bushels
the
wonderand
in
the
larger cities,
grown up
wheat, 10,000 boxes cheese, 330 boxes bacon,
ful success it has achieved in arresting the
New Danlap Hats to-day. Coe.
4,501
packages butter, 1,798 bushels apples,
spread ot pauperism wm.cn, a snort time ago,
500 sacks or flour, 220 cases canned meats, 131
A large assortment of Pampas, Plumes,
threatened to become as dangerous to society
Grasses, Immortels, Ferns, Ac., at low prices. as in some
packages poultry, 50 barrels whiskey, two
By interesting
parts of Europe.
The
cases furniture, all foreign merchandise.
W. C. Sawyer & Co., 5, 7 & 9 Preble street.
the charitable societies and churches as well as
domestic cargo was valued at about 850,000
S&W-2w
u3y2i>
charitable individuals in the work of registraand included 800 boxes bacon, 140 tierces beef,
Full assortment Ladies’ Silk Hosiery in
tion, the names of neatly all dependent upon
and 400 cases canned meats.
use
of
obtained
for
the
there
were
Blacks and colors.
charity
societies and the public, and this system of redec2d3t
Roller Skating’ Rink.
Owen, Moore & Co.
The manager at this rink is making this one
gistration became a most important aidjin deCourt.
Municipal
tecting imposture. Iudeed, it was found, that of the finest places of amusement in the city,
BEFORE J IT DOE KNIOBT.
a great number of families were living without
and those visiting it will see that he is looking
Friday.—Jobs Connors. Intoxication. Fined $5
work upon charitable societies and individuals.
to the comfort of the spectators as well as the
and costs. Paid Same malicious mischief. Fined
withhold
to
the
to
constant
There has been a gallery put up the
skaters.
public
By
appeals
Paid
and
ordered
to
the
and
costs.
keep
peace
fa
aid from street beggars and straugers until
Bonds $2i 0.
six months
length of one side of the hall, which gives the

Brief Jottings.

NEW

THE STATE FAIR.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

POLITE?

Uudervests and Drawers at lowest
possible prices.

STAPLES.

HORATIO

STORAGE FOR CARRIAGES.
Good storage for the winter

can

he had at the

10R8EAND CARRIAGE MART,
32 & 34 Plum St.

nov26

Manufacturer’s Remnants
—OF

—

COTTONS

UNBLEACHED
in yast

Quantities,

CHEAP, at

STAPLES

HORATIO

BEAUTIFUL PARLOR LAMPS.
FINE ART STORE,
503 CONGRESS STREET.

YKUS

F.

DAV.1.S;,

BLANKETS!

BLANKETS!

From $2.2* up to genuine
nil wool USankeis at

$IU

a

pair.

Horatio Staples.

GE PRESS.

T

The Interior Department.
Report of Secretary Kirkwood.
The report of the secretary of the interior for
the fiscal year ending June 30,.1881, has been
laid before the public. Indian affairs are first
treated. As a remedy fur the evils arising in
connection with this matter Secretary Kirkwood advises a reduction of existing reservations in proportion to the Indians inhabiting
them, and that their titles to these lauds be

fully protected by the

It is recommended that the Iudians be taught to become
herdsmen rather than farmers, and that more
specific legislation ba enacted for the defiu-i
tion and punishment of crime committed on tl 0
courts.

reservations. The Indian trust fund is §2,186,050.
Tite cash receipts from all sources, sales, fees
and commissions for the la3t fiscal year amountThe total area of the laud,
ed to $4,402,112 53
States and Territories, is 1,814,789,922 acres, of
which 784,906,980 acres have been surveyed
The area of lands surveyed the last fiscal year
that of the
was greater by 6,058,759 acres thau
previous year. The area of public lauds disof
the
last
fiscal
was
less
year
by 3,898,posed
974,00 acres thau that of the previous year; the
aggregate ea.Ji receipls were greater by $2,508,642,56. Two inspection trips have been made
daring the year for the purpose of examining the
properties and accounts ot the several subsidized railroads. About 6900 miles of subsidized
and I and-grant railroads subject to the supervision of the bureau have been examined, and
their books (especially those of the Union and
Central Pacific roads) carefully compared with
the repoits as rendered by the companies
Among the properties included in the inspections, aside from the Union and Central Pacific, were those of the Southern Pacific,
Atlantic & Pacific, Central Branch Union
Pacific, and the Sioux City and Pacific companies, in all of which the United States is interested ms creditor or otherwise.
Although
the past severe and protracted winter was accompanied by unusual fioodsand storms, which
destroyed much property and materially increase 1 the expenditures for maiutaining the
same, it was noticeable that a substantial improvement in the property of the roads in whiob
the government has a direct interest had been
made, and in general the reports rendered indicate

a

marked increase

m

their business.

THK PATENT OFFICE.

The report of the commissioner of patents
shows an increase of business for the year ending June 30,1881. The number of applications
for pateuts was 33,932, an increase o( 1,942
over the previous year.
Applications for designs, 585: reissues, 588; caveats, 2,342; trademarks, 404; appeals, 771; disclaimers, 18;
labels, 3o7.
The number of patents granted, including
reissues and designs, was 15,175, ati increase
over the former year of 1526.
Number of tiade-marks registered was 462;
labels registered, 181; patents withheld for
e
payment of final fee, 1439; patents expired,

•272.

i.e

*

52.

895

total
an

850,348 40.

the office were $789,receipts
increase over tho previous year of
of

servioe
Church.—Preaching
school at
m.

m.
4% p.
Sunday
Evening meeting
at 7.
Bethel Church.—Services 10Va a. ra., 3 and 7%
p. in.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7%
p. in. All from Bea and land are invited. Seats free,
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Bradley Church.
Sunday. Dec, 4th. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.80 a. ra., and Mrs.
Morgan will preach at 3 p. ra.
Cate Elizabeth Depot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School at Turner'& Island at 10 o’clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at 1% and preaching at 2%, Prayer
ovenings,
meetings at both pla es at 7 Sabbath
Hill Cla*u
on
Wednesday
evening on the
Commeetings at both places on Frid y evenings.
munion Service on the Hill the first Sabbath cf each
mouth. Ksv. M C. Pendexter, preacher in charge

THE PENSION OFFICE.

June 30,1881, there were 268,830 pensioners
on the rolls, classified as follows: Army invalids
153,025; army widows, children and dependent
relatives, 76,683; navy invalids, 2187, navy widows. children and dependent relatives, 2008;
soldiers and sailors of the war of 1812, 8898;
widows of soldiers and sailors of that war, 26,
029. During the year, 28,740 names were placed on the pension-roll, and 10,712 were dropped
making the increase for the year in the number
of pensioners, 18,028. The whole amount paid
on account of pensions was $49,723,147 52, of
which $23,628,176 61 was paid to pensioners
whose names were placed on the roll during the
year eudiug June 30, 1881, whose pensions generally extended back over a period of many
years. The average anunal pension of the peusioners on the roll Julie 30, 1881, was $107 01.
It would require $28,769,967 6 6 to pay for one
year the pensioners ou the roll at the end of the
last fiscal year, at rates they were theu receiving. Since the year 1861, 431,439 claims of invalid officers and soldiers for pensions have
been filed in the pension office,of which 190 250
have been allowed, and 289,240 claims of widows, children and dependent relatives have
beeu filed, of which 197,414 have beeu allowed
In adaiiiou to the shove, since February 14,1871
34 548 claims of officers and soldiers of the war
of 1812 have been filed, of which 25,585 have
been allowed; and 41,305 claims of widows of
officers and soldiers of that war have beeu filed
U4IM

o:.1 UCl 1

the sum of 5500,345,044 21 has been paid to pensioners. There are on file 319,748 unadjudicated claims for pensions (exclusive of those made
tho war of 1812),
on account of service in
of which 50 per cent were filecjoetweei |J ly 1 ,
1879, and June 30, 1881. The proportion of the
whole number of cases which will be further
prosecuted cannot at present be determined.
The pension commissioner states that with the
present force of the office the expense will exceed the appropriation for the present year by
l‘:"
530,000. He recommends lei'islatj'HL
more dehirtrri';<Vy;
-?— t~*refWH)WS
fiitely defining the circumstances under which
the pensions f persons who are held as inmates
of the Soldiers' Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers shall be paid to tbe Home; to the end
that the fee for procuring a pension shall depend upon the successful prosecution of the
claim, that it shall he secured to the attorney
from the pension allowed, and a more liberal
compensation be allowed attorneys in such
cities.
LAWLESSNESS IN THE SOUTHWEST.

Secretary Kirkwood says: “Bands of robbers
have operated in Arizona, New Mexico and in
the adjoining parts of Mexico upon an extensive scale. Complaints of the depredation committed by them have been received from the
government"! Mexico, through the Department
of State. This depart ment has informal ion of
one organized band of robbers numbering 120
men in Arizona who are robbing the citizens
of Mexico and the United States of horses and
cattle, and disposing of the same or converting
them to their own use. Owiug to the t parsf
ness of the popalatiou the local authorities are
unable to cope with such combinations. The
use of United States troops to assist in enforcing the laws is forbidden by the law relating to
t he use of any part of the army as a posse com
itatus. The Governors of those Tejritories have
represemed to this department that if the United States military authorities w ere free to assist in repressing the lawlessness which prevails
there, and would so assist, tbe lives and property of the citizens would be more secure, tho
advancement of the interests of the people
would be promoted, and causes which threaten
to disturb tho peace between the United States
and Mexico would be removed. I have therefore to recommend that tbe law prohibiting the
use of the army as a posse comitatus to assist in
the execution of the laws be repealed so far as
it applies to the Territories of Arizona and New
Mexico.”
Wit and Wisdom.
“Buy your Christmas presents now,” is tho
legend that meets us in the window of an uptown store. Thank you for the advice, but we
always let our friends buy them for us.—Boston Courier.

of

peevish sufferers!
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil to your aching joints
and muscles. Bely upon it that you will experience speedy relief
Such, at least, is the testimony of those who have used it. The remedy is likewise successfully resorted to for throat
and lung diseases, sprains, bruises, etc.
The man who said all the world was a stage
and the people were actors didn’t have it correct. It shonld have been that all the world's
a pointing office and every follow takes a hand
at playing the devil.—Glasgow Times.
teacher bad given a lesson
to a little girl to commit to memory.
At the
next session of the school she desired tho child
to repeat the lesson, bnt as she hesitated, the
teacher read it over and said, “Now, what is
it?” “That is it,” replied tho little girl, innocontly, “just as you said it.”—Cincinnati
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LAW,

Exchange St

48

BRADBURY,
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COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange
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Exchange Street
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W. COOMBS,

CARDON

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange

CJOHN 0. COBB,
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172 Middle Street.
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Stephens says
ninety-four pounds; but that is
Lowell Courier.

he

weighs

too

thin.—

_

Don’t be imposed upon if yonr Kidneys are
out of order, or if you have Dyspepsia. Ask
your druggist for “Elixir of Life Root”
aud take no other t medy. It is a sure cure in
of this kind.—Times.

you a long buzz about
conclude that ho has a
bee in his bonnet.—Boston Courier.
a man

gives
to
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LAW,
34 Exohange
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COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.
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Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E.

WILLIAM It LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
51 Vs Exchange Street.
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L

ATTORNEY AT

LAW,
Post

HC.

Office Building.

P. MATTOCKS,
COUNSELLOR

AT

JAMES O’DOVNELL,

0

COUNSELLOR AT

HENRY C.

P

Portland, Me., Jnly 17,1881.
H. H. WARNER & Co.. Gentlemen—Wy wife was
seriously affl cted with kidney disease and her back
pained her very much, when she commenced using
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and from the
first it helped her. The pain ceased. Her water
assumed its natural color and now she is well. I
cannot too highly recommend Warner’s Safe Kid-

GEMS OFENGLISH SONG
j

PEABODY,

Portband, Me., July 27,1881.

H. H. WARNER &

CO., Gentlemen— About two

pain
my kidneys
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and the very
first b ttle relieved me. 1 consider it an excellent
medicine and honestly recommend it for all diseases
of the urinary organs.

COUNSELLORS

LAW.
100

AT

D. REED,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

Exchange

St.

cl.; $3 gilt.

Me..

Gentlemen—Last January t fell on the ice. injuring my back. In June I began using Warner*# Safe
Kinney an 1 Liver Cure and the pain has left me and
I now feel ss well as ever.

9fUl
68 C lnrk Street.

R

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange

THE
Street

j|^ ^

GAGE & STROUT

SB TROUT,COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW

81% Exchange S

COUNSELLORS AT

LAW,
33

V

D. YERRILL,

COUNSELLOR

AT

Exchange St

LAW,

191

Middle St.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR

AT

KH.
MH.

PA.

KOTZ8CHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN AND HARMONY,

Stoekbridge’s Mode Store.

PIANO AND ORGAN.

Stockbridge’s

E.' PENNEEL,
VOICE,

SINGING
Tenor

Store.

Music

THE WHITNEY

ALL BRANCHES
Soloist, 93 Park Street

MR. H. N. O'NEILL,
Teacher of English and Italian Singing
and PhyMiologyof the Voice,
to inform bis numerous friends and the
that he will be prepared to receive pupils

begs

the 6th of September at his ne
rooms. We. 146 Tremont afreet
Schmidt’s Music store.

on

and
over

The term opens on the 12th of September,
pils may enter at auy time.

Under.,the Falmouth Hotel.

gloss,

STREET,

elegant
Arthur

ver or

ELEGANT

TABLE I,ASPS

(Established 1856 )
MAINE.

The Winter Term will commence MonH. F. EATON, Prin.

day, Dec. 12.
nov28

urinary

organs.
has any physical
remember the great danger of delay.
eod&wim48nr
n.

Viles,

Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
0 TKCnONT KT.,
(jcutracts tor Advertisement, in Newspaper* In all
of
the
United
and
towns
States and the
cities
British Provinces.

I

Saddle &

der saddle. To be seen at Mr. H.
SU. Smith's stable, Cusliman St.
dec2

NERVOUS

Japanese,

Sarrcguemines,
Satsuma, Kioto, &e.
Duplex, Oxford

English

and H&rvai d Burners.
r*

c<..

n«.i r>

„4

„: 1

C. E. JOSE & GO.

<11 f

oolO

nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save ns many heavy doctor’s
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a onsti ution may be gradually built up
uutii strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever tbere is a weak
escape many a fatal shaft by keeppoint. We may
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourisbed fr&me.”— Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins omj (Vfc-fb and H>), labeled.
JAMES KPPtS 4k
CO., Hsmospatklc
Chemises, Lendso, England.
nov29
Tn,8&wlyr49

Be

.are

lA

,-»y ticket, (at any railroad
boai'Mftce in Now England) via

BOUND

heals tbe
restores the
taste and

Engine

BROOK

Sew York and rhllaMpMa

steam

ROUTE.

SHAW, GODING & 10.

SOULE’S

BISHOP

perfectly

cine

LINIMENT

the worst forms of

SCIATICA

A

Cure

have this

a

co-part-

GEO. BLAKE
fc S^N, and will continue in the business formerly
sarried on by Geo. Blake.
GEO. BLAKE,
HERBERT E. BLAKE.
dec2dlw*
New Gloucester, Nov. 28,1881.
of

Seminal

for

Advertising Agency,
L. Mate St..

I

BOSTON.!

Estimate#

I

I
furnished gratis

39 !>ai !< How,
N*W

for

VOBH

Advertising

in

Newspaper# in the United States and Briiisb Provice#

JB. N. PRKSUMAR A BliOS.

Advertising Agents,
1186 W. FOURTH *T.,

CINCINNATI.

N J

1 '"Cures Rheumatism,
■ Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,!
!Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,!
■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Bums,!
■ Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and!
B Headache, and all pains and aches.!

Lumbago^J

406

1. S.

Cumberland street.

decl dlw

TO LET.

ONE

|

To Let.
Photographer’s Rooms 618 y* Congress st.
recently occupied by J. M. Peck, and now occupied by C. W. Hearn, and al*o other rooms.
Apply to ELBMDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.

THE

octl4dtf
__

REAL

i*'

MAN17FACTUBED

FOR SALE.
Orrington Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orringion, Maine, about three miles from
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never failing
water power, two run of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the b«st flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling house goes with the
mill. Kea*on for selling: 111 health Or ‘he proprietor. For further informal ion, call on or address

THE

BKASTOW BROS..
oct21d&wtf43Brewer Village Maine

CAROLINAS,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,

BUSINESS
Accountant auii
Street. P«rtlne«i.

Rook Binders.
WM.

A.

1

•I* I*

Pattern and Model Maker.
BAEOURj 32 I'rsw Wt., Portlnnd

Hie.__

BUSINESS I'ABUS.

CALIFORNIA,

New

Zealand

AlrJLli

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

augSOdlyr

I

Acapulco, for Isthmus of

Panama

STEPHEN BERRY,
<$ook, fob and (faid $faindei}

only

.Nov. 30 J 5.8. Crescent City,. .Nov. 29

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST A JIOKTON,

FRESCO

B. C. JORDAN, Hired, Maine! WINES &

1.000 Oak and Sprnce Piles.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Sli’p Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. 7.8 dry pine br

of all

LIQUORS

PACKAGES,

—run SALE

s
,

I STANLEY &

SON, Importers,

194 FORK ST., PORTLAND INF.
decSl

WM.

Arrangements*.

l

BT—

‘

oosing Weal,

Dnnect* at Rooklaud Monday with Sanford 8. 8.
o. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
L*I)AY* General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
__

Nov. 23,1881.

reasonable and satisfaction

soar an Wed

'«»__dly_

er, Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Joneaport
nd Machiaaport.
Returning, leaves Machiasporfc. every Hon
lay Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
rriving In Portland about mid eight, connecting
rith Pullman night train for Boston and tbo West.
Connects
at
Rockland with aanford s. S.
k>. steamers for Belfast,
Bangor and River
andings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
ilue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbwr with
learner for Lamolne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
1th stage for Blue Hill.

kind*, in tho

ORIGINAL
■
•

Price,

nov23-dtf

M.

MARKS,

M, Card, anil Jots Printer,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MasS*CH ARLES DEERING.
ter. will leave Railroad wharf,
Portland.
Fridny
every
vening,ot 11.15o’clock.for Rockland, €aaine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. **o. We«l Hir-

IMPORTED""

PAINTERS,

14 llmtri Square. Pwrtland.

I* .'inters'

L-j«ll”gr^wS^y

dim*

nov30

ft

and

/aoanw*Mr

tas

QriNCY,

Room f], Printers
Exrhniacr Ww. Ill Kirhaasr Nircft.

Commencing November 25th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

BY

Notary 1‘nblic.

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New

Winter

Cordial

DIRECTORY.

CEO. C. CODMAN, Office IV*. 1*4 Middle

STEAMBOAT CO.

G. O. HOWS & CO., of Boston,
just been awarded Silver Modal, the
I mly one of any kind awarded to the
J nauy Jamaica
Ginger preparations com*
] leting for a reward.
It contains no intoxicating stimulants
I mo is for sale by all
flrst*class Drug! riots and Grocers.
1

our

ESTATE.
=

For freight or passage »ate? and the fullest lnfor
aitioB, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C.L. BARTLETT & C’O.,
115 Mtate Street, cot, Kromi Nt., Bmi«n.
or to VT. D. LITTLE &
CO.,
Ie38dti
81 Fx'vbango St. Portland.

TuThSSly

[he Jamaica Ginger

tenement in rear, and one on Alder St.
Apply to JOHN C. GERRY,

cov24dtf157 High Street.

10th, 20th and 30th of each month
passengers and freight for San Francisco

Nov. 10.
I. 3. Colon.

remedy In 1
SI
guaranteed.
Price, GO cents and '1.00.
i;k
FOSTEK, MILBUBN A
I'rop’ra, 1
EUFFALC V. Y„ u. s. A.R

aug

Jgm

JLET.

_

Portland, Bangor & Machias

addrccsxnz

,i

below.

is

W. F. PHILLIPS* CO., Wholesale Agts

pamphlet, which we desire to
by mail to every one. gZB^The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at f 1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free
by mail on receipt of the money, by

boar
Ofltl

'lO

Tenement, No. 62 Parris st.,8 rooms;
GENTEEL
all modern improvements. Enquire at No.

JAPAN, CHINA,

Inland!,

new &b
on the

tarrying

TRADE MARK

send free

THE

The
Fork

The beet Internal and external
|
■ tho world. Every bottle

Premature Grave.

S3P“FuIl portieulara in

_nov29

Washington st.
Agent,
By Inland dr Mr aboard (on* ting Co to
D.
Washington,
C., G- orgetown and Alexandria.
Bills of Lading given at the wharf.
TICKictw to Baltimore ami Norfolk, and
Through T icket* to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St
Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 Second class,-includingmeals
And berths.

Hand w’ich

^^B 2 tip

JLET.

AVERY

No. 22 S

Weakness^

tfiat

Diseases
follow
a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Lose of
Memory, Universal
loasitude. Pain in
the Back, Dimneea
of Vi* ion .Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that
a*

TENNESSEE,

£

R
B'

LET.

desirable tenement,* 8 rooms, with all
the modern conveniences, Vo. 118 Winter st.
2d house trom Pine. Inquire of N S.
GARDINER,
No. 93 Exchange st., or at the house.
Also two rente, coiner Cedar aud Lincoln sts.
One with G, one with 5 rooms.
eod 3t

BOSTON

FOR

Eng-_

MARKlls}’?emsdy^unfailing cure

TO

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. (JO

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE

TO

SAIflPNON, Gen. Agent, 53 Central
Wharf, Boston.
nov2-dtf

ESTABLISHED DM 1849.*

8. II. PETTMCILL A CO.’S

r%f

Guaranteed.

BEFORE TAKIBa.c^.XItrn"i.V; AFTER TAKIMQ.

day formed

17

DEBILITY.

The Great

oc26-dtf

GEORGIA.
FLORIDA,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tcnn dr Gn. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard A*r
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,

9

recent c«v-es Each bo* oontains one month’s treatment. One dollar a b >x, or six boxes for tive dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accom anied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their u r*tten guarantee to retorn the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAT & CO.,
only agents In Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
uovl 5dftwly46

Notice.

name

VIRG'NIA,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Speru atorrhcca, Imqotency, Involuntar
ry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads

Ueo only l. A K€i Si botif ter ail else ha# failed.
tle# for Sciatica, Kheumatism and Neuralgia Price
Lan e Back, Ac),
small
bottles
,spratns.
(for
|1.60;
r5 cent#. Sold by ail druggists. F. W. Kl'DUK
V WON, Proprietors, Holton, JTln&ai.
dim
nov9

undersigned
under the firm
THEnership

W

'n.

The two fine Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Win. W. tvreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded iron Norfolk tc all part* of

H. P. BALDWIN,
P

^

(11 w

HORSES FOR SALE.

MON*

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M
from Central Wharf, Boston,

{^oS

\flrant

power boiler: both in excellent
Can be seen at our factory, 160

novzy

|

will sail one of their flrst-class
steamships
JOHN HOPKINS.
WM. CSANE,
WV. LAWRENCE,
1). H. MILLER,
ALLEGE AN’ Y,
BERKSHIRE.

Washington Street, Boston.

mhilrtdty

twenty-horse

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

NEW ENGLANB AGENCY,

319

FIRST-CLASS eight horse power engine, and

A

Steamship Line,

or

and Boiler For Sale.

running order.
Middle St.

febtt

FARE,

Druggists,

Co-partnership

“Bv
thorough knowledge of the natural laws
whicha govern the operations of digestion and

Philadelphia.

d&wly48

d2w

COCOA

Agent

dlw

WEEK.

AFTER

Driving Horse for Sale.

Brown Hotm*, 15.3, good in single and double harness, and un-

P. E. I.

PER

35 to GO tons N. M.
MlLLMt & CO.,
oct29d2m*

FOR SALE

OLD LOLONV RAH,.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Henri-Weekly I.lne, Quick
rime. I,.w
Kates, Frequent Departures.
received
and
forwarded daily to FALL
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Hteumera, .ailing ever, WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to i hitrlr.tun, H. C-, Wn.hingt.u, D. C., Geurue■uwn, D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rate* named and Bills of Lading Ivor
from any point in New England to Pbiladelpbi
For rates of Freight, and other Information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Man.
Wm. P. Clyde dr Co., General Mfoagers,
No. IS So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia

Double Track, Stone Bellas

Express Trains,

passages of

smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever &c. Unequaled fo
colds in
the head
A greeable to use
A pply by the little finger
into the nostrils. On
of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Portland by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS* CtUGAM BALM CO., Owego. N. Y.

lov24

with

Is connection

and

receipt

Pottery

Fitted complete with the

School*

FROM

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

inflammation,

sores and
sense
of

Limoges,
Lougwy,

Maine Wesleyan Seminary and
Female College.

NORBIDGEWOCK,

the nasal

dim

wawtedT

England

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND OBEEN STREETS,

cleanses

book-keeper in the Varnish
Addre-s with reference P. O.
This is a good opportunity
who can make himself usofulin

____nov!7

STEAMSHIP LINES

STATION IN NEW YORK ttSOStik.

completely

also

BREAKFAST.

If

fra young man
both positions.

CLYDE'S
Philadelphia A New

dtf

New York,

dlw*

Portland.

regarding

SANBORN, Master Transportation.

Trenton &

room

Btreet.

SALESMAN and
A
and Oil business.
Box 1019

formation
the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars-, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets.
State Rooms
and further
information apply at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.. T. C. HKR8EY, President, and Manager.
nov24dtf

-BETWEEN-

protects the membrane
additional colds,

UDELL,

Secty.
Kents Hill, Nov. 21,1881.

and T ’cxet

me

WAITED.

Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst.
Pictou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Port Pair field, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and pTince Edward Island Kail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in£P~Freighl

LUOIUS TUTTLE,

Passenger

at

Block, 379Vfc Congress

nov30

UAl,[>OV Mh, Nteam
era
of
lhi» Line will
Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot
of
State
street,
every
Monday,
and Thursday,
at 6 p. m.,
for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Hoclton, Woodstock,

Bound Brook Route.

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

\

TRIPS

ON AND

from

Pupils received singly or In class
Apply at Miss Sargent and Miss Bradbury's
School, 148 Spring St.
Jly23eodtr

Family

Effectually
allays

With fieantfiil
t’euires.

H. P. TORSKY, D. I). LL. D., President.
The winter term of this institution will begin
Mondav, Dec. 5tb, and continue thirteen weeks.
F. A. ROBINSON.
R. W. SOULE,

(MroiM

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

but pu-

DRAWING,

General
D. W.
octlS

S,W&ir0moa2

dtf

jy29

143 Pearl Street.

EPPS’S

Street.

a

can

dtf

TWO

Saco,

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat*
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket O Ace.

and is

]no4

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.

J. W. COLCORI),

Eaton

WANTtD.
who wt-h
nice clean and renumerative
LADIES
work that
be done
hi
to call at
5 Williams

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP 00.

Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. and trail s leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* We*t and
South may be bad of J, M. French. Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in large
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold byali Druggists.

for

private pupils by tbe subscriber.

eod2w

AN

at 11.00 p. m..

A lovely tonic and Hair Dressing. It
removes Dandruff, allays all itching,
■tops falling Hair and promotes n
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

13, 1SS1.

arch

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

Will

Thousands of equally strong endorsements
—many of them in cases where hope was
abandoned—have heeu voluntarily given,
showing the remarkable power of Warner’s
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, in all diseases

kidneys,

ZYLO BlLSAMUM

Gaiter

public

IVATfi IjESsO^S,

Steward.

apr5

Established over 40 years.

IN

afented

Given to

Engineer to run engine In Steam Saw Mill:
a 8o. that nan work in Blacksmith shop. Address P. O. Box 1066.
decldlw*

^FARE $1.00.

Enormous and increasing sales
Throughout Europe and America.

i

EDUCATIONAL

P

WASTED.

The *avont© Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately le«ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they «ecuxe a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
a id inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
nr Tickets and Staterooms for «&le at D. H.
YlUNO’R, 27? Middle Street
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Fre gbt taken as usual.
JT 8. lOVLE, Jr., General Agent.

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Bock port, Lynn, Che:sea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Train* leave Bouton.
At 7.II© a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 06 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

IS PERFECTIONl
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life,
strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.

salary expected,

BOX 1986, Portland, Me.

deoldtf

a Schooner

Lynn. Cnelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 pm.
At 1.00 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, > car boro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

HairRestorer

eod&wlm

for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Debunk Wells, North and

reference and

buv
Smack,
TOWell smack preferred.
F. W.
Steamers! Mobile,
Ala.

South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, Salem, Gloucester, fcockport,

WORLD’S

be perfectly reliable in those cases of erne gency
where a promp and Convenient remedy is demanded. Constipation, liver complaint, dyspepsia, indigestion and other trouble* are overcome by it.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers, to whom apply
for Hostetter’s Almanac for 1882.

a. m.

Biideford, Ke

Mrs.S.A.Allen's

Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is as much regarded as
a household necessity as sugar or coffee The reason
of his is that years of oxper euce have proved it to

TEACHERS

MURRAY,

p. m.
At 8 45

WORLD.

93 Exchange St

MUSIC

spirited music.

OF TBS

decl

LAW,

Choruses, Quartets, Solos,

Gl'TTERetc. Sac-

Admiration

In Hosts of Famines

THOMAS ft BIRD,

BYRON

£-?■•?■

STOMACH

^
•

the best of ref-

as
tss m own hand-

general

Bosmf

for

as.

furnish

decldlw*

writing. giving age,

Including

At
Dally (Night Pullman)
Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newbury port, m.-jl, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a, m.
Sleeping Car will bo
ready for xvmpancv In Portland station, at 9.00
p. ra and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

of hia famous Ger-

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
ant tn Athi-irtf

sosr.
17 u od
red worts and

LAW,
61% Exchange St

GRATEFIJX—COMFORTING.

Tyug

edition

CHRISTMAS CANTATA

Exchange St

Portland, Me., July 28.1881.

0:;

own

CO UNSET. LOR AT

nov22
H. H. WARNER & C< * :—
Gentlemen—I am 1 years o^ ag°* and for the past
twe ty pear8 have ruffcred oscruciating pains in my
back from my kidneys
My water ha<i a thick brick
dust deposit m it; and when I caught co’d it wa- as
red as Mood. 1 have taken different medicines and
spe- t much money, and consulted the best doctors
in Boston, but all wap of no avail umil about thra*
weeks ago, wbe-’ 1 w as prevailed on to try a bottle
of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure. I was
skeptical but before I bad finished the first bottle
the pains in my back ceased and the deposit disappeared from my urine. This may appear almost
miraculous but it is the truth.

Franz’s

ao&gg,

B

T

PortPine

Charlottetown,

a.

can

Wanted.

Enst|>ort, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, IV. S.,

*

who

YOUNG

lions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers betwee* New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage,
State Room, 15; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms cau be obtained at 32
Excoange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasIeo5dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

and

EMERY 8. RIDEON,

TEACHER OF FRENCH AND

July 7,1881.

the North.

of

man

between 16 and 20 years of age,
with his parents in the city,
A residingman,
bill
clerk and
assistant. Add

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
P -tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
£.M.,and leave Pie* 87, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine aceommoda

W
Wild

THOMAS

Oerman and Italian.
Portland,

Vikings

young

Steamship Company.

collection.

B

MISS MARIA JS.

H. H. WARNER & CO.:—

IhTi

a

BY

Must be light employment; Writing
erences.
preferred. Hours from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Address
aiviDg full particulars, Lock box 286, Yarmouth,

Steamer* Eleanors and Franconia

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into eff.-ct on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1881

FRANZ ALBUM 0F SONG.
iiuui

j

and most favorite

6.30

Situation Wanted in Portland.

8*mi-WeekIy Lin* to New fork.

Railroad,

Eastern

2.30 P.M.
5.00
6.40

_WAMYS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

dyer,

jan24dvf

IO Malem St.

new

beautiful.
a

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

ago 1 sprained ir.y back, and since that *ime
years
have suffered much
from
1 took

The

and music of the

JWrM. O’NEI IaIa will also be prepared to receivo
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 5th.
sepl5d3m
No. «I0 Oxford St.

$3. gilt.

NORWAY MUSIC ALBUM.

LAW,

100 Exohange Street.

W

public may fully realize
the genuineness of the statements, as well
as the power and value of the article of
which they speak, we publish herewith the
facsimile signatures of parties whose sincerity is beyond question. The truth of these
testimonials is absolute, nor can the facts
they announce be ignored.

Song.

RHYMES ANDTUNES/t^Ttt

LAW,
119% Exchange St

COUNSELLOR AT

Bray

Young Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
7 v, p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at. 7 Vi
p. m.

In order that the

Beauties of Sacred

edition
S3.: Cloth §2.60; Boards $2. A noble present for
those -who love the beat
&* of >he most successful
songs of the day, by 40 famous composers.

11.05

Ale.

Maine

Exchange

| hold songs, lullabies and Kindergarten lays. ($1.50.)

meetiug on Friday ctening.

Some Important Statements ol
Well-Known People Wholly
Verified.

KlTTBEDOIi, Ag. r.l.
BOlKi.AND, MAINE.
Hr*ALL DRUGGISTS SELL I
aod&wly22
je

31% Exchange St.

Clark

TRUTH ATM).

Send lor list of Christmas Carols.

J. »V.

LAW,

from

7.10 A.M.
9.16
10.66
2.20 P.M.
3 35
6.10

Tickela far Round Trip 23 resin.
sol 4dtf

dl

NTKKRT.

Peaks.

7.00 A. M.
9.30

4.80
6.10

T. P. McOOWAH, Bookseller,

Tram8 on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maehias, Eastport, Calais, St.
JohD and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdcnsburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Souco may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
St.
Ticket Office, 40
JAS. T. PURBER, Gen. Sopt.
8. K. STETEN8. Gw.. A«*nt Portlanddtf
dec2

MUSIC'

oct!7dtf

Cabin and

and Portland at 1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car neat* secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
EPThe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Hound Line Hteamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train
connects with all Rail l ine* for New
York and the Mouth and West.
TKAINH Leave Portland for
HVJNDAY
Boston
Bo*ton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

dlT

Manjwer.

Ciinard, Allan,

land will not stop at Scarborough Be*ch,
Point. Old Orchard Beach. Kenneoonk or Welle,
except to take passenge rs for Boston.
Parlor C- rs on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30

PUQICT
TUC I ncn jnst out. Cantata
unnlOl inCLUnUi lor Christmas, by
W. Williams. For Mixed Voices. Easy and attractive music. Choirs and Societies can easily learn it
for a Xmas performance. 80 cents.

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Elixir of Life Root Company,

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
86 Exchange St.

M

CHRISTMAS

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

_

pnrnnr

The Peoples Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile'Hall
Farrington Block Congress St. Speaking at 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. by E. W. Walli°, the celebrated
Trance medium of England; Subjects, afternoon,
"Man a Spiritual and Progressive Being.” Evening,
"A Rational view of the Future Life.”
The Portland Temperance Union will hold a
temperance meeting io Congress Hall, Sunday even iig, at 7 o’clock, which will be
addressed by
several interesting speakers.
Singing by the Perham quartette.

a

train

and

Evergreen Landings.

6.16 A.M.
8.46
1030
2.00 P.M
3.16

European Ticket Office.

7.26.
m.

niamnnA

Portland.

STEAMERS,

(OlfORirxa

¥lNNEHAHA

LEAVES

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Train*

Line.

Steamboat

STEAMER

and all points In the

Train will leave Kennebunk for
p.

Tourists’

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill woaltre
C*n« innwti, Hi. Loui .Omaha. Haginnw, Ht. Paul, Halt Lal*e Oily,
Denver, Han Francisco,

n

at

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Tickets Sold at Rednced Rates !

JOSEPH HICKSON. General
W. J. SPICER superintendent.

X

TELEPHONE 433.

nehank, at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. (See
Note.) For Naco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Well*, at 8.46 a.
North BerFor
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
wick, Salmon Fall*, Oreal Falla, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.45 a. m.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For
tioche*ter, and Farmington, N. H.,&t8.*5
For Alton Bay,
a. m.
1.10 and 8.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Mancheater
and Concord, N. H». (via Lawrence.) at 8.45
a ns.;
(via New Market .Junction) at 3 30 p. m.

DENOTE-The 1.10

I

NEW YORK.

ISLAND STEAMERS

Steerage Tickets by the
Inman, White Ntar and
Anchor Line* of European HI earner*
■ailing weekly from Boston and New Fork. For
further particulars call on or address

Portland

Kind tieatment to steerage passengers made a
and guaranteed.
For passage and iiiformatlon apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE A AJ DEN, 207 Bway, N. ¥.; 201 Washimrton 8t.. Boston; 107 South fith St Phila.
Tickets for sole at E# A. Waldron’* Ticket
Office.
novl9-dtjan4

specia t>

-AND-

LEAVE

AND

m.

PORTLAND
FOB RONTON at 8.46 a.m. a 10
at Boston at
and
3.80
arriving
p.
m.,
(Express,)
Returning, leav* Bos1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m
ton at 8.30 a. on (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. ra.,
-Arriving at Portland at 12 30 5.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p. m.

Mo'ning

U»NI>»Vi»KRHY

Baltimore.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Monday, Dec.

after

EENSTOWN

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Piue Poiui.Old Orchard Beach, and Ken-

18 BEAVER
_
STREET,

1

I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMALN.
Truly yours,
Ah

and

1H81, Paaenger

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Fortnight ly services from GLASGOW OALWAY,

PASSENGER OFFICES

a. m.

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Oared Him
1.
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1
J. W. Kittbedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining
ief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL
±si OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me Dleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. 1
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure

WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

1.000 Buttles

over

1 have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGK.

*

Sunday

~

if

AT

LOCKE & LOCKE,

L

pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. in. Sabbath
school at 3 p. m. Evening service omitted.
WestKn.M. E. Church, Rev. Parker J aquas
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday scnooi

novi!9

210 Federal Street.

COUNSELLOR

I

Rev. C.
11 a. m.
Street
Congregational
State
Church.
Morning service at 10% a. m; Preaching by Rev.
F. N.;Pel«>ubet of Natick, Mass. Sunday School at
3 p. m; Evening service at 7 o’c och; Address by
It. T. Paine Esq., of Boston, in behalf of the
Associated Charities of P< rtland.
Sr. Stephen’s Church.—Itev. Asa Dalton. Rector. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
oust St. Rev. Arthur W. Litt.e, Rector. Services
at 10.30. a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cajhedral Church. (Episcopal,)
State St., (near Spring ) Rt. Kev. H. A. Neely Rector, Rev. 0. Morton Mils, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, at 7 o'
clock. Week day services daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00,* and 6 p. m; From Advent to Trinity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7.30. Holy Communion every
at 10.30,
a. m. on
Days at 11/0 a. m; Also at 7.00
a. ra. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
Sons op Temperance ^all.—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society at 2Ya P. m. Subject —“Jeaus
laid the found lions of a most beautiful religion,
national and progressive in its caaracter.
West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11 a m. Preaching by Rev. J. C. Holbrook i>. D at 3 p. m. and 7 p. m.

trouble,

6

Street.

J. J. LYNCH,

I

L

Hayden pastor—Services at

li
any one who reads this

llMDKRTAKIlRS

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

Stevens Plains Universalist Church.

of the

nZiEFlIS~

Street.

P. J. LARRABEE,

L

and all Diseases

Urinary Organs.

A Druggist has Mold

a

trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of oar country of Cdolpha Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for It the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
and L racers.

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Iutlammatloa
of the Bladder, Brick Dost Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

Rockland, Me., April 26,1881.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
luO Exchange

1

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure b}
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, .Sulphate uf Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
As

A Positive Cure for Kid1
ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as
Complaints,
or the

On

5,

n’Ssrf.BMn

in ».««.

LIVERt*OOL, DIRECT TO PORTLAND. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and Queenstown to

ARRIVAL*.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

will

Q

TripSIS,

Passage apply to
£. H. »A.BP<0>, Agent,

ALLAN

17th,

CewiMton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,16 and tt.00 p. m.
From Rarham, 8.30,0.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
ueber,

12.30 p.

Freight

or

dealt

From

BOSTON ti MAINE KAILROAI).

SCHNAPPS.

RID1Y REMEDY!

after MONDAY. OCT.
trains will run as follows:

Based

Delian.

Meals and Room Included.

For

DEPARTURE*:

dtf

deo.2

Pa.ui|t Ei(hi

For Auburn and I.evritton, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 5.16 p. m.
For Crorbam, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p. mFor IJorbaui. 4 00 p. m., (mixed )
For Moatr«*al Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

morning.

Schiedam Aromatic

THE BANNER

AT

SETH L. LARRABEE,

L

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1% p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Young People’s meeting Thursday evening at 7%

39

nothing, it is safe

LAW,
399% Congress Street

I

pastor.

Premature Lose of the Hair
Mav be entirely prevented by the use of Bubnett’s Cocoaine
Housekeepers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts,they are the best.
A ten-thousand dollar education on a fivedollar boy is money thrown away.—New Orleans Picajuno.

COUNSELLOR

and

ON 1881,

Sundays

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

liongWbarf, Boston, 8 p,
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
West
the
by the Penn. K. K., and Soath
Freight
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
m.

changeof time.

Limited Ticket* drat and second class fsr
9 John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

WOLFE’S

LIFE ROOT!

AARON B. HOLDEN,

H

Life Size Crayons.

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From

Mo

Railway of Canada.

Grand Trunk

X Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Show
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

J)>7coCt

-OF-

93 Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT

for

ELIXIR

AT LAW,
31% Exchange Street

D

Facilities

Le&Toa each Port Erery Wednesday and

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.45 a. m.—From Fabyan’s.
5.57 u. in.—From Burlington and Bwanton.
J. HAMILTON. Sup’I.
ocldtf
Portland, Oct. 1, 1881.

run aaily,
inbetween Boston and Maine Central R. R.

Sleeping Cars attachod,

cluded,
only.

Specialty

a

Aim:—TO PLEASE.

Street

COUNSELLOR

Preaching

Wii.r.TB'rnw

Fine Portrait Work

t

Direct Steamship Line.

follows:

tions.

a. oi.

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

OPPOSITE

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
OOUNELLORS AT LAW,

C

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

run as

LEAVING PORTLAND
8.95 a* m.—For all stations, through to Bur*
Iington, Mwontos, Montreal and Ogdtssburg.
9.15 p. m.-For Fabyan’s and Intermediate sta-

8.

ANTHOINE,
COUNSELLOR AT

will

From Halifax, 8.15 a m., 2.45 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: auckaport,
5.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 715 a. m., t7.45
a. m., 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
Dexter,7.05
p. m.;
б. 35 a. m., 2.60 p. m.;
hegan, 8 20 a. m..
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 s.m. 1.66, tlO.UO
m.j and 6.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p. m., 110,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. im, 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m..
til.14 p m Bath, 6.56 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. Hu, Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., fl2.86 a. m., (night.) Bockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a. m.. 4.15 p. m. Phillip*. 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a, m.; Wiutbrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. '*eing due in Portland
trains
from Augusta
and
Bath,
morning
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston,
8.40.
from Bangor, ,*nd all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting
The afternoon
trains from
m.
Watervillo,
and
Lewivon
at 5.40
Rockland
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullmas Express train at 1.60

LAW,

AT

PHILADELPHIA

Until farther notice passenger trains

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

PARKER,

—AJTD—

CHANGE OF TIME.
after Monday, October .*Ird, IS8I,

On and

Kungele? Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Keadfleld, West Waterville and North
Anson. 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick. 7.00 a. m.

Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—McmaohuMftta Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl scientific—throughout the land.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or tho money will be refunded in every instance.
Thousand* of Copies are »cntby mail, securely sealed and post.paid, to all parts of the
‘-I4.
world, every month, upon receipt of price,
M. 1).
Address PEAliODY MEDIi AL INSTITUTE or W. H.
4 Kulfiiic-i St., Boston, mass.
Nov22aodtaugl3
X. B.—The author may bo consulted on all diseases requiring shill and experience.

the Cumber land

of

COUNSELLOR

AW.

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor.
at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1%
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday evenings. All are welcome.

Holy

The author of the Science or Life is a noble bene'actor. He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—

188 Middle Street.

as inst convictions of right.”
Evening, “The
temper of doubt, its perils and Its cure.”
Advent
Second
Church, Union Hall, Free
Street, Elder F. Barr, pastor. Services at 10.30
a. m. 3 and 7 p. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m;
Praver meetings Tuesday and Friday evenings at

A.

«i*5byl«ail. (New Edition )
6 CENTS. SEND NOW.
'The Science of Life, or Sel -Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
the
of
married
or
that
whatever
single either sex can either require or wish to know, but
There is nothing
In sboifc the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.— Toronto Globe.
what is fully explained
men
to
read
and
middle
aged
just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
The book for young
is worth many times its weight in gold.—Medical Times.

ILLUSTH4TED SAMPLE

C. ANDREWS,

AS.

St. M. E. Church. Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur,
pastor; Communion service at 10% a. ra; Sabbath
school at 1% p. m.; Preaching at 3 p. m.; Prayer
meetings 6 and 7.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev.
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10.3‘>. a. m. and 7.00 p. m; M> ruing, “Going

Saturday Night.

|

The

Free to all.

m.

ND SflRVWOK,
184 Middle Street.

f

Bar Association:

High St. Churi h—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor
at 10% a. m. Sunday school at
Service of praise at 7 p. m.
ra.
Rev. Parker
Knightville M. E. Church.
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m.
Sunday
school at 3% p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday
evening at 7%.
New Jerusalem Church, New High S treat.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Divine Service* at
10% »• m; Preaching by the p«stor; Sabbath
School at 12 m; Evening service omitted this
Sunday; Religious meeting Tuesday at 7% p. m.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.
Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
corner of Park and Pleasant sts., Rev. W. U. Alger,
pastor; Services at 10Va a. m. and|7 p. ra; Subjects:
viorning, “How shall we learn to know God?”
Evening, “The Jeopardy and the Security of Man.”
Sunday School at 12 m.
Preble Chapel.
Sunday, Dec. 4th, Sunday
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3 p. m. Temper-

Sunday-school

When

CIVIL ENGINEER AN

(New ) Rerised and Enlarged.

The

LAWYERS.

Preaching service

Then
Apply Dr.

hearken, ye

cases

180** Middle Street.

E. C. JORDAN,

J

12

7 p.

ARCHITECT,

CIVIL ENGINEERS,

j

f"

AHmi THYSfcLr*
81,1

Exohar.ge Street.

KIMBALL,

H.

KOHAH.

First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. G. F tegre, pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.

Beds of Down feel Hard.
All beds seem hard to tbe rheumatic.

Alexander

ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93

Free Street Bvptist Church—Rev. Jas. McWTiinnie, pastor. Morning Service at 10% a. m.
Communion at 3 p. in; Sabbath school at 12 m.
First Univerbalist Church, Congress Square.
Services at at 10% a. m; Sunday school at 3 p.
ra; Preaching by Kev. Dr. Flanders of Bouton.
First Free Baptist Church, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m Preaching at 3 p. m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.46 p. m.; preaching at 8;
Prayer meeting Sunday evening at 7 .00; Tuesday
and Friday at 7.30.

meeting at

■/fit Alt?

H. FASSKTT,

F.

Portland & (Mu

On and after Monday, Dec. 3th, Passenger
Train* will run as follows; Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Hailway,
12.55, and tl 1.16 p m.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook fount?,
Mooeehcad Lake, ami all stations on B. A
Piscataquis K. H*. 111.16 p. mM (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegnn, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p.m.,$11.15 p.
12.46 p. m„ 12.55
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays onty,
Augusta, Ballowell, Oardiner, Kichmoud.aod Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.65 p.
m., 5.15 p. in., til.16 p m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.f 5 p. m., 6.16 p. m. Kockland, and Knox
12.55 p.
A Lincoln B. H.. 7.00 a. m
in.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
Brunswick
7.00
m.
via
Lewiston
6,06 p.
a. m., til.16 p. in.;
Farmington, Phillip*,

Meif-Prescrvaiion.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Everybody Needs It.

A CJreal IHedical Treatise
JHanhnod; ibe Cause and Cure of Exhausted
and
Nervous
rliyucnl
Vitality,
Debility, also on
the Untold ifliMM ics arising from the Excesses of nature Years. 3<|0 pages. Royal S®o. The very finest
steel engravings.
125 invaluable Prescription*, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound In beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,

,or
on

ARCHITKOTS.

Religion.”

ance

258th Edition.

EDUCATIONAL
r

Copies Sold!

More than One Million

—

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Church of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Sts;
Preaching at 10% a. m. Jy.rds-day school at 12 m.
Lord’* Supper at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
7Vi. All are welcome." All are Invited.
Congress St. M. E. Church-Rev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 8 Eastern Promenade;
Communi n service at 10% a. m.: Preaching at
3 p. m. by the pastor; Sunday School at 1% p. m;
Prayer meeting at 7 p. in. All are invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKoown, D. D., pastor. Residence, 219 Cumberland street; Communion and Reception of members at 10% a. m. Sunday School at 1% P-m;
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. ra; Prayer meeting at 7 p m; Prayer meeting Sunday evening at
6 and 7 o’clock, and I'm sday evening at 7%.
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10% a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at* 7 p. m.
Prayer ana Praise meeting at
7% p. m. All are wolcome.
Church of the Messiah—Cor. Congress and India Sts. Sabbath school at 1.30 p. m.; Preaching at
7, by Rev. O. A. Hayden; Subject, ‘-End and Aim

ney and Liver Cure.
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Pine

The aggregateof appropriations fertile office,
including a deficiency of $8429 06, was $007,299 06. Amount expended for printing, binding, etc., out of the appropriation for printing
and binding for Department of the Interior,
$142 432 47. Total expenditure on account of
patent office, $749,731 53. Total receipts in excess of all expenditures for the year ending
June 30, 1881, $40,163 99.
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Sunday Services.
Abyssinian

Kxchange,

111 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Pine Job Printing a Npecinity.
Irders oy mail or in person promptly atte'.uOd to.
■

Particular nitration paid
Pamphlet Printing
vl
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W. W. KIlAIU’i: A CO.,
Advertising A cents,
\ I PARK ROW,
NEW VORB
Advertisements written appropriately displayed
« nd proofs given, free ofe
Tbe leading Daily and
ekly Newspapers of ta
1 Ini ted states and Canada, kept on file for tbe accottlodatlon of Advertisers.
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